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STATUS LOG
The December 2016 review was undertaken following the EA’s acceptance of proposed CH4 and
CO2 trigger levels for three landfill gas monitoring boreholes installed to the north of Cell 6 in August
2015.
The February 2018 review was undertaken following the replacement of the J316 gas engine with
a 330kW J208 engine.
Version March 2019 has been produced as the annual review and includes updated drawings and
procedures where relevant, a note of the local EAs acceptance of revised CO2 limits as action
limits and introduces this status log.
Version March 2020 has been produced following the publication of a revised LFGRA Ref ends
RP-V-0309 dated 19/02/2020 in support of a permit variation.
Version March 2021 has been produced as an annual review and also following the removal of the
1000m3 Hasse flare and installation of the 350m3 Uniflare Plant.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Report Context
Leadenham Landfill Site is operated by Lincwaste Ltd, a wholly owned subsidiary of FCC
Environment and operated under Permit Ref: XP3798NK.
This version of the Landfill Gas Management Plan (LFGMP) is the annual review for 2021.
The EA local office have acknowledged their acceptance of proposed CH4 and CO2
trigger / action levels derived in accordance with the ICOP for the perimeter gas monitoring
boreholes and a permit variation has now been issued.

1.2 Overview
Landfill gas management at the site in undertaken by the outsourced gas operator Infinis
through an agreement with FCC. Infinis manage both the landfill gas collection
infrastructure and the gas utilisation compound through a Service Level Agreement
between FCC and Infinis. The gas utilisation plant is regulated by the Landfill permit as a
directly associated activity for the gas engines and for the flaring of landfill gas as defined
in table S1.1.
1.3 Landfill Gas Management Plan
Defined within Agency publication LFTGN03 Guidance on the management of landfill gas’
the Gas Management Plan:
‘…provides a framework for the management of landfill gas based on the Site
characteristics and the nature and extent of the gas control system…’
Key elements of the Gas Management Plan include the landfill gas risk assessment,
specification of control measures and definition of operational procedures, monitoring
plan, action plans and a completion and aftercare plan. The following report details each
of these elements as applied to the Leadenham Landfill Site.
The site was mothballed in 2012 and commenced receiving wastes again in late 2018
following the engineering of Cell 1. The LFGMP included Cell 1 but will be reviewed
progressively as needed if significant changes warrant a revised LFGMP.
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2 LANDFILL GAS RISK ASSESSMENT
The range and quantities of wastes deposited at the Site are expected to generate landfill
gas. The anaerobic degradation of biodegradable wastes results in the production of
landfill gas; a mixture of Methane and Carbon Dioxide in approximately 60:40 proportions
with trace quantities of a number of organic gases.
A detailed assessment of the generation of landfill gas and the associated risk assessment
using GasSim2 software have been completed for Leadenham Landfill as part of the
Permitting process and are detailed within the following reports:


Golder Associates (UK) Ltd (2009a). EP Application Volume 2, Section D, Option 1,
Landfill Gas Risk Assessment, Leadenham Landfill Site, Version A.0,
08514290097.503A.



Golder Associates (UK) Ltd (2009b). EP Application Volume 2, Section D, Option 2,
Landfill Gas Risk Assessment, Leadenham Landfill Site, Version A.0,
08514290097.503B.



Golder Associates (UK) Ltd (2007). Working Plan, Leadenham Landfill Site, Version
A11, 07514290320.500/A.11.

Two options were looked at: Option 1 based on the site being mothballed and Option 2:
based on the site continuing to accept waste. Two scenarios were considered for each
option: Scenario 1 representing typical operating conditions and Scenario 2: representing
the short-term scenario of only the flare being operated which considers a non-typical
operational scenario.
In Option 1 Tier 1 screening of the potential combustion and fugitive emissions from both
Scenario 1 and 2 demonstrated that none of the emissions required more detailed
assessment.
In Option 2 Tier 1 screening of the potential combustion and fugitive emissions from both
Scenario 1 and 2 demonstrated that further detailed modelling would be required for
surface emissions only. The outcome of the detailed modelling was that there was no
exceedance of the relevant Environmental Assessment Limits (EALs) anywhere within the
modelled domain.
Lateral emissions of landfill gas from the site were assessed using the lateral migration
model of GasSim2 including an assessment of potential vegetation stress through lateral
migration. The predicted methane migration from the perimeter sidewalls is minimal at the
closest receptor in both scenarios. Modelling results indicate that vegetation stress
resulting in 7.5% combined CO2 and methane concentrations in the root zone only occurs
within approximately 5m (95%ile) of the operational boundary under both scenarios.
Vegetation stress is unlikely to occur outside the Site ownership boundary.
An assessment of the global impact of the Site in terms of Global warming Potential (GWP)
and Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP) was undertaken. Results illustrate that the GUP
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reduced the potential impact on GWP by an estimated 30% and ODP by 42% over the
lifetime of the site.
The LFGRA forms the basis upon which each aspect of the LFGMP is defined and as
such changes to the LFGRA will be subsequently incorporated into the LFGMP.
A revised landfill gas risk assessment for Leadenham landfill site is available dated
19/02/20 including an update of the GasSim model for the site, to more accurately reflect
the waste inputs and degradation rates for the site over the new lifecycle for the landfill.
Waste input tonnages for the remaining operational period (2019-2030) are in line with the
accelerated waste acceptance being applied for (150,000 tonnes per annum). The void
assumed to be available in the Northern Development Area is based on the assumptions
in the 2009 LFGRA. The annual tonnage has been assigned to the cells consecutively
until the total void estimated and modelled to be filled by the 2009 LFGRA is exhausted.
The modelled distribution and ‘likely’ tonnage are detailed in Table 2 below. For the years
2020 and 2021 the distribution models a slightly lower likely value of 120,000 tonnes per
annum, increasing to 150,000 thereafter until the site is complete.
The summary is provided below.


Validation of the model suggests that the current gas extraction is represented
accurately by the model. The validated model predicts maximum gas generation
rates of 445 m3/h at the 95th percentile in 2019, decreasing thereafter, despite the
proposed accelerated waste acceptance.



The current gas plant on site is sufficient to control the current generated gas
volumes but requires management to ensure that the combination of the engines
and flare operate optimally to minimise the residual gases. It is suggested that a
smaller flare unit will manage the emissions from the site better and decrease the
likely global impact from the site. This has now been completed with the 350m3
flare being installed late 2020.



It is predicted that active extraction is likely to be required till 2050, with landfill gas
quality and quantity too poor for extraction after this date. The requirements of gas
utilisation plant should be considered on an on-going basis through the lifetime of
the site, through regular (e.g. annual) updates of the GasSim model and validation
against actual gas extraction rates



Tier 1 screening indicated that all gases would remain below their EALs or EQS
levels and therefore no Tier 2 modelling was required.



The assessment confirms that the site poses a very low risk to the surrounding
receptors, and the proposed change in tonnages of waste being accepted at the
site will not have a significant impact on the gas generation rates or the risk posed
by the site.
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The information reviewed here and the results of the GasSim model show that the
engineered containment, gas infrastructure and management, utilisation plant and
operation are overall compliant with the Landfill Directive (1999).



It is recommended that gas continues to be managed in accordance with the
LFGMP for the site, to ensure continued compliance with the Landfill Directive. The
requirement for exchange of gas plant to better accommodate the generated gases
onsite should be reviewed periodically (e.g. annually), to ensure that greenhouse
gas emissions from the site are minimised.

3 LANDFILL GAS CONTROL MEASURES
A scheme for the monitoring and control of landfill gas within the performance
specifications detailed in LFTGN03 is set out below. It is anticipated that within the period
of operation of the Site changes in the understanding of the technology will occur, which
will be reflected in amendments to the advice given to the industry or the regulations
issued by Government. This LFGMP will be periodically reviewed to reflect such changes.
Gas management and control will be achieved by:
•
•
•
•

The operation of an internal gas monitoring system;
The operation of an external gas monitoring system;
A permanent active gas extraction and utilisation system that has been installed across
the Site as shown in drawing GMP1 of the Gas Infrastructure.
The low permeability lining system installed across the site.

An active gas control system is required for the Site due to the waste types and quantities
that are deposited. The active landfill gas extraction system connects the gas extraction
wells to the GUP by the use of pipe work and manifolds. Infinis have responsibility for the
day-to-day environmental control of landfill gas and gas utilisation plant and will ensure
compliance with Permit conditions.

3.1 Containment System
With the exception of the Southern Development Area, all cells are lined with
approximately 1m thick engineered clay liner. The layer is considered to have a hydraulic
conductivity of 1x10-9m/s. A layer of soil approximately 0.5m thick with a hydraulic
conductivity of approximately 1x10-8 to 1x10-6 m/s has been used as a temporary cap. The
final cap consists of a geotextile liner approximately 1mm thick with a hydraulic
conductivity of 1x10-14 to 1x10-12 m/s. Details of the landfill containment system are
presented within the documents identified above in Section 2.


Golder Associates (UK) Ltd (2009). EP Application Volume 1, Section A Environmental
and Installation Design, Leadenham Landfill Site, Version A.2, 08514290097.500; and
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Golder Associates (UK) Ltd (2007). Working Plan, Leadenham Landfill Site, Version
A11, 07514290320.500

3.2 Landfill gas extraction
3.2.1 Permanent Gas Extraction
The collection of landfill gas is a requirement of the landfill directive and Landfill
Regulations for all sites accepting biodegradable waste. To control the potential risk
associated with gas migration and emissions, landfill gas must be removed from the
waste, treated and if possible utilised. The gas collection system forms a key element of
the control and minimisation of the risks from landfill gas.
Landfill gas (LFG) control is based on an active gas extraction system incorporating a Gas
Utilisation Plant (GUP).
The gas collected is utilised within the GUP by One landfill gas engine. In the event of
engine maintenance or shutdown, residual gas is flared.
Gas wells and extraction infrastructure are installed according to Construction Quality
Assurance (CQA) principles and a CQA plan is followed for each phase of the
management. Gas extraction wells installed across the site consist of a combination of
vertical built-up and drilled wells supported by pin wells in areas of shallow deposits. All
types of extraction well are connected to a gas extraction gas main.
Where it has been deemed necessary for infrastructure to be decommissioned, a
decommissioning plan must be put together and the work completed under CQA
supervision.
If pin wells have been identified as necessary there is no requirement for CQA plans or
supervision however all contractor procedures must be followed including drill depth sign
offs by FCC.
Optimal well spacing has been defined through site-based knowledge and in line with
Environment Agency (EA) guidance, Industry Codes of Practice and operational
experience. Gas extraction wells have been spaced with a radius of influence to ensure
that the landfill gas is drawn back towards the centre of the site, to minimise the risk of
oxygen being drawn into the system from outside the landfill.
Vertical wells are drilled into the waste and lined with flush threaded or butt-fused sections
of polyethylene (PE). The vertical wells are retro drilled into the waste to no more than
80% of the depth of the waste or a minimum of three metre stand-off from the base to
ensure there is no interference with the basal lining system.
Gas extraction pipework is of various sizes typically ranging from 63mm outside diameter
to 250mm.
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The majority of well heads are located above ground and have their own valves as well
as at Manifolds. Where wells are buried, a valve is fitted above ground.
The site does not have a ring main.

3.2.2 Condensate management
Condensate management within the gas system is provided by pumped knock out pots.
These are MDPE vessels installed at natural or engineered low points within the gas main
for the collection of condensate. Compressed air driven pumps are installed to each pot
to allow the condensate to be pumped back into the landfill.

3.2.3 Inspection, maintenance and servicing regime
Landfill gas extraction wells are inspected during each monitoring round as well as during
routine visual inspections to ensure their integrity. Six-monthly gas well condition surveys
are also carried out to ascertain whether the gas wells are still intact within the waste. If
during any of these surveys any remediation works are identified, action will be taken to
program these works as soon as is reasonably practicable. If appropriate, this work shall
be carried out in accordance with Construction Quality Assurance (CQA) requirements
specified within Agency guidance LFTGN 03 - Guidance on the Management of Landfill Gas.
Commissioning data for gas wells installed by Infinis is contained within Construction Quality
Assurance reports.

3.2.4 Utilisation, flaring and treatment options
Gas will be utilised, flared or treated as described in Section 4.1.

4 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
4.1 System Description
Landfill gas control is based on an active gas extraction system incorporating a network
of gas extraction wells, flare stack and a Gas Utilisation Plant (GUP) as outlined in Drawing
GMP1. The gas collected is utilised within the GUP by one 330kW J208 gas engine
supported by a 350m³/hr flare. In the event of engine maintenance or shutdown, residual
gas is flared.
As of January 2019, the Southern Development Area has been partially completed and
restored. Cells 5 and 6 have been capped with welded MDPE and restoration soils
applied. Cells 3 and 4 were previously capped but have now been opened up to allow
tipping against the flank as Cell1 fills.
The gas collected by the LFG extraction system is disposed of by means of combustion
within a LFG engine. In addition to the engine, a LFG flare is also installed and used as
standby the safely combust any LFG in excess of engine capacity and provides gas
management during periods of engine downtime.
To reduce and control liquid accumulations in gas pipelines, the basic approach to
condensate management focuses on eliminating liquid directly from the gas collection
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pipework using a combination of, well head dewatering, low point drainage through watersealed traps and collection and disposal. Condensate traps or knock out pots (KOPs) are
installed in the system at appropriate intervals along the gas mains to prevent the buildup of condensate inside of the pipework. Condensate is removed by draining back into
the waste or by pumping into a nearby well.

4.2 Commissioning data
Commissioning data for gas wells and extraction infrastructure is contained within
Construction Quality Assurance (CQA) reports for each phase of the installed gas
extraction system which can be accessed on Site.
Vertical gas extraction wells are drilled with diameters between 25mm and 450mm and
completed with gas well casing normally at 160mm diameter. The well void is filled with
no fines granular material normally 20-40mm. A suitable stand off from base is utilised,
typically 3m so as to ensure that the basal liner is not compromised.
Gas collection pipework comprises various sizes of MDPE materials consisting of 63, 90,
150 or 180mm diameter pipelines dependant on duty. Then gas extraction also includes
connection to leachate wells which typically have a diameter of 315-450mm.

4.3 Routine operation and in-waste monitoring
Monitoring and balancing of the gas extraction field is typically completed at a frequency
of at least once per month by trained, experienced Infinis technicians using a portable
Geotechnical Instruments (UK) Ltd GA2000+ ‘Intrinsically Safe Gas Analyser’ or
equivalent.
Landfill gas extraction wells and strategic points as appropriate will be monitored at least
monthly for CH4, CO2, H2S, CO, O2, Atmospheric pressure and relative pressure.
Carbon Monoxide (CO) is recorded using the IR analyser, however if elevated
concentrations (>100ppm) were to be recorded then, due to the potential for interference
between certain substances, gas samples will be taken as “bag samples” for subsequent
lab analysis.
Trends of O2 concentration, CH4 concentration, CO2 concentration, power output, and
extraction vacuum are recorded in the engine management system and reviewed on a
monthly basis. In addition, consideration will be given to residual nitrogen concentrations.
Gas Operating Parameters (GOPs) are agreed annual and signed copies retained within
the SFS. Within the agreed GOPs there are certain wells in aged wastes and/or associated
with migration control with alternative limits specified within the agreed and signed
document.
LFG extraction wells are inspected during each monitoring round to ensure integrity. Any
anomalies identified are reported to the appropriate site representative for remediation.
Field-based investigations are instigated where observed values are outside of these
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parameters. To assist with fault finding, monitoring will be completed at one or all of the
strategic monitoring points located in key locations along the extraction main.
Both the engine and flare have a remote 24/7 monitoring system linked to the Infinis central
control centre. In the event of an engine shutdown, the flare can be started automatically
or remotely. The appointed emergency contact (Site Manager) will be notified.

4.4 Extraction rate maximisation
Maximisation of gas extraction from the landfill is a key aspect for an efficient gas collection
system so as to meet the environmental control requirements and maximise energy
generation. Agreed Gas Operating Parameters (GOPs) are in place which set the systems
operating criteria and they are an agreement between the site manager and Infinis to
maximise extraction rates whilst ensuring environmental control. Extraction rates will be
reviewed and adjusted if required at a quarterly frequency.

5 MONITORING PLAN
The following Monitoring Plan has been developed in accordance with current Agency
guidance LFGTN03 and covers the following aspects of gas monitoring at the Site:
•
•
•
•
•

Surface emissions monitoring;
Internal waste monitoring;
Trace gas component monitoring;
Perimeter monitoring (subsurface emissions);
Engine and flare emissions monitoring.

For each monitoring point a description of measurement techniques, analysis and testing
schedules, data storage and reporting, monitoring layout (where applicable) and
monitoring schedule has been described. A summary of the frequency of each aspect of
monitoring is provided in Appendix A and B.
The current monitoring locations are shown in Drawing 1 Environmental Monitoring Plan
and Drawing 2 Gas Infrastructure Plan.
The landfill gas monitoring method statement protocols as defined under the FCC
Management System are included in Appendix C and Appendix D where contractors are
used.
The Infinis monitoring procedures are included in Appendix E for reference.
The Safe Working Procedure for areas with potentially higher H2S concentrations is
included within the SFS.

5.1 Surface Emissions Monitoring
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The monitoring of surface emissions at the Site will be undertaken in accordance with
LFTGN03 and permit Table S3.6 – Landfill Gas Emissions from capped Surfaces monitoring requirements.
Walkover FID surveys will be completed annually using the approach detailed in the
Monitoring Procedures presented in Appendix D.
A flux box monitoring survey, at a frequency as agreed with the Environment Agency to
determine surface emissions through capped areas will be undertaken using the approach
described in Monitoring Procedure in Appendix D. If the cap has previously been shown
to be compliant, a detailed walkover survey will be acceptable for the annual review, in
accordance with Table S3.6 of the current permit.

5.1.1 Site walk over survey
Background data is collated and the major characteristics identified so that the site can be
divided into a number of zones dependent on cap properties.
The site walkover FID survey is undertaken using a Flame Ionisation Detector (FID) or
similar in accordance with the Landfill Monitoring Procedure provided in Appendix D
ensuring that the gas management system will be under normal operating conditions.
The site is traversed along regular 50m lines but in practice deviations from this will be
inevitable to survey all protrusions through the cap or where any high concentrations are
detected with only steep side flanks or areas where gas extraction wells are not located
being subject to a systematic survey. In addition it will also identify: Surface cracking or
fissures; Stressed vegetation; Interfaces between capped zones and Landfill edges and
side slopes.
The site survey and subsequent remedial action will continue until the concentration of
methane is:
•
•

Less than 50 ppm immediately above the surface of the cap.
Less than 1000 ppm close to any discrete features.

For the purposes of any adhoc FID surveys carried out for investigation purposes there
are “action levels” in place for initiating further actions as a preventative measure:
•
•
•

Perimeter = 5ppm
Surface = 25ppm
Features = 500ppm.

5.1.2 Flux box survey
Following the initial site walkover phase, and if required by the criteria specified in Table
S3.6 of the permit variation, a flux box survey will be carried out, over the agreed areas,
according to the Enitial Landfill Monitoring Procedure provided in Appendix D.
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The number of sample points and average spacing are determined using the methodology
outlined in Section 5.5 of LFTGN07. Surveying will be carried out when the emissions are
representative of normal operation; and carried out under the appropriate meteorological
conditions i.e. not following periods of heavy rain or during periods of frost.
Data will be processed and a mass emission rate for each zone calculated and the
average flux of methane from the surface of the cap in each zone will be compared to the
emissions standard of 0.001mg CH4/m2/s

5.1.3 Reporting of results
The results of annual walkover surveys will be provided to the Environment Agency in an
agreed format. The action plan summarizing the process, method, results, remediation
plans and validation results can be made available to the EA on request.

5.1.4 Remediation
The areas identified in the FID survey as being non-compliant will be documented within
the FID issue action plan and remediated as soon as practicable and tracked to
completion. Remediation will be conducted by an approved contractor until resample and
validation results indicate the emission is below the action limit.

5.1.5 Summary
Surface emission monitoring will incorporate a FID walkover survey to investigate
traversed lines on the cap, cracks, fissures, dieback etc, all on-waste structures at the well
base and well head followed by a cycle of remediation and re-sampling until all points are
below the control levels.
A final report issued to the EA.
An FID issue action plan will be maintained on site to track issues through to a resolution.
A flux-box survey will be undertaken if required by the criteria specified in Table S3.6 of
the permit.

5.2 Internal waste monitoring
Landfill gas extraction wells will be monitored at least monthly intervals in accordance with
Permit Table S3.8 using a GA5000 IR gas analyser or similar. Leachate monitoring wells
may also be used to determine gas concentrations where gas is actively extracted from
these wells. Monitoring schedules are monitored within the Infinis GARD system.
Carbon Monoxide (CO) is recorded using the IR analyser; however this is understood to
provide inconsistent data. Infinis have adopted the procedure of sampling, using Tedlar
bags, any internal gas wells which breach 100ppm CO (as indicated by the hand held
instrument) For wells that repeatedly exceed this limit on the analyser and have been
found to be erroneous by bag sample analysis bag sampling will only take place if the
determinants are indicative of hot spot activity. Infinis procedures can be referenced in
Appendix E.
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Where wells are found to have >50ppm H2S they will be labelled accordingly by Infinis and
FCC’s DSEAR zoning plan will be updated in line with FCC SSW57 procedure.

5.2.1 Maintenance and inspection
Landfill gas extraction wells are inspected during each monitoring round to ensure
integrity. Any anomalies identified are reported through the permit infrastructure check
sheet and by GARD email alerts following the upload of data.
Gas utilisation schemes operate successfully with landfill gas contents well below of 80%.
This is a typical operating condition for older sites such as Leadenham. Other site
conditions that may require different approaches to gas management could include the
need to balance individual gas wells to maintain suction at the site parameter, for example
to manage lateral migration. Gas wells behave differently as they age, requiring more
suction to achieve the same flow. All these anomalies will be taken into consideration
when deriving the agreed GOPs for the site.

5.2.2 Detection of hot-spots
The site is routinely checked for the presence of possible hot-spots through visual
inspection of the site and interpretation of monitoring results.
Where monitoring results suggest excessive air ingress which can promote hot spot
activity, further investigations will be conducted to determine CO, H2 and temperature
levels at the relevant wells. Action will be taken as outlined in Section 6.2 if considered
appropriate.
A hot-spot may be suspected if a number of the following are observed during site
inspection and monitoring:







Substantial settlement over a short period of time
Smoke emanating from the gas extraction system or landfill
CO exceeding 100ppm as indicated on the gas analyser with H2S filter in place
Elevated levels of oxygen greatly exceeding 5%
Combustion residue in extraction wells or headers or
Increase in gas temperatures in the extraction system/excessive temperatures

If it is suspected that a hot-spot is present, Infinis will follow procedure reference CAS 35:
Hotspot Management. Once a hotspot has been closed-out, procedure reference CAS
36: Returning Extraction after a Hotspot Event will be implemented.

5.3 Trace gas component monitoring
Annual trace gas monitoring is conducted in accordance with the requirements of the permit
and of LFTGN04 and is summarised below

5.3.1 Trace gas monitoring methodology
The monitoring methodology is divided into two main stages: Preliminary checks and field
measurements at site and Sampling and analysis that require work at site and in the
laboratory.
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Preliminary checks and Field Measurements

Preliminary checks will be undertaken to confirm the suitability of the selected monitoring
point and to confirm that the gas sample is taken under normal operating conditions by
analysing for CH4, CO2, O2, N2, H2S and CO and assessing the data. Additional
information recorded shall typically include:- Location, Nature of point, Vacuum, Gas flow,
Tendency to form condensate, ambient temperature and gas temperature.
It is noted that the CO analysis may be subject to positive interference and is only
indicative at best. Concentrations of CO greater than 100ppm as verified in the laboratory
may indicate the presence of a deep seated landfill fire and therefore the resulting trace
gas analysis could be abnormal. Therefore if elevated CO is detected by field instruments,
a sample is to be taken in a Tedlar Bag and sent to the lab for analysis.

5.3.1.2

Sampling and laboratory analysis

In order to collect representative samples for subsequent analysis, the methodology
provided in Appendix E will be adopted.
The sampling approach is as detailed in section 5 of LFTGN04 and reproduced within the
Infinis standard procedures.

5.3.2 Monitoring frequency
Trace component monitoring for this site is undertaken annually.

5.3.3 Monitoring parameters
The trace gases which are to be measured include the standard priority components
identified within LFTGN04.

5.3.4 Reporting of monitoring results
The results will be summarised in a report and be submitted to the EA. Data will be
assessed for consistency with previously reported data and will highlight instances where
variations from normal procedures have been necessary and should inform future
monitoring requirements. Any priority trace components that are not positively identified
using the recommended methods will be reported as being below their respective
detection limits.

5.3.5 Summary
Monitoring of trace gases will be conducted on an annual basis in accordance with LFTGN04
utilising the procedures provided in Appendix E.

5.4 Perimeter Monitoring (Subsurface Emissions)
5.4.1 General
Perimeter gas boreholes are monitored on a monthly basis for CH4, CO2, O2, Balance
Gas, Atmospheric Pressure, and Relative Pressure in accordance with Permit Table S3.5
and defined within the schedule provided in Appendix B. Monitoring is undertaken by
either a competent contractor or FCC’s monitoring team. At present monitoring is
undertaken by a contractor to the method statements provided in Appendix D and
responded to be the methodologies provided in Appendix C.
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5.4.2 Perimeter Monitoring Boreholes
There are a total of 32 monitoring boreholes in use for landfill gas perimeter monitoring for
the entire site, including the Southern Development Area and 5 new LFG boreholes
installed in the Northern Development Area awaiting enough data for limits to be proposed
ahead of the new cell. These Boreholes are shown on Drawing 1. Boreholes LFG2, LFG8,
BH4A, BH7, BH8, BH9, BH10, BH18, BH19, BH30, BH31, BH32. BH33 and BH34 are
installed as combined groundwater and gas monitoring boreholes.

5.4.3 Trigger Levels for Perimeter Monitoring Boreholes
Due to the known geology of the Site consisting of Lincolnshire Limestone over
Northampton Sand it is unlikely to result in the generation of a background source of
methane in the vicinity of the site therefore the trigger level for methane is 1% v/v.
Trigger levels have been set for carbon dioxide through a risk based approach to the
establishment of background concentrations. Historical data has been analysed and CO2
trigger levels for boreholes have been set independently based on their location and
previously recorded concentrations. Methane and Carbon Dioxide trigger limits were
therefore been set for the boreholes at 1% for methane and 1.5% above background
concentrations for Carbon Dioxide as defined in the Table below. In August 2015, three
new boreholes were installed and monitoring data was collected and assessed using the
current standard Tmax methodology to produce specific limits as included below.
All the CO2 limits have been reviewed and alternative proposals have been devised and
acknowledged by the local EA office and have now been finalized in the permit variation.
The new boreholes installed in the Northern Development Area will have limits proposed
when enough data has been gathered, the EA have agreed to fortnightly monitoring to
propose limits 6 months from the install rather than the normal Monthly monitoring to
propose in 12 months.
Borehole Specific Trigger Levels for CO2 and CH4 (%v/v)
Position

ID

CH4 limit

Southern
Development Area, 1

LFG1, LFG2, LFG3, LFG4, LFG5, LFG6, LFG7, LFG8,
LFG13, LFG14

3.5 % v/v

Southern
Development Area, 2

LFG9, LFG10, LFG11, LFG12

7.0% v/v

BH4, BH8, BH9, BH10,LFG15, LFG16
W & N Development
Areas

Off-Site Boreholes

1.0% v/v

CO2 limit

2.5% v/v

BH21/15

1.9% v/v

BH22/15

6.3% v/v

BH23/15

1.5% v/v

BH7, BH18, BH19

2.5% v/v

5.4.4 Monitoring Borehole Design
Landfill gas perimeter monitoring boreholes have been designed in accordance with
prevailing technical guidance and installed utilising CQA supervision and validation.
Borehole logs and Validation reports are available for consultation.
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5.4.5 Maintenance of LFG perimeter monitoring points
Landfill gas perimeter monitoring boreholes will be maintained in a condition that allows
them to fulfill their required purpose by visual inspection for damage each time that they
are monitored or sampled. Any damage is recorded and repair actioned within the shortest
practicable timeframe.
Details of landfill gas perimeter monitoring boreholes, remedial actions undertaken or
replacement boreholes installed will be recorded in the SFS, which will include relevant
dates of inspections and remedial works and details of who carried out the inspection or
works.

5.4.6 Routine landfill gas monitoring
Monthly monitoring frequency for perimeter boreholes is undertaken in accordance with
the schedule in Appendix A.

5.4.7 Monitoring personnel
Landfill gas monitoring of the boreholes is undertaken by suitably trained personnel,
trained in the use of gas analysers and interpret landfill monitoring data. Training Records
and calibration certificates will be stored on the SFS. Where contractors are utilised, they
will be similarly trained and experienced and competency records held.

5.4.8 Quality Assurance and Control
Landfill gas monitoring of the boreholes is carried out in such a way so as to ensure the
presence of and quality of landfill gas is accurately measured and then controlled in order
to prevent pollution of the environment, harm to human health or serious detriment to the
amenity of the locality.

5.4.9 Monitoring equipment
Monitoring is using a portable IR instruments for methane, carbon dioxide, oxygen, carbon
monoxide, gas flow if required and hydrogen sulphide.
Calibration and servicing of the instruments is in accordance with the manufacturer’s
recommendations, and records of calibration certificates filed in the appropriate section of
the SFS as per externally verified QA procedures. Servicing is undertaken at six monthly
intervals.

5.4.10 Monitoring methodology
Monitoring as undertaken by the trained contractor technicians is in accordance with the
procedures provided in Appendix D and details are not considered appropriate here.

5.4.11 Analytical methodologies
A hand-held instrument with infra-red gas detection of methane and carbon dioxide, and
electrochemical cells for other analytes will be used. Where samples are sent for
laboratory determination, gas chromatographic analytical techniques will be used to obtain
the required analysis. External laboratories to be used for analysis will be accredited to
UKAS or equivalent accreditation scheme.

5.4.12 QA Plan and QC Procedures
Where an analyser with data logging is used, the results are logged electronically on the
instrument for future reference and downloading. This is then screened by the contractor
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and submitted to FCC and imported into MP5, a monitoring data reporting system that
allows the data to be analysed and easily presented.
Validation of results will be undertaken by the contractors trained monitoring personnel,
and assessment against permit compliance limits undertaken by Technical FCC personnel
such as Compliance Advisors.
The reporting of the data will be in the agreed format and at a frequency specified in the
permit. Breaches will be reported to the Agency in the format presented in the permit and
typically within 24 hours of detection.

5.4.13 Means of communicating results to the regulator
Upon receipt of the data, results will be assessed against the compliance limits and
breaches notified to the EA in accordance with permit requirements. If trigger levels have
been exceeded the action plan will be followed as detailed in Section 6.1 of this
management plan.
Routine results will be reported to the agency at a quarterly frequency as specified in the
permit.

5.5 Engine Monitoring
One J208 landfill gas engine is installed at the Site to generate electricity for export to the
national grid.
The emissions monitoring of the engine will be undertaken in accordance with LFTGN05
as defined by Permit Table S3.2.

5.5.1 Monitoring Methodology
Monitoring and analysis will be undertaken in line with LFTGN 08 for engines. The
parameters to be monitored and methodology will be determined by the above and the
permit are outlined in this LFGMP but are embedded within the Management System for
the site.
Engine emissions samples will be taken from the sampling port situated immediately after
the engine turbo during a time deemed to be typical operational conditions.

5.5.2 Monitoring parameters
The engine emissions will be analysed for the parameters presented below. Emission limits
are based on those identified below.
Landfill gas engine emission monitoring parameters

Parameter

Nitrogen Oxides as (NOx)
Carbon monoxide (CO)
Total volatile organic
compounds (VOC’s)

Emission limit values (mg/m3)*
Engines first
Engines first commissioned
commissioned 2006
after 1 January 1998 and
onwards
before 31 December 2005

500
1400

650
1500

1000

1750

* Engines commissioned in 1997 (or earlier) have site-specific limits. See Environmental Permit for details.
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5.5.3 Monitoring frequency
Monitoring of the emissions from the engine will be conducted on a quarterly basis for
tuning purposes and using MCERTS accredited bodies on an annual basis.

5.5.4 Reporting of monitoring results
The test results will be reported to the EA within the routine quarterly data submissions.
Any data which is determined to be non-compliant, will be investigated and notified to the
EA by FCC together with details of action taken to address the issue.

5.6 Flare Monitoring
A new 350m3 landfill gas flare was installed at the Site late 2020 to safely combust landfill
gas in excess of the capacity of the single gas engine, and to manage landfill gas during
periods of engine downtime. The emissions monitoring of the flare will be undertaken in
accordance with LFTGN05.

5.6.1 Monitoring Methodology
Monitoring and analysis will be undertaken in line with LFTGN 05 and the contractor
procedures in Appendix E. The parameters to be monitored and methodology is as
defined above and outlined in this LFGMP. Flare emissions samples will be taken from an
agreed single location close to the top of the flare; however where the flare is operating
for less than 10% of the time, it is classified as a standby flare and as such is exempt from
annual emission testing.

5.6.2 Monitoring parameters
The flare emissions will be analysed for the parameters presented below along with limits.
Landfill gas flare emission monitoring parameters

Parameter
Nitrogen Oxides (NOx)
Carbon monoxide (CO)

Emission limit values (mg/m3)*
Flares
150
100 for flares first commissioned prior to
2004. 50 for flares first commissioned
2004 onwards

Total volatile organic
compounds (VOC’s)

10

5.6.3 Monitoring frequency
Monitoring of the emissions from the gas flare will be conducted on an annual basis unless
it can be shown to be operating for less than 10% of the time over any annual period then
it will be classified as a standby flare and as such will be exempt from emission testing as
stated in the guidance.

5.6.4 Reporting of monitoring results
The test result will be reported to the EA within the routine quarterly submission
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Any data which is determined to be non-compliant, will be investigated and notified to the
EA together with details of action taken to address the issue.

6 ACTION PLAN
6.1 Gas Engine Breakdown
The gas engine operates continuously except in the event of a breakdown. The engine
has remote monitoring systems linked into Infinis Logistics Centre which operates 24
hours per day, 7 days a week.
In the event of a planned shutdown, the appointed emergency contact (Site manager) will
be notified.
In the event of an engine breakdown, the appointed emergency contact (Site manager)
will be notified. Landfill gas will be sent to the standby flare. Engines repairs will be affected
within an agreed documented timeframe.
• Landfill gas emergency plan – failure scenario 1: loss of 1 engine
The flare will have sufficient capacity to combust landfill gas in the event of engine failure.
Action will be taken to ensure that the engine becomes operational as soon as practicable.
• Landfill gas emergency plan – failure scenario 2: loss of engine and flare
In the above event, attempts will be made to restart the plant as soon as reasonably
practicable. If the shutdown is prolonged (e.g. as a result of a mains failure) and liable to
result in significant pollution, consideration will be given to alternative means of control. In
addition, Infinis have access to diesel powered portable gas pumping and flaring units
available for emergency installation.
• Landfill gas emergency plan – Failure scenario 3: Gas plant (blower) failure
The site operates on duty and standby blowers. In the event of a failure, the affected unit
would be isolated and the standby unit operated until repairs to the duty blower can be
affected.
• Landfill gas emergency plan – Failure scenario 4: Fracture of gas main
In the event of a fracture of the gas collection main, the relevant section of the pipework
will be isolated and repairs carried out prior to resumption of extraction.

6.2 Landfill Gas Emergency Plan
Perimeter gas monitoring boreholes are monitored on a monthly basis. Trigger levels for
Methane and Carbon Dioxide are presented in Table 4, section 5.4.3 of this LFGMP. The
following sections detail the procedures that will be followed in the event of gas being
detected above the trigger level.

6.2.1 Inform all relevant people
The Site Manager and the Compliance Advisor will be informed of the borehole ID, location
and the trigger levels which have been breached. The gas contractor will be informed who
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will take suitable steps. The Environment Agency will be informed via a schedule 5
notification.

6.2.2 Verify consistency of monitoring results
Boreholes that indicate an exceedance will be re-monitored to verify the result. If verified,
the monitoring frequency may be increased for the affected and adjacent boreholes. The
actions, responses and procedures detailed in Section 6 will be taken in respect to
methane and carbon dioxide data obtained from perimeter monitoring boreholes.
The following table outlines the action plans when trigger levels are breached within the
perimeter boreholes and are to be followed with reference to historical and recent gas
monitoring data.
Action Level

Trend of trigger levels
exceeded

Methane levels in any off
site boreholes exceed 1%
v/v

Immediate Action by
Technician
Move to increased
monitoring of the affected
boreholes and any
adjacent boreholes
affected. Inform Site
Manager / Compliance
Advisor

Action by Site Manager

Subsequent Action

EA Notified

None

EA notified

Further investigation and
control measures as
agreed with the Agency

If the breach is deemed to be due to landfill gas migration the gas extraction system will
be adjusted and where appropriate; monitoring will be repeated following the adjustment
to the extraction system. Historical and recent gas monitoring data will also be examined.
The boreholes that indicate a clear trend of exceedance will be re-monitored to verify the
results. If verified, the monitoring frequency may be increased for the affected and
adjacent boreholes.
Results of the additional monitoring will be forwarded to the Environment Agency within
subsequent schedule 5 Part B updates. Monitoring at the increased frequency rate will
continue until the gas concentrations recorded are consistently below the action trigger
level, typically 4 clear weeks.

6.2.3 Undertake review of possible causes of migration
Where migration is identified, investigation into possible causes of the gas migration will
be undertaken, this will include:








Whether the gas extraction system/gas plant are operating normally
The integrity of the external perimeter & gas extraction system
Any recent changes to the gas extraction system/gas plant
An assessment of weather conditions at the times of monitoring, including the
evaluation of atmospheric pressure, frost or freezing conditions, heavy rainfall and
Possible fluctuations of leachate and groundwater levels in the vicinity of the Site
Trace gas analyses of nearest gas well and the offending perimeter asset.
Visually inspect the integrity of the gas extraction system, including pipework and
all associated headworks and valves (for signs of physical failure and possible
vandalism)
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Check the gas extraction system for condensate blockages and well failures
Assess the affected area of the Site for signs of gas leakage and vegetation
dieback

If the breaches in trigger levels are verified or the cause cannot be detected and rectified,
the Environment Agency will be updated.

6.2.4 Persistent gas migration
If no possible cause of gas migration is identified, and if, after an extended period of time
gas levels show no sign of stabilising, the following measures will be considered by the
permit holder after discussions with the Agency:






Undertaking additional laboratory analysis and subsequent interpretation to
determine the composition of gases and to identify the possible source of the gas
Increased number of boreholes to decrease borehole spacing within affected areas
Consideration of additional boreholes further from the landfill to assess possible
extent of gas migration
Extension of the gas extraction system within affected areas and
Revision of the landfill gas risk assessment

Following the evaluation of measures highlighted above, it may be necessary to implement
further measures as discussed with the Agency.

6.2.5 Assessment of nearby properties
An assessment of whether any on-Site or off-Site buildings and properties are at
immediate risk from the elevated gas concentrations will be undertaken if boreholes
adjacent to the buildings indicate an exceedance of trigger levels.
This will comprise of a consideration of the distances to any buildings within the vicinity
but at Leadenham this is comprised of FCC Welfare Facilities and the Infinis compound.
Based on an assessment of the risk associated with the gas migration, additional gas wells
or gas boreholes may be installed to improve the control of landfill gas. The remedial
measures will be presented in an Action Plan submitted to and agreed by the Environment
Agency.

6.3 Odour Management Plan
Odour will be assessed as part of the routine Site Manager checks and following the
receipt of any odour complaints. The following action plan will be implemented where
odour is detected:•
•
•
•
•

Identify source odour e.g. engineering or operational activity or from a discrete area.
Rebalance gas field.
Suspend all potentially odorous activities.
Undertake FID measurements.
If persistent or reoccurring, assess potential application and formalize or review Odour
Management Plan.
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A formal Odour Management Plan may be operated for certain sites but this is not currently
the case for Leadenham.

6.4 Landfill Fire Action Plan
The Site is routinely checked for the potential presence of a landfill fire through visible
inspection of the Site and interpretation of monitoring results (Section 5.2.2). A hot spot
may be suspected if a number of the following are observed during Inspections:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Substantial settlement over a short period of time;
Smoke or smolders emanating from the gas extraction system or landfill;
Elevated levels of CO, exceeding 100pm.
Elevated levels of O2 greatly exceeding 5%
Combustion residue in extraction wells or headers; and
Increase in gas temperatures in the extraction system and excessive temperatures.

If it is suspected that a fire is present the following procedures will be followed:
•
•
•

The waste mass in and around the hot spot needs to become anaerobic through
turning off of main isolation valves, closing all surrounding valves and wells, or
completely turning off gas extraction and flooding the area with landfill gas;
The waste mass in and around the hot spot needs to be cooled – this will be achieved
through injection of water or leachate into the waste through existing wells, or if
necessary new wells; and
The point at which oxygen enters into the waste mass needs to be identified and
sealed, this will be achieved through location of all possible points and sealing using
engineered clay, hydrated bentonite or geomembrane.

This basic procedure will be followed for all suspected fires and adapted for each individual
situation and is to be read in conjunction with the Infinis procedures provided in Appendix
E.

7 AFTERCARE AND COMPLETION PLAN
Currently Leadenham monitoring frequencies are in accordance with the permit though
into after care. In line with Table 5.4 of LFTGN03, the monitoring frequencies may be
reduced or changed and will be discussed and reviewed and agreed as appropriate as
the site enters into formal “closure” or undergoes significant change.
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Appendix A Leadenham Monitoring Schedule
Current version available from Leadenham SFS6.2.2

2

LEADENHAM

Quarterly

Monthly

every 2
weeks

Interval

Monitoring Type

Monitoring
Determinands

Sample Points

Sampling

Month

Determinands

Leachate

Cell 3 Sump, LCP5A, Cell 6 Sump, LCP4, LMP4A, LMP4B, LMP3A, LMP5A
DTL, Pulse Count
LMP6A, LCP1, LMP1A, LMP1B

Surface Waters

SW Discharge Point, GW Lagoon Input, Lagoon 1A, Lagoon 3, DandD SW EC, comment as to whether the
drain
discharge lagoon is overflowing

Perimeter Boreholes

LFG1, LFG2, LFG3, LFG4, LFG5, LFG6, LFG7, LFG8, LFG9, LFG10,
LFG11, LFG12, LFG13, LFG14, LFG15, LFG16, BH4, BH7, BH8, BH9,
BH9A, BH10, BH18, BH19, BH21/15, BH22/15, BH23/15

Leachate

Cell 3 Sump, LCP5A, Cell 6 Sump, LCP4, LMP4A, LMP4B, LMP3A, LMP5A
DTL, DTB, Pulse Count
LMP6A, LCP1, LMP1A, LMP1B

Surface Waters

GW/SW Lagoon discharge, Lagoon 1A, Lagoon 3, DandD SW drain

EC, comment as to whether the
discharge lagoon is overflowing

pH. EC, Cl, K, Amm:N, SS. Ref: LEDSWM

Mar, Sep, Dec

Legionella

Wheel wash water, Bowser Water

sample only and submit to the lab

Ref: ^L.Pneumophila Bacterium/litre in sterile
bottles

Mar, Sep, Dec

Groundwater

BH01/04, BH02/04a, BH03/04, BH04/04, BH05/04, BH4, BH5, BH7, BH8,
BH9A, BH10, BH14, BH18, BH19, LFG2, LFG8.

purge vols, field logs, DTL & DTB

pH. EC, Cl, Ni, Cd, Amm:N. Ref: LEDGWQ

Mar, Sep, Dec

pH, EC, alkalinity, Cl, TSO4, Ca, Mg, Na, K, Ni, Cr,
Cd, Cu, Pb, Zn, Mn, Fe, As, Amm:N, COD,BOD.
Mar, Sep, Dec
Ref: LEDLA

pH. EC, Cl, K, Amm:N, SS. Ref: LEDSWM

jan, feb, arp, may, july,
aug, oct, nov

jan, feb, arp, may, july,
aug, oct, nov

Field Log, Gas Comp, AP, DP

jan, feb, arp, may, july,
aug, oct, nov

Leachate sampling

LCP1, Cell 3 sump, LCP4

no field dets

Perimeter Boreholes

LFG1, LFG2, LFG3, LFG4, LFG5, LFG6, LFG7, LFG8, LFG9, LFG10,
LFG11, LFG12, LFG13, LFG14, LFG15, LFG16, BH4, BH7, BH8, BH9,
BH9A, BH10, BH18, BH19, BH21/15, BH22/15, BH23/15

Field Log, Gas Comp, AP, DP

Leachate

Cell 3 Sump, LCP5A, Cell 6 Sump, LCP4, LMP4A, LMP4B, LMP3A, LMP5A
DTL, DTB, Pulse Count
LMP6A, LCP1, LMP1A, LMP1B

Surface Waters

GW/SW Lagoon discharge, Lagoon 1A, Lagoon 3, DandD SW drain

EC, comment as to whether the
discharge lagoon is overflowing

pH. EC, Cl, K, Amm:N, SS. Ref: LEDSWM

June

Legionella

Wheel wash water, Bowser Water

sample only and submit to the lab

Ref: ^L.Pneumophila Bacterium/litre in sterile
bottles

June

Groundwater

BH01/04, BH02/04a, BH03/04, BH04/04, BH05/04, BH4, BH5, BH7, BH8,
BH9A, BH10, BH14, BH18, BH19, LFG2, LFG8.

purge vols, field logs, DTL & DTB

pH, EC, alkalinity, Cl, TSO4, Ca, Mg, Na, K, Ni, Cr,
Cd, Cu, Pb, Zn, Mn, Fe, Amm:N, mecoprop,
June
toluene. Ref: LEDGWA

Leachate Tank

Leachate Tank

Sample only

pH, EC, alkalinity, Cl, TSO4, Ca, Mg, Na, K, Ni, Cr,
Cd, Cu, Pb, Zn, Mn, Fe, As, Amm:N, COD,BOD.
June
Ref: LEDLA

Leachate in cells withcap

LCP5A, Cell 6 Sump

DTL, DTB, pulse count, Temp

pH, EC, alkalinity, Cl, TSO4, Ca, Mg, Na, K, Ni, Cr,
Cd, Cu, Pb, Zn, Mn, Fe, As, Amm:N, COD,BOD.
June
Ref: LEDLA

Leachate in cells without cap

LCP1, Cell 3 sump, LCP4

DTL, DTB, pulse count, Temp

full hazardous substances suite. Ref: LEDLQE4Y

48 hour pump suspension leachate level
monitoring

Cell 3 Sump, LMP3A, LCP5A, LMP5A, Cell 6 Sump, LMP6A

DTL, DTB, pulse count

June

Leachate levels prior to pump susp.

LCP4A, LMP4A, LMP4B, LMP3A, LMP5A, LMP6A

DTL, DTB, pulse count,

June

Perimeter Boreholes

LFG1, LFG2, LFG3, LFG4, LFG5, LFG6, LFG7, LFG8, LFG9, LFG10,
LFG11, LFG12, LFG13, LFG14, LFG15, LFG16, BH4, BH7, BH8, BH9,
BH9A, BH10, BH18, BH19, BH21/15, BH22/15, BH23/15

Field Log, Gas Comp, AP, DP

June

Annual

FID Survey

All infrastructure & grid

methane concentraton

TBA

Annual TBA

Fugitive Emissions - FLUX Box

Location dependant on the results of the FID Survey. Requirements to be
confirmed by FCC

Average Methane Flux (mg/m2/second),
Field Log

TBA

Annual

Comments

Mar, Sep, Dec

Mar, Sep, Dec

June

Every 2 years i.e.
June 2019, June Down & cross gradient Groundwater
2021 etc

BH02/04a, BH04/04, BH05/04, BH4, BH5, BH7, BH8, BH9A

purge vols, field logs, DTL & DTB

pH, EC, alkalinity, Cl, TSO4, Ca, Mg, Na, K, Ni, Cr,
Cd, Cu, Pb, Zn, Mn, Fe, Amm:N, mecoprop,
toluene, naphthalene, chlorobenzene, 1,2to be completed with the
dichlorobenzene, 1,4-dichlorobenzene, 1,2,4annual in June
trimethylbenzene, Arsenic, benzene, chlorobenzene
ethylbenzene, m,p-xylene, o-xylene, PCBs.Ref:
LEDGWBA

Every 4 years i.e.
June 2019, June Leachate in cells with a cap
2023 etc

LCP5A, Cell 6 Sump

DTL, DTB, pulse count, Temp

hazardous substances suite. Ref: LEDLQE4Y

to be completed with the
annual in June
Revision dated 27.01.2020
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Asset ID

Reading Taken

LEAK000A
LEAK000B
LEAK000C
LEAK000D
LEAK000E
LEAK000F
LEAK000H
LEAP150A
LEAP150B
LEAP150C
LEAP150D
LEAP150E
LEAP150E
LEAP150F
LEAP150G
LEAP150H
LEAR0003
LEAR0006
LEAR0007
LEAR0021
LEAR0082
LEAS0001
LEAS0002
LEAS0003
LEAS0004
LEAS0006
LEAS0007
LEAW0033
LEAW0034
LEAW0038
LEAW0039
LEAW0042
LEAW0043
LEAW0054
LEAW0054
LEAW0056
LEAW0061
LEAW0067
LEAW0069
LEAW0070
LEAW0081
LEAW0081
LEAW0084
LEAW0085
LEAW0085
LEAW0086
LEAW0088
LEAW0089
LEAW0090
LEAW0092
LEAW0095
LEAW0096
LEAW0097
LEAW0098
LEAW0098
LEAW0099
LEAW0099
LEAW0100
LEAW0101
LEAW0101
LEAW0102
LEAW0102
LEAW0103
LEAW0103
LEAW0104
LEAW0105
LEAW0106
LEAW1401
LEAW1402
LEAW1403
LEAW1403
LEAW1404
LEAW1405
LEAW1406
LEAW1407
LEAW1408

monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly
monthly

CH4 (%)

CO2 (%)

O2 (%)

Balance
Gas (%)

Vacuum
(mbar)

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Atm
Pressure
(mbar)

CO
(ppm)

H2S
(ppm)

H2
(ppm)

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Residual CH4/CO CH4 +
N2 (%) 2 ratio CO2 (%)
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Original
Depart
Valve
valve (%)
(%)
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Comment

X GPS

Y GPS

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
496204.305
496196.532
496191.225
496183.717
496178.488
496178.488
496171.685
496167.458
496161.208
496191.12
496256.37
496240.01
496275.28
496211.64
X
X
X
X
X
X
496180.948
496256.432
496304.971
496337.721
496326.016
496373.878
496442.827
496442.827
496219.353
496407.186
496452.318
496458.886
496147.272
496184.05
496184.05
496244.07
496253.68
496253.68
496279.71
496319.73
496299.88
496277.7
496279.62
496196.832
496217.383
496201.534
496220.907
496220.907
496220.273
496220.273
496250.304
496243.972
496243.972
496283.513
496283.513
496166.289
496166.289
496231.396
496250.605
496299.991
496300.2
496266.343
496251.402
496251.402
496384.283
496336.399
496392.122
496400.811
496282.565

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
352417.751
352411.854
352407.279
352402.28
352398.471
352398.471
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Permit Breach Notification Guidance

Document Title:

This user guide is intended to be a reference document to ensure that all Permit breach
Notifications required by a site’s Environmental Permit are undertaken in a timely, accurate
and consistent manner to meet legal requirements.
The Permit Breach Notification Procedure (IMS-PRO-017) is the management control
document and takes precedence over this guide. It applies to all facilities that have an
Environmental Permit with conditions requiring the regulator to be notified following the
detection of defined events.
The guide details:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Definitions
Introduction
Timescales
Clarification
Reporting
Action Plan

Appendices
Appendix I - Related Documents

1. Definitions
Abbreviation/Term
IMS
Notification
Environmental Permit
Permit
Permit Limit
Permit Variation
Legacy Issue
Leachate Strategy Team
EA
SEPA
NRW
Part A Notification
Part B Corrective and
Preventative Action Plan
CCS Score

Doc Ref

IMS-UG-015

Rev

1.0

Definition
Integrated Management System
As defined by conditions within an Environmental Permit. In
England and Wales use the form within the permit.
A legal document which sets out the minimum regulatory
standards to be maintained at a facility
Environmental Permit to operate, issued by the regulator
Any empirical limit imposed within the permit and it’s tables
Formal process of amendment of the permit
Long term issue being deal with through a national strategy
(e.g. leachate)
Management team responsible for the development and
implementation of a strategy to deal with long term legacy
issues
Environment Agency
Scottish Environment Protection Agency
Natural Resource Wales
Section of the notification form to be submitted to the
regulator within 24hrs of detection of a notifiable event
Measures, both corrective and preventative, with timescales,
put into place to address issues raised within the Notification
Penalty Scores issued by the regulator through their
Compliance Classification Scheme

Date 24Aug2015
Document Owner
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2. Introduction

A facility’s Permit normally has conditions that require the Regulator to be notified of various
breaches / occurrences. The Agency requires the use of the form provided within the Permit
(Schedule 1, 5 and 6) in relation to the following conditions;
(a)

In the event that the operation of the activities gives rise to an incident or accident
which significantly affects or may significantly affect the environment, the operator
must immediately—
(i)

inform the Environment Agency,

(ii) take the measures necessary to limit the environmental consequences of such
an incident or accident, and
(iii) take the measures necessary to prevent further possible incidents or
accidents;
(b)

in the event of a breach of any permit condition the operator must immediately—
(iv) inform the Environment Agency, and
(v) take the measures necessary to ensure that compliance is restored within the
shortest possible time;

(c)

in the event of a breach of permit condition that poses an immediate danger to human
health or threatens to cause an immediate significant adverse effect on the
environment, the operator must immediately suspend the operation of the activities or
the relevant part of it until compliance with the permit conditions has been restored.

Although wording may change from Permit to Permit the above is the general context of the
condition. SEPA Permit’s have specific conditions requiring a Notification. There are other
conditions relating to notifying the Regulator (e.g. change of name etc.) which must also be
adhered to, but are not covered by this procedure.

3. Timescales
The wording of the conditions is that the Agency shall be notified immediately for a) to c)
above. This procedure defines immediately as no greater than 24 hours for Part A.
The Site Manager should always err on the side of caution so if in doubt about whether to
submit a notification, contact the regulator for clarification.
The 24 hour period commences from when FCC Environment are first made aware of the
breach. For example when data has been processed and a breach notification received.
As a requirement of this procedure the facility must have in place automated systems for the
detection and reporting of any breach to the site manager as soon as possible.
Part B of the Notification should be supplied as soon as practicable, ideally at the same time as
Part A and therefore within 24 hours. Where more detail is required in the form of an Action
Plan this can be extended.
A Part B action plan flow chart is attached. The emphasis should be on determining root
causes so that preventative measures can be implemented.
In Scotland conditions require that further details are submitted within 14 days.
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Rev
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4. Clarification
The Permit Condition references an incident of accident which “may significantly affect the
environment”. Sometimes it is not always clear whether an incident requires a Notification.
The Site Manager should always err on the side of caution and submit the Notification if in
doubt and contact the Agency in the first instance to request clarification on their requirement
for a submission.
As with other aspects of the business communication regarding anything within a Notification
should be kept to a minimum and factual. Do not speculate or incriminate.
The wording “Without Prejudice” should normally be added to the top of the Notification. If in
doubt discuss with AOM for confirmation.

5. Reporting
A copy of the Notification must immediately be supplied to the SHEQ department for entry
onto Safeguard.

6. Action Plan
Where a Notification is being filled in for the first time relative to specific breach or incident
then Part B should be completed in full detailing both the corrective and Preventative
Measures. This can range from a simple retest which can be included with Part A, to more
detailed management plans, or were there has been a management system issue, an update
of a procedure.
It should be noted that an agreed action plan not only gives the Agency confidence that an
issue is being addressed but also can lead to CCS scores (or equivalent) being suspended.
Therefore it is important to seek the agreement of the Regulator to the proposed Action Plan
at the earliest opportunity, and request feedback as to whether scores can be suspended.
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Method Statement
Emissions Mapping Surveys on Landfill Sites
Preamble
enitial’s Method Statements have evolved over recent years and are based
on industry best practice, together with legislation and guidance from various
sources. Feedback gathered from our customers and the Environment
Agency via waste management licence and permit audits has also been
incorporated.
1.

Introduction

This method statement has been prepared to cover the activity of Emissions
Mapping Surveys on landfill sites. The process incorporates the use of a
‘Tuneable Diode Laser’ Methane Detector and / or Infrared Methane
Detector. It should be read in conjunction with the risk assessment for
undertaking Emissions Mapping Surveys. Further guidance is given in the EMS
Technician Handbook which is issued during training for this activity.
The method statement covers Emissions Mapping Surveys being undertaken
for both compliance monitoring and also on an adhoc basis as requested by
Operators which may be in response to issues relating to odours or landfill gas
extraction.
The Emissions Mapping Survey will normally consist of surveying the whole of
the waste filled area of a landfill but may be targeted to certain areas in
adhoc surveys. The three types of survey areas likely to be included are
permanent capping, temporary capping and uncapped / active tipping
areas.
2.

DSEAR

The Dangerous Substances and Explosive Atmosphere Regulations (DSEAR)
2002 require operators to have systems in place to reduce or mitigate the risk
of an explosive atmosphere forming and where it does, to eliminate or
reduce the risk of personal injury or harm to an acceptable level. Before work
can take place the DSEAR site zoning plan must be consulted. Be aware of
any operational changes that may have taken place since the last visit that
may have altered the zoning rating of the working area e.g. contractors on
site, changes in the gas well system or if the work being undertaken alters the
zoning.
3.

Equipment

The Geotech TDL500 laser diode uses the principle of laser light absorption by
methane molecules. That detection principle makes the detector highly
selective and sensitive to a single ppm of methane gas. The TDL500 measures
methane from 1ppm to 100% by volume with a resolution of 1ppm and has a
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6 second T90 response time with the telescopic sampling probe fitted. The
instrument has ATEX Zone 1 certification.
The Huberg Laser One incorporates a 1.65µm laser diode to detect methane
from 1ppm to 100% by volume with a resolution of 1ppm and has a high
strength membrane pump which provides a fast response time of <2 seconds
(no probe attached).
The Inficon IRwin SX Methane Detector uses an integrated proprietary infrared
sensor system to detect methane. The IRwin SX measures methane from 1ppm
to 100% by volume with a resolution of 1ppm and has a <5 second T90
response time with the telescopic sampling probe fitted. The instrument has
ATEX Zone 0 certification.
The sampling is undertaken by a pumped sample of air entering the device
(TDL500, Laser One or IRwin SX) via the tubing connected to a telescopic
probe with a suction cup / bell probe.
Data logging using the TDL500 will be undertaken using a Getac PS236 PDA
connected to the instrument via an RS232 data cable. Data logging using the
Laser One and IRwin SX will be undertaken using a Trimble TDC100 Android
device connected to the instrument via Bluetooth. GPS positioning will be
provided by a Hemisphere A325 Differential GPS external antenna providing a
positional accuracy of within 0.6m (95% of time) or the inbuilt GPS of the
Trimble TDC100 with GNSS providing positional accuracy of <1.5m.
The PDA will have Esri Arc Pad installed along with the additional data logging
ArcPad ‘applet’ supplied by Geotechnical Instruments (UK) Ltd. The Android
device will have enitial’s bespoke eniSEED (Surface Emissions Equipment
Datalog) installed.
All instruments are routinely checked to ensure they are in good working
order and are calibrated by an appropriate vendor on a frequency specified
by the supplier. All certificates of calibration are filed and stored centrally by
enitial and are available to any party wishing to verify them.
4.

Desk Study and Survey Preparation

4.1

Pre-site Preparation

Prior to undertaking the Emissions Mapping Survey, a desk study shall be
undertaken which will include obtaining site information from the Operator in
relation to the areas requiring surveying. As a minimum, the latest
topographical or waste update survey plan should be supplied which will
enable the survey areas to be determined accurately.
A plan will be produced by enitial with the proposed survey areas identified.
For a compliance type survey, the site will be separated into survey areas
consisting of permanent capping, temporary capping and uncapped /
active tipping areas. For a non-compliance survey, the whole site may be
considered together. Within each survey area a provisional route will be
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designed with survey line spacing set at no more than 10m. The provisional
route will normally consist of a ‘spiral’ or ‘concentric’ pattern, where this is not
suitable a ‘raster’ type pattern will be adopted. In addition, a 10 x 10m grid
will be created to cover the whole site to be used as a navigation guide in
the event that site conditions prevented the following of a prescribed route.
Boundary shapefiles will be produced when undertaking compliance surveys
so each distinctive surface type can be determined on site by navigation
where no obvious distinction is present between capping / surface types.
Survey routes will be designed as such to take into account features within
the landfill site such as fenced areas, wooded areas, water bodies etc., and
will be designed to avoid walking up and down slopes where practical. The
edges of the landfill / cap will be included in the designed route.
Digital mapping ‘shapefiles’ will then be generated from the designed areas
and survey grids in preparation for download to the PDA / Android device for
navigation on site.
4.2
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
4.3
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-site Visit Checks
Check that the correct PPE is available for use, is in good working order
and is fit for purpose;
Check the calibration date of the instrument, check the battery charge
of the instrument and PDA / Android device, use only a fully charged
instrument and PDA / Android device;
Ensure the correct mapping files are loaded onto the PDA / Android
device as required;
Ensure that your vehicle is in good and safe working condition;
Check for any site/company specific documentation that may be
required for work to begin, such as site inductions and permit to work
documents. If this is not in place, contact the client prior to the site visit, in
order to bring this information up to date, if necessary;
Make sure that the results of any Risk Assessments applicable to this
activity have been taken into account;
Obtain all information needed to undertake the survey in accordance
with the client’s requirements;
Obtain a detailed paper copy of the survey map / site to assess the
extent of the survey, it may also be necessary to have a map showing the
location and ID of all infrastructure on site;
Take all necessary keys to enter the site if it is closed;
Ensure the methane detector is switched off after the initial checks and
use the carrying case associated with the unit to transport it to site.
Equipment List
Any necessary keys;
Monitoring location map;
Methane detector and charger (spare batteries where applicable);
Sampling probe and associated hosing;
Getac PDA with ArcPad 10 Software (Esri shapefiles loaded);
Trimble Android Device with eniSEED job setup;
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•
•
•
•
•

Field sheets, field log and pencils / pens;
TDL500 to Getac PDA data transfer cable (where applicable);
Hemisphere A325 DGPS Antenna with 12v charged battery (where
applicable);
Survey pole and back pack (where applicable);
110ppm in air gas check canister (where applicable).

5

Monitoring Procedures

5.1

On-Site Pre-Monitoring Checks

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5.2

Put on the appropriate PPE and familiarise yourself with any relevant site
specific Risk Assessments;
A multi gas alarm should be worn at all times on site as part of PPE
equipment;
Inform site management of where you are going and what you are doing;
Sign in at the site office or weighbridge / inform enitial’s point of contact in
line with enitial’s Lone Worker Policy;
Check for additional hazards that may be present;
Ensure that all equipment is carried around the site without causing
damage to it;
Make sure that a mobile phone is readily available, however a phone
should ideally not be used within any DSEAR zone except in an
emergency;
Vehicles must remain on the designated roadways whilst being driven on
site. Vehicles may only deviate from this when permission is given from the
site supervisor / manager;
Pre-survey Preparation

Prior to commencing the survey the current meteorological conditions will be
recorded from the site weather station (where available), data recorded will
include weather conditions, temperature, atmospheric pressure, wind
direction, wind speed and ground conditions. This information will be
recorded on the site specific field log. If necessary, details of the current
operational area will be noted which may include location of waste
deposition at the time of the survey. Details of the detection instrument serial
number and calibration date will also be recorded on the field log.
Surveys will ideally be undertaken during wind speeds of below 12mph,
surveys will not be undertaken if the wind speed exceeds 19mph. Surveys will
also not be undertaken during periods of frost, snow covered ground or on
saturated ground following heavy rainfall. Surveys may be undertaken during
periods of rainfall but additional protection may be necessary to prevent
damage to the equipment.
A new project will be set up in ArcPad or eniSEED as necessary on the PDA /
Android device with the necessary site areas and survey detail information
added. The data log interval shall be set to 3 seconds.
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The detection instrument will be started in accordance with the
manufacturer’s instructions. A background reading may be taken if
necessary. A 100 or 110ppm ‘methane in air’ calibration gas will be used to
check the concentration detection accuracy of the instrument. Details of
background and calibration checks will be recorded on the field log and
automatically logged by the PDA / Android device.
.
5.3

On-site Survey Procedure

Following successful completion of the pre and on-site checks, the survey will
commence on the areas identified in the desk study.
When at the start location of the survey, the instrument will be set to
commence data logging – with a check that the PDA / Android device and
DGPS unit is operating correctly and the DGPS has ‘locked’ to satellites. The
walkover survey will commence maintaining a steady walking pace with the
instrument probe held within 5cm of the ground surface where possible.
Failure to maintain the probe at a suitable constant height above the ground
surface may give rise to variations in the concentration of methane detected
at any location or succession of locations. The probe height above the
ground must not exceed 15cm. Where excessive vegetation prevents surface
scanning at <5cm, the probe will be placed on or near to the surface through
the vegetation at least on every second step, i.e. every time the right foot is
placed down as the probe is normally on the right-hand side.
Where practical, the specific route or grid will be traversed as detailed in
Section 4.1. However due to the undulating and steep nature of slopes and
areas of dense vegetation which may be encountered on landfill sites this
may not always be safe and practical.
Where deviation from the route is required, the maximum spacing between
survey lines should not exceed 15m, where this is not possible, details of the
area and reason for deviation will be required for inclusion in the report and
data analysis.
In addition to the designed route or grid of the survey noticeable features
such as (but not limited to) areas of vegetation dieback, cracks in the
surface, edges of capping and areas where ‘bubbles’ of gas can be seen
through ponded surface water or boggy ground, areas of discernible surface
variation must also be checked (caution must be taken when surveying wet
or boggy ground not to draw water into the instrument). Also, where a spike in
readings is detected, the area will be retraced to further investigate and
determine the source.
Features that exist within the survey area (gas and leachate extraction
infrastructure) will be subject to testing during the Emissions Mapping Survey.
A ‘point source’ emissions acceptance criteria will apply to features as
detailed in Table 6.2.1 & 6.2.2. When surveying features, all potential points of
emission and the area of surface around the base of features will be tested
(when a well is housed within a closed chamber, all potential emission points
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of the chamber will be surveyed for emissions to air, where any notable
elevated emission is detected the chamber will be opened when possible to
allow detection of the source and emission level). During surveying of
features, the data logging settings ‘Grid Tag’ will be changed to highlight
data relating to features. This will allow data for features and surface areas to
be treated separately if required.
6.0

Data and Reporting

6.1

Data Handling / Upload

Upon completion of the survey, the data will be uploaded from the PDA to a
laptop / computer as soon as practical to avoid any loss of data. Backups of
this data will be transferred to enitial’s server located in the head office at
Wolverhampton.
The original data files (normally .csv) will be saved in a job specific folder on
the server referenced ‘Unedited Data’ – this data must remain unedited and
will be submitted with the final report.
Copies will be made of the above .csv files and where multiple files exist for a
particular survey area, the data will be combined using enitial’s HeatWave
software. WGS Coordinates will be converted to OSGB36 / British National
Grid using the Ordnance Survey Grid InQuest software. The final combined
data file will be ordered in time sequence and an ascending numerical ID will
be issued to each data entry in column 1. Combined data files will consist of:
Column A – Numerical ID
Column B – Grid Tag
Column C – Date and Time
Column D – Methane Concentration (ppm)
Column E – Latitude
Column F – Longitude
Column G – Easting
Column H – Northing
A note will be made of any data points removed and the reason for removal
(eg no GPS signal)
6.2

Data Assessment Techniques (Grid Averaging)

In order to assess the data and minimize the effects of data ‘skewing’ the
data will be grouped into grid squares and an average reading produced for
each grid square. The grid sizing will be 5m x 5m for capped areas and 10m x
10m for uncapped areas. The combined data imported into HeatWave will
be gridded to the relevant size and an output .csv data file generated for
each survey area – infrastructure data will be filtered out prior to gridding and
this will be considered separately. Each output file will contain the centre
coordinate for the grid square and the average methane reading for all
readings that fall within that grid square. Survey pass / fail criteria for the
gridded data is detailed in the tables below.
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A survey coverage check will also be undertaken at this stage – the area of
each survey section will be calculated by the outer line of the survey data
using a closed polyline in AutoCAD, any areas omitted due to obstruction or
Health and Safety reasons will be subtracted from the area calculated. Using
the calculated area, a total number of possible grid averages can be
determined (by dividing the area by 25m2 for 5m grids). The number of actual
grids generated from the data (a 5m grid square containing at least 1
reading) can then be compared against the number of possible grids. The
survey coverage is considered as acceptable if the number of actual grids is
a minimum of 50% of the possible grids.
Although data for uncapped areas will be assessed for emissions on a 10m
grid, the 5m grid acceptance method detailed above will be applied to
determine acceptable survey area coverage.
Table 6.2.1 Methane Surface Concentrations – Limits for Capped Areas
Type of Area
Permanently Capped Areas

Temporary Capped Areas

Surface Concentration Limit (5m x 5m grid sizing)
95% of Area <5ppm Methane (data taken from 5m
grid average data)
No general surface readings >20ppm over discrete
areas >75m2
No concentrations at point sources (surface point
or infrastructure) >500ppm
95% of Area <10ppm Methane (data taken from
5m grid average data)
No general surface readings >30ppm over discrete
areas >100m2
No concentrations at point sources (surface point
or infrastructure) >1,000ppm

In order to determine pass / fail criteria for elevated readings over discrete
areas, the area will be deemed to have failed if more than three adjacent
5m grid squares have an average ppm value of >20ppm for areas of
permanent cap and if more than four adjacent 5m grid squares have an
average ppm value of >30ppm for areas of temporary cap. This is based on a
5m grid square being 25m2.
For assessing concentrations at point sources the combined data files will
simply be checked for individual readings that exceed the stated limits. The
grid averaging method does not apply when assessing for this acceptance
criteria. Infrastructure readings will be considered separately and will be
plotted on the gridding plan (see Section 6.3) with a circular symbol –
coloured to denote a pass or fail concentration.
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Table 6.2.2 Methane Surface Concentrations – Limits for Uncapped Areas
Type of Area
Uncapped / Operational
Areas

Surface Concentration Limit (10m x 10m grid sizing)
No more than 1ha with a methane concentration
>20ppm (aggregate of discrete areas with an area
> 500m2), no discrete areas >5,000m2
No more than 0.5ha with a methane concentration
>50ppm (aggregate of discrete areas with an area
>300m2), no discrete areas >2,000m2
No concentrations at point sources (surface point
or infrastructure) >5,000ppm

In order to determine pass / fail criteria the following procedures will be
followed:
Areas >20ppm – only areas of 5 or more adjacent grid squares (ie 500m2) will
be considered in the total area calculated, areas of 4 or less adjacent grid
squares will not be included. Any singular areas totaling more than 5,000m2 (ie
50 adjacent grid squares) will be deemed to have failed.
Areas >50ppm – only areas of 3 or more adjacent grid squares (ie 300m2) will
be considered in the total area calculated, areas of 2 or less adjacent grid
squares will not be included. Any singular areas totaling more than 2,000m2 (ie
20 adjacent grid squares) will be deemed to have failed.
6.3

Site Plans and Contour Plots

The following plans will be provided with the final report:
Survey Areas and Data Logging Points – showing the GPS logged route of the
survey with one point for every data logged location – gridded squares may
also be shown in light grey on this plan to demonstrate the survey coverage.
Gridded Data Analysis – showing each 5m or 10m averaged grid square with
a colour system to identify if each location was within or exceeded the
acceptance criteria set out in section 6.2. The colour system used will be a
‘traffic light’ type, with green squares for locations within the acceptance
criteria and red squares for locations that exceed the acceptance criteria.
Results from infrastructure will also be plotted on this plan as circular symbols
using a similar colouring system.
Data Log Concentrations – showing each individual data logged point with a
colour to denote the methane concentration, the data should be presented
so that the higher concentration markers appear above lower concentration
markers, i.e. by layering. A colour scheme similar to the Environment Agency’s
standard for contour plots will be used.
Contour Plots (optional) – an additional plan will be produced if required by
the Operator which will consist of a colour graduated contour plot. A filled
contour pattern would be produced using Surfer 11 software. The method of
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contouring used would be the ‘triangulation with linear interpolation’ method
using a gridding size of no more than 3m. Colouring of the filled contours will
be in line with The Environment Agency’s standard colour scale and locations
>10,000ppm will be added manually in AutoCAD.
Due to the way data is collected during the Emissions Mapping Survey (with a
large number of variable readings collected in a relatively small area) and as
contouring methods will adopt interpolation and averaging between data
points, the contour plot is to be treated as an ‘overview’ of the site emissions
rather than a truly accurate emissions plot – the contour plot does however
provide a powerful visual tool to assess emissions across site.
enitial normally adopt the method of contouring by setting the maximum
contour at 1,000ppm and hence everything above this level will be shown as
the same colour (dark purple), readings of >10,000ppm will then be taken
from the data files and plotted in AutoCAD as a red solid hatch of 2-3m in size
(dependant on the drawing scale). This method is adopted as the higher
readings are normally from fairly isolated point sources rather than large areas
and this method is useful at highlighting this. A check will also be undertaken
to ensure that reading above 100ppm and 1,000ppm are shown correctly
where omitted from normal contouring.
This method has also been found useful for demonstrating areas such as
multiple geomembrane defects or closely spaced pin wells with higher
concentrations where contouring may falsely assume elevated emissions
between points and give an over exaggerated view of emissions in the area.
A maximum contouring level of 100ppm may be applied here, with all
readings >1,000ppm being added in AutoCAD as above – again to
demonstrate isolated emissions points more clearly.
6.4

Formal Report

Enitial will submit a formal text report to the Operator. The report will detail all
aspects of the survey to include details of the desk study, on site survey,
personnel and equipment (including calibration certificates), meteorological
observations and data, final data assessment summary and accompanying
survey plans.
Unedited data logging files (.csv files and / or ESRI shape files) will also be
supplied with the final report if required.
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Method Statement - Flame Ionisation Detection (FID) surveys in and around
buildings and services
1. Introduction
Where buildings and service ducts are located in proximity to a landfill site there
may be the potential for gas migration to be found. Services provide an
obvious pathway for gas to migrate towards adjacent buildings. It is therefore
necessary on occasions when landfill gas has been detected in perimeter
boreholes to check services and properties in their vicinity.
Landfill gas surveys of this nature are carried out with the use of an instrument
that uses a flame ionisation detector (FID). This instrument can detect
flammable gas in concentrations of 0 – 10,000ppm and as such is very sensitive.
Surveys involve the thorough testing of air around and inside both services and
buildings.
2. Monitoring Procedures
2.1 Pre-site Visit Preparation
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Equipment used in an enclosed area should ideally be certified intrinsically
safe before using it in any enclosed area. (Examples of enclosed areas are
basements or store cupboards within a building.) If the equipment is not an
intrinsically safe instrument, as is the case of a Flame Ionisation Detector
(FID) then the area must be first surveyed with an intrinsically safe infrared
instrument such as a GA2000/GA5000 gas machine to ensure gas
concentrations are less than 1% by volume. Oxygen should be at least
20.8% and methane and carbon dioxide less than 1%. If this is not the case,
or you are in in doubt as to whether it is safe to enter, seek advice from your
line/project manager before continuing.
Check the calibration date of the instrument, the battery charge and the
hydrogen cylinder. Use only a fully charged instrument and take a spare
cylinder where possible.
Turn instrument on and after the warm-up procedure check the ignition is
working.
Obtain a detailed map of the site showing services (fire hydrants,
inspection chambers, lamp posts, drains etc.), and mark out relevant areas
to be tested. In the case of properties, note on the plan where services
enter buildings, cellars etc.
If a map is not available it will be necessary to do a visual search of the
area, noting down all relevant drains and services prior to the survey.
If access to services is necessary, obtain the correct manhole keys for entry.
If access to buildings or properties is needed, check that entry can be
gained with the landowner or householder. Permission must always be
sought for any third party monitoring unless instructed by line management
or a statutory authority.
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•

•

It may be necessary to take an intrinsically safe infrared instrument to
quantify gas readings detected over 10,000 parts per million (ppm) by the
FID. This instrument may also be used to assess carbon dioxide
concentrations.
Ensure the FID is switched off after the initial checks and use the carrying
case, to transport it to site.

2.2 On-Site Pre-Monitoring Checks
•
•

•

Sign in at the site office or weighbridge/log in to the lone worker system in
line with enitial’s Lone Worker Policy.
Landfill gas is potentially toxic due to the potential presence of a number of
substances including carbon monoxide and hydrogen sulphide,
consequently a multi gas alarm should be worn (as close to the wearer’s
mouth as possible). Refer to enitial’s landfill gas and personal gas alarms
document for further information.
Before entering the building, switch on the instrument and record the
following information:
Site Name/ House Reference/ Building Reference
Date
Operator Name
Equipment Type & Serial Number
Calibration Due Date
Weather Conditions
Atmospheric Temperature
Atmospheric Pressure (mb)
Wind Direction if possible
Wind Speed if possible
Ground Conditions

2.3 FID survey in and around services
•
•
•
•
•

Carry out a sweep of the area first using a GA2000/5000 gas machine to
check that there is no elevated methane present (>1%v/v), once
confirmed proceed as follows:
When the FID has run in atmospheric air for 1 minute, zero the scale. Traffic
may interfere with this instrument so ensure it is zeroed away from any
vehicles.
Ensure that the most sensitive scale is used first. This may be switched to a
less sensitive scale if any gas is detected.
Carry FID instrument securely with the use of the shoulder strap and extend
the telescopic measuring probe to the appropriate length, and try to keep
the gas machine horizontally level.
When using the meter around a manhole cover, sweep the probe slowly
around the perimeter of the manhole approximately 1cm above ground
level. Placing the probe just above the cover, and also test any holes
present in the cover.
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•
•
•
•
•

•

Drains may be tested by placing the probe inside, however caution must
be taken not to draw any water up into the probe.
Record peak and stable readings, noting down any relevant information
such as traffic volume, vegetation dieback or suspicious odours.
If concentrations of flammable gas exceed the limit of the FID, use an
infrared machine in the exact position to quantify the concentrations.
Proceed to the next service when the instrument has zeroed.
It may be necessary to access a chamber using a manhole key. If this is the
case, sample the area around the cover first and then insert the probe
once the cover is lifted. After sampling inside the service cover, take a final
reading around the top once it is back in place.
NB: methane can be generated from sewage, however concentrations
should not usually exceed several hundred parts per million.

2.4 FID survey in and around buildings
The buildings to be included in the survey will be agreed with the client prior to
work commencing and any access permissions arranged.
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Set up the instrument and check the area to be monitored using a
GA2000/5000 first as detailed in the section 2.3.
The area surrounding the building should be checked first, sweeping the
probe slowly along the base of the perimeter of the building.
Special attention should be paid to areas of poor plant growth,
unexpected water logging, increased fungal growth, soakaways, fence
posts, manholes and any other service entry points. Note that flammable
gas detected around soakaways and cesspits may be of a local origin.
Concentrations up to a few hundred parts per million are not uncommon.
Garages, sheds and greenhouses must also be tested in the same way as
any other buildings.
If concentrations of flammable gas exceed the limit of the FID, use an
additional machine in the exact position to quantify the concentrations.
Record any relevant information on odours etc.
Proceed once the instrument has zeroed.
Inside buildings, other sources of flammable gas must be identified (mains
or calor gas, paraffin heaters etc).
Make a note of any cleaning products, chemicals, paints etc that are
being stored in the vicinity of the survey.
Where possible, the construction method of the building should also be
determined in order to permit the identification of likely points of gas entry
or accumulation.
Usually gas enters a building from below, through service entry points or
cracks in the floor; therefore these should be tested first.
Gas may accumulate in enclosed areas such as cupboards, basements,
garages, under-floor spaces and wall cavities. The latter may be accessed
via airbricks or loft spaces.
Testing of larger spaces such as rooms must be done at various heights as
gas may be stratified.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Particular attention must be made to skirting boards around fitted carpets
on the ground floor.
For each building, a detailed map showing where the survey has been
undertaken should be drawn and any relevant information attached with
it.
As with the services points, peak and stable readings must be recorded
from all of the points monitored.
It may be appropriate when monitoring residences to turn down the
volume on the FID instrument so as not to unnecessarily alarm residents.
Once all buildings and/or services have been tested, take a final
atmospheric pressure reading and compare with the initial reading.
Sign out at the site office.

Confined Spaces
Any enclosed area such as a basement/cellar or store cupboard may be a
confined space where gases could build up and potentially create an unsafe
atmosphere to enter (e.g. through lack of oxygen or build up of other gases).
This method statement does not cover entrance into an area where breathing
apparatus is required; this should only be carried out by trained staff under
separate operating procedures. In addition to the precautions outlined above,
the following precautions should be undertaken.
•
•
•
•
•
•

No additional equipment with the potential to generate a spark, such
as phones or watches (unless suitably ATEX marked), should be taken
into the area.
Light switches should not be operated inside the area until an initial
check of the atmosphere has been carried out with the gas machine.
A second person should be present outside the enclosed area to call for
assistance, if required.
If the personal gas alarm sounds for any reason, leave the area
immediately.
Check that no petrol fuelled machinery is operating within the area and
also that no gas cylinders or chemicals are stored there.
If in doubt, do not enter and seek advice from your line manager

2.5 Reporting Procedures
•
•

•

FID survey data obtained can be entered, if routine work, onto the Monitor
Pro database and marked on a plan.
Areas of flammable gas detection should then be flagged. If the client has
requested it the areas will be rechecked. It may be necessary to take further
action depending upon the data gathered e.g. venting the area,
undertaking further monitoring or installing fixed gas alarms. This should be
discussed and agreed with the client.
All H&S related issues noted on site must be reported to the site
operator/representative and passed on to the relevant person responsible
for H&S within enitial.
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Method Statement - Flame Ionisation Detection (FID) Surveys of Landfill
Perimeters
Preamble
enitial’s Method Statements have evolved over recent years and are based
on industry best practice, together with legislation and guidance from various
sources. Feedback gathered from our customers and the Environment
Agency via waste management licence and permit audits has also been
incorporated.
The Dangerous Substances and Explosive Atmosphere Regulations (DSEAR)
2002 require operators to have systems in place to reduce or mitigate the risk
of an explosive atmosphere forming and where it does, to eliminate or
reduce the risk of personal injury or harm to an acceptable level. . The ESA
Industry Codes of Practice (ICoPs) have been reviewed during the writing of
this method statement and relevant information has been incorporated
where appropriate.
Before work can take place, the DSEAR site zoning plan must be consulted.
Be aware of any operational changes that may have taken place since the
last visit that may have altered the zoning rating of the working area e.g.
contractors on site, changes in the gas well system or if the work being
undertaken alters the zoning.
1.0

Introduction

This method statement has been prepared to cover the activity of FID
surveying around the perimeter boundary of landfill sites. It should be read in
conjunction with the risk assessment for undertaking FID surveys.
It is often necessary to undertake FID surveys around the perimeter of a landfill
site in order to ascertain whether a landfill site is having a negative affect on
air quality in the surrounding area.
A related method statement entitled “Method Statement for FID Surface
Emissions” describes how FID surveys can be used to assess the input of
hydrocarbon gas (methane) from the landfill cap (fugitive emissions) and
associated infrastructure (point source emissions) to the atmosphere.
This method statement describes how an FID survey can be used to assess
how emissions from the landfill site cap and infrastructure translate to off site
pollution once diluted with the overlying atmospheric air. This type of survey is
a particularly useful tool for odour management.
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2.0

How Flame Ionisation Detection Works

Unlike all other regulated pollutants, hydrocarbons are a generic term for all
chemicals that have molecules formed with hydrogen and carbon atoms.
Thus the term represents a whole range of different chemicals from liquids to
vapours.
Regulations do not currently require the Operator to report the
concentrations of these hydrocarbon chemicals individually. They require a
report of the total hydrocarbons as a summation of the carbon atoms of the
whole range of hydrocarbons present in a sample. An FID unit is currently the
industry standard instrument for measuring compounds with a
hydrogen/carbon bond. It summates the carbon numbers into a total
hydrocarbon reading by carbon mass.
The FID works by ionising the sample gas through combustion in a hydrogen
flame. Ions produced in this process are collected at a polarised electrode
outside the combustion zone. The polarising voltage across the detector must
be high enough to stop any recombination of the electrons and positive ions
produced in the flame. If the voltage is too low, all of the electrons may not
reach the collector electrode causing insensitivity and, with larger samples,
non-linearity. The resultant electrical current, proportional to the mass of
hydrocarbons present in the flame is then amplified to produce the
instrument signal.
All instruments must be routinely checked to ensure they are in good working
order and must be calibrated by an appropriate vendor on a frequency
specified by the supplier. All calibration certificates are stored centrally by
enitial and are available to any party wishing to verify them.
3.0

Planning the Survey

Individual operators may have their own methodologies for undertaking
perimeter FID monitoring, this should be checked prior to the site visit taking
place.
4.0

Monitoring Procedures

4.1

Pre-site Visit Preparation

•
•
•

Check to ensure that all of the correct personal protective equipment
(PPE) is available and is worn at the appropriate time. The PPE must be in
good order.
Check the calibration date of the instrument, the battery charge and the
hydrogen cylinder. Use only a fully charged instrument and take a spare
cylinder.
Ensure that your vehicle is in good and safe working condition and
suitably clean and organised to minimise the risk of sample contamination
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•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

4.2
•
•

in accordance with the Procedure for prevention of cross contamination.
Fuel cans must not be stored next to monitoring/sampling equipment.
Carry out a leak check on the hydrogen cylinder/s prior to transport. If a
leak is suspected do not place it in a vehicle and seek immediate advice
from your line manager. Repeat this again prior to transport from site.
Open the hydrogen cylinder valve, regulate the hydrogen flow and then
turn the instrument on. After the warm-up procedure has been carried
out, check the ignition functions.
Check for any site/company specific documentation that may be
required for work to begin, such as site inductions and permit to work
documents. If this in not in place, contact the client prior to the site
monitoring/sampling visit in order to bring this information up to date, if
necessary.
Obtain the current version of the site specific job file, this should contain
the information needed to undertake the survey in accordance with the
clients requirements.
Make sure that the results of any Risk or CoSHH assessments applicable to
this activity have been taken into account.
Obtain a detailed plan of the site, preferably showing the location of any
perimeter monitoring boreholes which can be used as reference points
for reporting data. It may be prudent to have a plan showing all vents,
gas extraction wells and leachate wells as these may be tested during
the course of the survey.
Determine the area of the survey; full perimeter or up wind and down
wind boundaries. Check for any client specific requirements. Take any
necessary keys to enter the site (closed sites) and use perimeter gates as
may be required.
It may be necessary to take an additional gas instrument to quantify
hydrocarbon readings detected over 10,000 parts per million (ppm) by
the FID. This instrument may also be used to assess carbon dioxide levels.
Ensure the FID is switched off after the initial checks and use the carrying
case associated with the unit to transport it to site, ensure hydrogen
cylinder is isolated and disconnected from the FID when in storage and /
or transit.
A robust temperature probe may also be taken to obtain subsurface
temperature readings in areas of obvious emissions.
Check the field record sheet/s from previous sampling exercises and site
observation records for any relevant information that may relate to safe
working.
On-Site Pre-Monitoring Checks
Put on the appropriate personal protective equipment and familiarise
yourself with any relevant site specific risk assessments.
Landfill gas is potentially toxic due to the potential presence of a number
of substances including carbon monoxide and hydrogen sulphide,
consequently a multi gas alarm should be worn (as close to the wearer’s
mouth as possible). Refer to enitial’s landfill gas and personal gas alarms
document for further information.
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•
•

•

•
•

•

•

Sign in at the site office or weighbridge/log in to the lone worker system in
line with enitial’s Lone Worker Policy.
Check for additional hazards that may be present – on an open site this
involves communication with site staff to establish any hazardous waste
tipping for example asbestos tipping (refer to enitial’s pre-monitoring
communication memo for details).
Ensure that all the tools and equipment necessary to carry out the task are
available and in good working order. Take any necessary keys and
equipment needed to enter the site safely and locate the monitoring
facilities.
Ensure that all equipment is carried around the site without causing
damage to it.
Make sure that a mobile phone is readily available, however a phone
should ideally not be used within any DSEAR zone, except in an
emergency – move outside the zone e.g. further than 2.2m away from a
gas well in all other situations. ESA ICoP5 (August 2007) states that mobile
phones may be used in zone 2 but not in zone 1 or 0.
Plan work to minimise excessive carrying of equipment and/or sampling
bottles – liaising with colleagues if work is spread over a month, use of a
colleague to help if on site or working near-by or allowing enough time to
make more than one journey to minimise the weight being carried.
Vehicles must remain on the designated roadways whilst being driven on
site. Vehicles may only deviate from this when permission is given from the
site supervisor/manager.
Switch on instrument and record the following information:
- Site Name
- Date
- Operator Name
- Equipment Type & Serial Number
- Calibration Due Date
- Weather Conditions
- Atmospheric Temperature
- Atmospheric Pressure (mb)
- Wind Direction if possible
- Wind Speed if possible
- Ground Conditions

N.B – Some sites may have a digital weather station, if one is present, this
should be used to record the atmospheric temperature, wind speed and
direction.
4.3

Equipment List
Any necessary keys
Monitoring location map/Site map (as required)
F.I.D Unit including:
a) F.I.D main body with full hydrogen canister attached.
b) Full hydrogen canister (spare) where possible.
c) Allen keys
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d) Spare batteries where possible
e) Sampling probe and associated hosing
f) Carrying strap
Leak detection fluid where possible
PDA, Logbook or template sheet and pencil/pen
4.4

Full Site Perimeter FID Survey

A full site perimeter survey may be a routine requirement for an operator or
may be a specific ‘fall back’ procedure where upwind and downwind
boundaries are required to be surveyed, when ‘still’ air conditions prevail
during monitoring.
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Zero the FID in clean air away from any potential source that may give
rise to elevated ambient readings. Vehicular emissions may interfere with
this instrument so must be accounted for when attempting to zero the FID.
Record visit information as detailed in the section above in a notebook.
The wind direction should be marked on a site plan so that upwind and
down wind areas from important features such as the active tipping face
of the landfill can be ascertained which may help interpret recorded
data at a later stage.
FID instruments cannot be used in heavy precipitation or in winds stronger
than 3 on the Beaufort scale, over 11 mph, 19 kph or 10 Knots. In this
event
contact
your
line
manager
and
inform
the
site
manager/environment manager so that a revisit can be scheduled.
Ensure that the FID is set to low range (R1 – 0 to 1000ppm). This can be
switched to high range (R2 – 1000 to 10,000ppm at any time.
Carry the FID securely with the use of the shoulder strap and extend the
telescopic measuring probe to suit.
Be aware of any site traffic and uneven ground as the site is traversed.
Most sites will have a predetermined route and sample locations to aid
consistent data collection. See the associated site specific job file.
In the event that there is no specific prescribed route, the surveyor should
seek to skirt the site’s perimeter boundary as closely as possible. This
boundary is normally clearly defined on environmental monitoring plans.
There should be a sufficient number of sample locations to provide a valid
data set, with spacing at approximately 30m intervals. These locations
should be able to be plotted on a site plan using the position of perimeter
boundary monitoring boreholes as reference points.
In order to obtain a reliable reading in air, the probe should be held at
shoulder height, keeping the probe steady for at least 10 seconds per
location. The readout display should be checked regularly between
individual sample locations to ensure that no significant readings are
missed as a result of the use of fixed sample point locations. Such
elevated readings should be recorded and marked on the site plan. The
position can also be recorded using a GPS device if one is available.
Along with hydrocarbon readings recorded by the FID, the notebook
and/or site plan should be used to make relevant notes where elevated
readings are recorded. Things to note include; odour, the relative location
of potential sources of methane emission on the landfill (investigate
where possible by attempting to trace to source), other potential sources
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
4.5
•

•

•
•

•
•

4.6

such as public highways, freshly painted surfaces, bonfires, coal fires,
industrial areas etc. These should be put in context i.e. are they
upwind/downwind from the sample location.
Record peak and stable readings where the site specific trigger value is
breached (where applicable), again make notes that can be used to
help identify the source and investigate. Check for cracks in the ground,
areas of exposed waste, poorly sealed leachate and gas extraction
infrastructure. This information should be fed back to the unit manager
and environment manager before leaving site.
Proceed to the next point when the instrument has zeroed.
Check for areas of vegetation dieback, cracks in the ground surface on
the route around site, again monitor and record your findings.
Caution must be taken when surveying wet or boggy ground not to draw
water into the instrument.
Once the site has been surveyed, record the atmospheric pressure and
compare this with the initial reading so the atmospheric pressure trend
can be established (rising/falling).
Report the findings of the survey to site management and the
environment manager, clearly identifying any breaches of trigger levels.
Sign out at the site office or weighbridge.
Upwind and Downwind Perimeter FID Survey
This type of perimeter survey is performed using exactly the same
methodology used to perform a full site perimeter FID survey. The
difference relates solely to the areas of the site that are required to be
surveyed. The methodology for this is outlined below.
The upwind and downwind boundaries are assessed on the day of
monitoring and are dictated by the prevailing wind direction. The wind
direction should be noted and translated to a copy of a site plan. Lines
can be drawn on the plan using a ruler in the direction of air movement
across the site, starting upwind of the site and crossing straight through
the site to the downwind boundary. This will help assess the extent of the
downwind boundary.
Upwind Boundary - the perimeter boundary that receives air which has
not passed over any area of waste fill within the boundary of the site.
Downwind Boundary – The area of the site’s perimeter boundary that
receives air that has passed directly over deposited waste (irrespective of
whether it is a restored or active area) as it is about to leave the
perimeter boundary.
Typically, the upwind boundary is monitored at 3 equally spaced
locations; one at either extremity of the boundary and one in the middle
of the boundary
Sampling frequency along the downwind boundary should be at regular
30m intervals with any valid results that are recorded between sample
points also being recorded.
Reporting Procedures
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•
•
•
•
5.0
•

FID survey data obtained from site may be entered onto the Monitor Pro
database or an Excel spreadsheet and also marked on a survey plan if
appropriate.
Areas of flammable gas emission should then be flagged and rechecked
at a later date.
It may be necessary to take further action depending upon the data
gathered.
All data is verified for accuracy by a competent person before being
forwarded to the client.
Site Exit
Before signing out of the lone worker system or weighbridge/site office as
applicable, the operative must ensure that the site is left in a tidy
condition. All materials used during the working day (where not
specifically meant to be left on site) must be removed prior to leaving.
This will include picking up any litter/debris/packing materials arising from
the technicians work or associated activities. All H&S related issues noted
on site must be reported to the site operator/representative and passed
on to the relevant person responsible for H&S within enitial.
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Method Statement
Flame Ionisation Detection (FID) Surveys of Surface Emissions from Landfills
Preamble
enitial’s Method Statements have evolved over recent years and are based
on industry best practice, together with legislation and guidance from various
sources. Feedback gathered from our customers and the Environment
Agency via waste management licence and permit audits has also been
incorporated.
The Dangerous Substances and Explosive Atmosphere Regulations (DSEAR)
2002 require operators to have systems in place to reduce or mitigate the risk
of an explosive atmosphere forming and where it does, to eliminate or
reduce the risk of personal injury or harm to an acceptable level. The ESA
Industry Codes of Practice (ICoPs) have been reviewed during the writing of
this method statement and relevant information has been incorporated
where appropriate.
Before work can take place the DSEAR site zoning plan must be consulted.
Be aware of any operational changes that may have taken place since the
last visit that may have altered the zoning rating of the working area e.g.
contractors on site, changes in the gas well system or if the work being
undertaken alters the zoning.
1.

Introduction

This method statement has been prepared to cover the activity of FID
surveying on landfill sites. It should be read in conjunction with the risk
assessment for undertaking FID surveys. Further guidance can be found in the
FID walkover survey handbook which is issued during training for this activity.
Due to the sporadic location of landfill gas vents and leachate wells across a
site, only a very localised picture of landfill gas emissions can be obtaining by
monitoring these facilities. Therefore when environmental aspects such as
odour management or fugitive emissions become an issue it may be
necessary to undertake a surface emissions survey of the whole area.
2.

How Flame Ionisation Detection Works

Unlike all other regulated pollutants, hydrocarbons are a generic term for all
chemicals that have molecules formed with hydrogen and carbon atoms.
Thus the term represents a whole range of different chemicals from liquids to
vapours.
Regulations do not currently require the operator to report the concentrations
of these hydrocarbon chemicals individually. They require a report of the total
hydrocarbons as a summation of the carbon atoms of the whole range of
hydrocarbons present in a sample. An FID is the industry standard instrument
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which measures all compounds with a hydrogen/carbon bond and
summates the carbon numbers into a total hydrocarbon reading by carbon
mass.
The FID works by ionising the sample gas through combustion in a hydrogen
flame. Ions produced in this process are collected at a polarised electrode
outside the combustion zone. The polarising voltage across the detector must
be high enough to stop any recombination of the electrons and positive ions
produced in the flame. If the voltage is too low, all of the electrons may not
reach the collector electrode causing insensitivity and, with larger samples,
non-linearity. The resultant electrical current, proportional to the mass of
hydrocarbons present in the flame, is then amplified to produce the
instrument signal.
All instruments must be routinely checked to ensure they are in good working
order and must be calibrated by an appropriate vendor on a frequency
specified by the supplier. All certificates of calibration are filed and stored
centrally by enitial. They are available to any party wishing to verify them.
3.

Information required for FID survey desk study

A large-scale site plan and specific technical drawings are essential for the
overall assessment procedure. These help identify particular construction
details of features such as gas abstraction pipelines, wells, and capping layer
designs. An annotated site plan should be the primary product of the desk
study detailing:
•
•
•
•
•

Site: liner and cap, planned life and waste disposal areas.
Status: capped zones, permanent and temporary, current filling area.
Inputs: rate and composition.
Gas control system: abstraction and extent and capacity, temporary
controls, monitoring points.
Leachate management: towers, sumps, risers, monitoring points,
presence of former co-disposal systems.

Divide the site into a number of zones where the cap has particular
characteristics.
Planning the Survey
The zones must be traversed in a systematic manner to ensure the whole area
is surveyed (the intensity of the survey will vary depending on the outcome of
the desk study).
• Large uniform, QA caps warrant less detailed inspection.
• Spatially, a permanent cap is likely to be surveyed along regular lines,
typically 50m apart and on a temporary cap on lines typically 25m
apart. Features where failures in the containment of gas are more likely
should be surveyed on a more intense grid that may be adapted to
avoid obstructions.
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Features that may warrant individual attention will have been identified
during the desk study. These should be targeted at 5m spacing for smaller
features. Such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Surface fissures
Stressed vegetation
Interfaces between caps
Edges and side-slopes
Monitoring wells
Collection pipework
Liquid disposal points.

4

Monitoring Procedures

4.1

Pre-site Visit Preparation

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Check that the correct PPE is available for use, is in good working order
and is fit for purpose.
Check the calibration date of the instrument, battery charge and
hydrogen cylinder. Use only a fully charged instrument and take a spare
cylinder if possible.
Ensure that your vehicle is in good and safe working condition, suitably
clean and organised to minimise the risk of sample contamination in
accordance with the Procedure for prevention of cross contamination.
Fuel cans must not be stored next to monitoring/sampling equipment.
Check for any site/company specific documentation that may be
required for work to begin, such as site inductions and permit to work
documents. If this in not in place, contact the client prior to the site
monitoring/sampling visit, in order to bring this information up to date, if
necessary.
Make sure that the results of any Risk or CoSHH assessments applicable to
this activity have been taken into account.
Carry out a leak check on the hydrogen cylinder/s prior to transport. If a
leak is suspected, do not place it in a vehicle and seek immediate advice
from your line manager. Repeat again prior to transport from site.
Turn the instrument on and after the warm-up procedure check the
ignition functions.
Obtain the current version of the site specific job file, this should contain
all information needed to undertake the survey in accordance with the
clients requirements.
Obtain a detailed map of the site to assess the extent of the survey. It
may be prudent to have a plan showing all vents, extraction wells and
leachate wells as these may be tested during the course of the survey.
Determine the area of the survey; a small site may be covered in its
entirety. However a larger site may take several days and be covered
with the use of spot checks, set out on a grid pattern.
Take all necessary keys to enter the site if it is closed.
It may be necessary to take an additional gas instrument to quantify
hydrocarbon readings detected over 10,000 parts per million (ppm) by
the FID. This instrument may also be used to assess carbon dioxide levels.
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•

•
4.2
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

Ensure the FID is switched off after the initial checks and use the carrying
case associated with the unit to transport it to site, ensure hydrogen
cylinder is isolated and disconnected from the FID when in storage and /
or transit.
A robust temperature probe may also be taken to obtain subsurface
temperature readings in areas of obvious emissions.
On-Site Pre-Monitoring Checks
Put on the appropriate personal protective equipment and familiarise
yourself with any relevant site specific risk assessments.
Landfill gas is potentially toxic due to the potential presence of a number
of substances including carbon monoxide and hydrogen sulphide,
consequently a multi gas alarm should be worn (as close to the wearer’s
mouth as possible). Refer to enitial’s landfill gas and personal gas alarms
document for further information.
Sign in at the site office or weighbridge / log in to the lone worker system
in line with enitial’s Lone Worker Policy.
Check for additional hazards that may be present – on an open site this
involves communication with site staff to establish any hazardous waste
tipping for example asbestos tipping (refer to enitial’s pre-monitoring
communication memo for details).
Ensure that all the tools and equipment necessary to carry out the task
are available and in good working order. Take necessary keys and
equipment to enter the site safely and locate the monitoring facilities.
Familiarise with any site-specific risk assessments including the closed site
risk assessment if applicable.
Ensure that all equipment is carried around the site without causing
damage to it.
Make sure that a mobile phone is readily available, however a phone
should ideally not be used within any DSEAR zone except in an
emergency – move outside the zone e.g. further than 2.2m away from a
gas well in all other situations. ESA ICoP5 (August 2007) states that mobile
phones may be used in zone 2 but not in zone 1 or 0.
Plan work to minimise excessive carrying of equipment and/or sampling
bottles – liaising with colleagues if work is spread over a month, use of a
colleague to help if on site or working near-by or allowing enough time to
make more than one journey to minimise the weight being carried.
Vehicles must remain on the designated roadways whilst being driven on
site. Vehicles may only deviate from this when permission is given from the
site supervisor/manager.
Switch on the instrument and record the following information:
- Site Name.
- Date.
- Operator Name.
- Equipment Type & Serial Number.
- Calibration Due Date.
- Weather Conditions.
- Atmospheric Temperature.
- Atmospheric Pressure (mb).
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- Wind Direction if possible.
- Wind Speed if possible.
- Ground Conditions.
4.3

Equipment List
Any necessary keys.
Monitoring location map/Site map (as required).
FID Unit including:
a) FID main body with full hydrogen canister attached.
b) Full hydrogen canister (spare) where possible.
c) Allen keys.
d) Spare batteries.
e) Sampling probe and associated hosing.
f) Carrying strap.
Leak detection fluid (proprietary or soapy water)
PDA, Logbook or template sheet and pencil/pen.

4.4
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

FID survey of surface emissions from landfills
When the FID has run in atmospheric air for 1 minute, zero the scale.
Traffic may interfere with this instrument so ensure it is zeroed away for any
vehicles.
Record the wind speed and direction from the weather station. On
commencement, a graphical plot of the mean wind direction should be
obtained from the site meteorological station. From this, the most
appropriate upwind and downwind locations from the active tipping
area can be selected. The graphical plot of mean wind direction should
be assessed in accordance with a map of surrounding developments to
determine the nearest downwind receptor.
FID instruments cannot be used in heavy precipitation or in winds stronger
than 3 on the Beaufort scale, over 11 mph, 19 kph or 10 Knots.
Ensure that the most sensitive scale is used first. This may be switched to
the less sensitive scale if any hydrocarbons are detected.
Carry the FID instrument securely with the use of the shoulder strap and
extend the telescopic measuring probe to just above ground level (no
more than10cm high). Be aware of site traffic and uneven ground as the
site is traversed.
To cover a large area, pace out a grid pattern dependant upon the size
of the site and sample at specific points at each grid intersection. The
telescopic search bar should be swept from side to side as the technician
walks. If the FID picks up a reading, the technician should stop and
attempt to locate the source. This is often difficult if the gas is from a
diffuse source i.e. the tipping area or a remote point source i.e. drilling
operations. In this instance, the results should be noted and normal cap
surveying should resume.
The survey can be refined by reducing the grid size in those areas where
flammable gas is detected.
Record the peak and stable readings where the minimum reporting value
is breached, noting down any relevant information such as traffic volume,
vegetation dieback or suspicious odours.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
5.0
•
•
•
•
6.0
•

If levels of flammable gas exceed the limit of the FID, use an additional
gas instrument in the exact position to quantify the levels.
Proceed to next point when the instrument has zeroed.
On small sites the entire ground can be covered by slowly sweeping the
instrument probe from side to side, just above ground level.
Extraction well chambers can be surveyed by slowly drawing the probe
around the chamber lid. Similarly, vents and leachate wells can be tested
by probing around their base as well as their lids or covers.
Ground temperature should be checked where suspicious issues of warm
gas permeate through the surface.
Areas of vegetation dieback, cracks in the capping surface and areas
where ‘bubbles’ of gas can be seen through ponded surface water must
also be checked, in addition to the desired route of the survey.
Caution must be taken when surveying wet or boggy ground not to draw
water into the instrument.
Once the site has been surveyed, record the atmospheric pressure and
compare with the initial reading.
Sign out at the site office or weighbridge and inform the Site Manager
briefly of the findings.
Reporting Procedures
FID survey data obtained from site may be entered onto the Monitor Pro
database or an Excel spreadsheet and also marked on a survey plan if
appropriate.
Areas of flammable gas detection should be flagged and rechecked at a
later date.
It may be necessary to take further action depending upon the data
gathered.
All data is verified for accuracy by a competent person before being
forwarded to the client.
Site exit
Before signing out of the lone worker system or weighbridge/site office as
applicable, the operative must ensure that the site is left in a tidy
condition. All materials used during the working day (where not
specifically meant to be left on site) must be removed prior to leaving.
This will include picking up any litter/debris/packing materials arising from
the technicians work or associated activities. All H&S related issues noted
on site must be reported to the site operator/representative and passed
on to the relevant person responsible for H&S within enitial.
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Method Statement
MONITORING LANDFILL GAS SURFACE EMISSIONS
1.0

INTRODUCTION

This method statement has been prepared to cover the activity of monitoring
landfill gas surface emissions from permitted or licensed landfill sites. The process
incorporates the use of flame ionisation detection (FID) and quantitative flux box
surveying. This document is intended to be read in conjunction with the enitial
Method Statement – ‘Flame Ionisation Detection Surveys of Surface Emissions from
Landfill Sites’ (FID Method Statement), which gives detailed procedural and
operational guidance on the use of the FID that is not covered in this method
statement but is an essential component of the successful completion of a landfill
gas surface emissions survey (emissions survey). It should also be read in
conjunction with the risk assessment for flux box surveys.
enitial’s Method Statements have evolved over recent years and are based on
industry best practice, together with legislation and guidance from various
sources. Feedback gathered from our customers and the Environment Agency
via waste management licence and permit audits has also been incorporated.
The Dangerous Substances and Explosive Atmosphere Regulations (DSEAR) 2002
require operators to have systems in place to reduce or mitigate the risk of an
explosive atmosphere forming and where it does to eliminate or reduce the risk of
personal injury or harm to an acceptable level. The ESA Industry Codes of
Practice (ICoPs) have been reviewed during the writing of this method statement
and relevant information has been incorporated where appropriate.
The Environment Agency Guidance on Monitoring Landfill Gas Surface Emissions
LFTGN 07 V2 March 2010 (Environment Agency guidance) was consulted during
the production of this document.
Monitoring of landfill gas surface emissions will generally be conducted on filled
and restored phases with a permanent cap or temporarily capped area(s), not
accepting waste and not expected to do so for a period of at least three months.
The monitoring of landfill gas surface emissions comprises of two stages:
Initially, an FID survey or ‘walkover survey’ will be conducted. The purpose of the
initial walkover survey is to identify any inadequacies in the landfill infrastructure
and cap (i.e. gas containment and collection system, leachate installations and
other landfill infrastructure). Any deficiencies identified will be remedied such that
the ‘concentration of gas is low’ prior to the commencement of the flux box
survey;
Subsequently, the quantitative flux box survey is carried out to measure the flux of
methane emitted through the intact cap at a number of representative locations.
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2.0

PRE MONITORING PROCEDURES

2.1 Pre-site Visit Preparation
• Check to ensure that all the correct personal protective equipment (PPE) is
available and is worn at the appropriate time. The PPE must be in good order,
clean and fit for purpose.
• Check the location of the site and the precise location of the flux box survey.
• Ensure that your vehicle is in good and safe working condition and suitably
clean and organised.
• Obtain all necessary keys/equipment to enter site safely and to gain safe entry
to the survey area.
• Make sure that the results of any risk or CoSHH assessments applicable to this
activity have been taken into account.
• Check for any site/company specific documentation that may be required for
work to begin, such as site inductions and permit to work documents. If this in
not in place, contact the client prior to the site monitoring/sampling visit in
order to bring this information up to date, if necessary
• It may be necessary to contact the site prior to the visit to assess the likelihood
of access to the sampling points.
• Any instrument that is faulty or showing erroneous readings should be removed
from daily use until either repaired or recalibrated.
2.2 On-Site Pre-Monitoring Checks
• Put on the appropriate personal protective equipment, wearing disposable
gloves at all times during the work activity.
• Landfill gas is potentially toxic due to the potential presence of a number of
substances including carbon monoxide and hydrogen sulphide, consequently
a multi gas alarm should be worn (as close to the wearer’s mouth as possible).
Refer to enitial’s landfill gas and personal gas alarms document for further
information
• Sign in at the site office or weighbridge/ log in to the lone worker system in line
with enitial’s Lone Worker Policy.
• Check for additional hazards that may be present – on an open site this
involves communication with site staff to establish any hazardous waste tipping
for example asbestos tipping (refer to enitial’s pre-monitoring communication
memo for details).
• Take any necessary keys and equipment required to enter the site safely.
• Familiarise with any site-specific risk assessments including the closed site risk
assessment if applicable.
• Make sure that a mobile phone is readily available, however a phone should
ideally not be used within any DSEAR zone except in an emergency – move
outside the zone e.g. further than 2.2m away from a gas well in all other
situations. ESA ICoP5 (August 2007) states that mobile may be used in zone 2
but not in zone 1 or 0.
• Adhere to the safety codes and take caution when crossing haul roads,
operational areas and when surveying in operational areas.
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• Ensure you have made yourself seen to any mobile plant drivers when
monitoring/sampling in operational areas.
• Ensure that all equipment is carried around the site without causing damage to
it.
• Check the field record sheet(s) from previous sampling exercises and site
observation records for any relevant information that may relate to safe
working.
• Plan work to minimise excessive carrying of equipment and/or sampling bottles
– liaising with colleagues if work is spread over a month, use of a colleague to
help if on site or working near-by or allowing enough time to make more than
one journey to minimise the weight being carried.
• Vehicles must remain on the designated roadways whilst being driven on site.
Vehicles may only deviate from this when permission is given from the site
supervisor/manager.
3.0

WALKOVER SURVEY

The initial walkover survey will be carried out in accordance with the FID Method
Statement.
The purpose of the walkover survey is to identify areas of the cap, gas
management system and other site infrastructure which require remediation prior
to the second stage of the emissions survey.
Prior to undertaking the walkover survey, information relating to the site will be
gathered. The operator will provide up to date topographical plans, preferably
with contour information (to enable slopes to be identified and gradients
calculated), site plans showing landfill and cell areas with all available
information in relation to temporarily capped, capped and restored areas and
capping construction details (in order to identify junctions of capping areas and
types). In addition, information detailing the current gas management system
and other site related infrastructure within the area to be considered for the
emissions survey will be provided. This will enable an electronic plan with accurate
infrastructure locations, cell/capped area boundaries and a list of relevant
infrastructure (including co-ordinates) to be produced in order to aid the
walkover survey.
The walkover survey will be carried out using a portable FID or similar and will
concentrate on the zones, features, frequencies and locations as detailed in the
FID Method Statement. Following the identification of any deficiencies and
subsequent remediation work, the areas will be retested until it can be
demonstrated that the concentration of methane in air is less than 100ppmv for a
permanently capped and restored area and less than 1,000ppmv for any
discrete feature such as a leachate or gas well.
4.0

FLUX BOX SURVEY

4.1 Survey approach
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Flux box surveys on landfill sites are subject to many variants. Unless otherwise
instructed by the Client/Operator, the sampling time at each location shall be in
accordance with the EA Guidance. If requested by the Client/Operator, the
sampling time may be reduced to a set time for each location, this can vary from
5 minutes to 30 minutes per test in order to enable a reasonable time frame in
undertaking flux box surveying and data collection on large sites (the sampling
period may continue above the set timescale if it is deemed that conclusive data
may be obtained in a reasonable time frame – where this is applicable, the
Environment Agency guidance will be followed for determining the time over
which the location will be assessed/tested). While this method of shorter sampling
time may not be a sufficient amount of time or data collection to provide
conclusive data for all locations, it will provide conclusive data for a number of
locations and identify locations that may require further testing with extended
sampling times. The benefit of this method is that indicative results can be
obtained in a reasonable time frame, whilst also identifying the possible need and
extent of additional sampling. The Environment Agency guidance states that it
may be necessary to take measurements over a period of an hour to achieve
adequate levels of confidence in the measurement of the rate of flux.
The flux box survey will not normally be undertaken until any identified
deficiencies in the landfill infrastructure and cap have been rectified. Only when
it can be demonstrated that the concentration of methane in air meets the
criteria detailed in Section 3.0 shall the flux box survey commence.
The objective of the flux box survey is to quantify the total releases of methane
from the surveyed area. The Environment Agency set standards for gas emissions
which are expressed as the average flux of methane from the surface of the cap
in each zone. The emissions standards are:
Permanently capped zone: 0.001 mg CH4/m2/second; and
Temporarily capped zone: 0.1 mg CH4/m2/second
Where a discrete feature within a zone is identified, this is not included in the main
flux box array of the zone and emissions from this feature can be calculated
separately.
The flux box survey will be undertaken at a number of sampling locations
determined by the use of calculations based on surface areas. The rate of
change in methane concentration within each box is measured over a set time
period, the flux of methane from that part of the surface is then calculated. If the
flux of methane cannot be calculated for a sample location, that location may
require a second measurement over a longer period of time. Consultation with
the operator will be undertaken to confirm if further sampling will be required.
4.2 Zones and features
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Before beginning the flux box survey, all information gathered during the initial
walkover survey and subsequent remedial works will be reviewed to enable
adequate defining of ‘zones’ and ‘features’.
A zone is an extensive area of landfill surface that will generally be covered
uniformly with a single capping system that is intact and has a consistent slope.
A zone does not have to follow any geographical aspect of a landfill and may
cover part of or a number of landfill cells together. Two types of zone are relevant
to a flux box survey and consist of permanently capped and restored areas and
temporarily capped areas that will not accept waste for a period of least three
months.
A feature is a smaller, definable area or installation from which methane emissions
are higher than in the adjoining surrounding zone.
Examples of features are surface fissures, intrusions (likely to be leachate
installations and gas extraction wells), gas pipelines, areas of stressed vegetation,
lack of uniformity in the surface, side slopes and junctions in liners or capping
materials.
The Environment Agency guidance should be consulted when considering the
use of features and detail is given as to what constitutes a feature. In summary, for
an area or item to be designated as a feature it must show elevated emissions
over several traversed lines in the walkover survey or very high releases for a point
source. The key issue is that features should be identified so that, if they do not
comply with the emissions standards given above, they could be readily defined
and remediated.
4.3 Number of monitoring locations
The number of flux box sample locations required (n) within each zone depends
on the surface area of the zone in m2 (Z) and will be determined using the
following calculations:
Zones of area greater than 5,000m2:
n = 6 + 0.15 √ Z
Example calculation:
Zone area = 10,000m2
Number of measurements (n) = 6 + 0.15 √ 10,000 = 21
Average monitoring spacing = √ (10,000 / 21) = 22m
Zones of area less than 5,000m2:
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n = (Z / 5,000) x 16 (subject to a minimum of 6 locations)
Example calculation:
Zone area = 4,000m2
Number of measurements (n) = (4,000 / 5,000) x 16 = 13
Average monitoring spacing = √ (4,000 / 13) = 17m
The flux box sample locations will be presented on a site plan, with each location
having a unique identity denoting the zone or feature reference and sample
location number. The sample locations will be verified by the use of a high
sensitivity hand held GPS having an accuracy of 3m. Co-ordinates for each
sample location will be provided prior to the survey being undertaken (i.e.
proposed) or recorded during the survey process.
4.4 Meteorological factors
Surface emission rates can be affected by factors such as rain, frost and changes
in atmospheric pressure. Rain or frost affected soils may be less permeable to gas
and reduce the surface flux. Equally, frost may also lead to higher emissions due
to the reduction in the rate of biological methane reduction in the soils.
The flux box survey should not be carried out under inappropriate meteorological
conditions such as during periods of extreme high or low atmospheric pressure,
during and following periods of heavy rainfall and during periods of frost.
4.5 Temporal frequency
Sampling should be undertaken when the emissions are representative of the
normal operation of the gas management system. Gas management system
data should be checked to confirm that the period of monitoring coincided with
normal operating conditions.
5.0

MEASURING EMISSIONS USING THE FLUX BOX

5.1 The flux box
The flux from any zone or feature will be determined using a gas tight receptacle
of known volume and basal area. The application used for the flux box will be a
white plasterer’s bath fitted with two ports at the top. The inlet port is used for
pressure equilibration and the outlet port will be connected to the FID by the use
of a quick release-monitoring valve. The external and internal components of the
flux box will be constructed as recommended in the Environment Agency
guidance.
5.2 Sealing against the surface
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To give accurate measurement of emitted gas, a temporary seal is required while
undertaking each sample to prevent air ingress and gas escape in windy
conditions. It is essential that an adequate seal is maintained at all times during
the sampling period in order to attain accurate data, otherwise the survey may
not reflect the condition of the capped surface accurately. A non adequate seal
is one of the most common causes of erroneous and uncertain data.
The seal can be provided simply where there is a suitably level and uniform
surface by placing a weight on the flux box (which may include standing or sitting
on the flux box). Where there is no established vegetation on the landfill, loose
material on the surface can be levelled using a spade to provide an adequate
seal on a level and uniform surface, taking care not to excavate any surface as
this may affect the pathway of gas through the soil pores.
Other methods of providing or improving the seal may include:
• Using moist plastic clayey materials which are present on site to form a seal
around the lip of the flux box;
• Using 100mm diameter geotextile socks filled with wet sand and compacted
around the base of the flux box covering the rim. The socks can be transported
to each location using 2 ‘flexi tubs’ or a wheelbarrow. (6 socks are required per
flux box - each sock being be cut to 75cm in length and filled with
approximately 8kg of wet / damp soft building sand, 1 x 25kg bag sand
divided between 3 socks, the ends of the socks are be sealed with cable ties,
when not in use the socks are to be be stored to ensure the sand doesn’t dry
out – e.g. in polythene bags);
• Using a 3:1 sand / bentonite powder mix. The seal area will be prepared prior
to positioning and starting the flux box test by using the flux box or a template
to determine the foot print, the ground will be prepared and the seal material
placed around the footprint in readiness for the positioning of the flux box.
Once the flux box test is positioned and started the seal material will be
towelled around the rim / base to provide an adequate seal. The seal material
can be reclaimed and reused on additional tests and can be transported to
each location using a flexi tub.
Where excessive vegetation is present, cutting back (normally with hand tools)
may be required so as not to interfere with the seal. It is important to leave the
area vacant for a few minutes before sampling to allow any volatile organic
compounds that might arise from freshly damaged plants to dissipate.
Some sealing imperfections will stem from the heterogeneity of the surface
profiles at the sampling locations. If no other suitable locations are available,
monitoring should proceed but you should record any reservations about the
effectiveness of sealing.
5.3 Sampling procedure
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Each sampling location will be located using the proposed GPS co-ordinates for
that particular sample reference. This information will generally be provided
following the walkover survey. Each location will be inspected for practicability
and safety. If required the exact position may be modified, taking care not to
distort the survey. The revised co-ordinates of any modified sampling location will
be recorded.
Prior to sampling, the weather, atmospheric pressure, wind direction/speed,
ambient temperature and time will be recorded. In addition, information on the
current status of the gas management system will be obtained where possible.
The FID will be started and allowed to stabilise. Zeroing of the FID will be
undertaken in accordance with the FID Method Statement.
The flux box will be placed open face down and temporarily sealed at each
sample location. The FID will then be connected and readings will be recorded
over a set time period, taking readings at 15 second to one minute intervals,
depending upon the time period. The values for each flux box sample location
will be recorded on a field log sheet and where practical, a laptop computer or
hand held PDA device may be used to record data during sampling. A hand
written copy will also be taken for quality assurance purposes and to aid data
accuracy checks.
5.4 Monitoring features and anomalies in the cap
Features and anomalies in the cap include surface fissures, intrusions (likely to be
leachate installations and gas extraction wells), gas pipelines, areas of stressed
vegetation, lack of uniformity in the surface, side slopes and junctions in liners or
capping materials.
Where it is impossible or impractical to use a flux box on features that stand proud
of the landfill surface or an adequate seal may not be possible, the feature will be
classed as a ‘small feature’ (see Sections 6.2.4, 6.3.2 and 6.3.3 of the Environment
Agency guidance) and the gas concentration alone will be checked with the
use of the FID. If the local concentration (less than 5cm from the point source) of
methane in air is <100ppmv with no measurable gas flow, it may be assumed that
a feature is not contributing substantially to the overall emissions of methane.
The air in the vicinity of leachate installations, gas extraction wells/pipework and
other features will be checked with an FID. If the local methane concentration is
>100ppmv, remediation works will be required until it can be demonstrated that
the local methane is <100ppmv or the monitoring method will require modifying in
order to quantify the flux.
Fissures, where identified, can be divided into three types - small, medium and
large. It is unlikely that large fissures will be present at the survey stage. Small
(surface crazing) and medium fissures may be surveyed using the FID as a ‘small
feature’ or using the flux box at the frequencies outlined in the Environment
Agency guidance.
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6.0

DATA PROCESSING AND REPORTING

6.1 Calculating flux in individual flux boxes
The flux can be calculated for each sample location using the following
equation:
Q = V / A x (dc / dt)
where:
Q = flux density of the gas (in mg/m2/second)
V = flux box volume (in m3)
A = flux box footprint (in m2)
dc / dt = rate of change of gas concentration in the chamber with time (in
mg/m3*/second).
* to convert methane concentration readings from ppmv into mg/m3, the ppmv
value is multiplied by 0.714 (Environment Agency guidance).
The rate of change of the gas concentration (dc / dt) is determined by plotting
the data on charts with the x-axis representing time (in seconds) and the y-axis
representing mass concentrations (in mg/m3).
After a certain period of time, the concentration of methane within the flux box
stabilises or can fall. This may be due to factors such as methane saturation in the
flux box, back diffusion into the ground, or the effects of methane oxidisation. In
other cases, the first few minutes of monitoring may be characterised by steady
or even slightly decreasing methane concentration instead of the expected
increase. This phenomenon can be the result of wind effects in the period before
the box is fully sealed or the effect of the gas abstraction system.
To eliminate these effects, individual data points are removed from the ends of
the dataset – first from the last data collected and then the initial readings, until a
correlation coefficient (r2) >0.8 is obtained. The data will then show a correlation
coefficient illustrating a high degree of association between time (t) and
concentration (c).
The data will be considered acceptable if the following criteria are achieved:
The correlation coefficient r2 >0.8;
The graph has more than five data points;
The change in concentration is >0.
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The initial rate of change is the most representative of the flux in the absence of
the enclosure. Therefore, least priority should be given to later samples if
eliminating data points.
If these criteria are not satisfied, the methane flux must be reported as being at
the lower detection limit of the method (i.e. 5 x 10-5 mg/m2/second or the limit of
detection of the flux box used).
Where data is 'at the limit of detection', i.e. the r2 value of >0.8 could not be
attained, the data with the highest r2 value or most representative data may be
used, subject to the possibility of retesting the location depending on the
overall/average Q value for that zone (i.e. if the emission rate is low and not likely
to effect the overall average Q value of the zone then retesting is not deemed
necessary, conversely if the emissions rate is high, causing the zone to exceed the
Environment Agency standards for gas emissions, and the data is not conclusive,
the location may be retested. The Client/Operator will be consulted as to the
requirement and extent of any retesting).
The flux calculated from each individual flux box sample location and feature
location can be calculated as an average flux of methane from the surface of
the cap in each zone and can be compared with the emissions standards set by
the Environment Agency as detailed in Section 4.0 (Permanently capped zone:
0.001 mg CH4/m2/second and temporarily capped zone: 0.1 mg CH4/m2/second).
6.2

Reporting of data

The data will be reported to the client in the format of a PDF file report outlining
how the survey was conducted, any observations made and recommendations
along with a summary of the average flux of each zone or feature. This report will
be reviewed by a competent person prior to issue.
Appended to the report will be drawings showing the boundaries of zones and
location of samples taken, along with all infrastructure tested on site. A table of
results will be included detailing sample identifications, GPS co-ordinates,
recorded ppmv values, linear regression calculations, calculated value of V / A,
calculated value of dc / dt and final Q value for each sample completed.
Comments will also be included in the table of results.
7.0

SITE EXIT

•
Before signing out of the lone worker system or weighbridge/site office as
applicable, the operative must ensure that the site is left in a tidy condition. All
materials used during the working day (where not specifically meant to be left on
site) must be removed prior to leaving. This will include picking up any
litter/debris/packing materials arising from the technicians work or associated
activities. All H&S related issues noted on site must be reported to the site
operator/representative and passed on to the relevant person responsible for H&S
within enitial.
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Method Statement – Gas Analyser Calibration Checks
1.0

Introduction
All gas analysers are serviced and calibrated according to the
manufacturer’s prescribed schedule, and should not be used if they do
not hold a current certificate of calibration. If this is the case, the
equipment facilitator is to be contacted immediately and the unit
withdrawn from service. The manufacturer’s calibration date must
therefore be checked prior to use, and can be found on the
calibration certification sticker, found on the back of the unit, or by
checking the calibration due date indicated by the unit’s display
screen during the start up process.

2.0

Checks undertaken in the field
Additional checks may be carried out to verify the accuracy of
readings drawn from the gas analyser on a regular basis (the principles
of these checks are the same for gas analysers in the 2000 and 5000
ranges). The frequency and nature of these checks may be
determined by the client, the requirements of the site to be monitored
or they may be required when the user notices unusual readings or
‘drift’ from normal fresh air readings. There are two types of field
checks that can be carried out:
1. Zeroing of the gas analyser channels (also known as a fresh air
calibration) – this involves calibrating the machine when there is no
calibration gas present i.e. in fresh air (methane = 0%, carbon
dioxide = 0% and oxygen = 20.9%). It is recommended that this
procedure is carried out and recorded before each monitoring
event (please note that some clients may have specific instructions
regarding this process).
2. Spanning of the gas analyser channels where a target gas
(normally provided in a ‘span can’) of known concentrations is
used to check and if necessary calibrate the gas machine. This
target gas is available in different mixtures of concentrations which
may vary depending on the readings the machine is likely to
encounter during the working day e.g. for perimeter gas monitoring
a mixture of 5% methane and carbon dioxide and 6% oxygen is
normally used – referred to as mixture 1 by Geotech.
The
frequency of spanning is not set (unless specified by the client) but
is likely to be required when the analyser is showing drift or
unexpected readings and when zeroing of the channels may not
be successful.

3.0

Equipment list
•
•
•
•

Gas analyser
Span can (or similar calibration gas)
Regulator unit
Piping (for connection of canister to gas machine)
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•
•

White connecting clip
PDA, Logbook/data template

3.0

Methods used for ‘zeroing’ and ‘spanning’ the gas machine

3.1

Zeroing of the analyser
This calibration must be done in fresh air away from sources of
contamination such as vehicle fumes and sources of landfill gas.
Initially the analyser should be checked to see if the main channels are
reading correctly i.e. 0% methane and carbon dioxide and 20.9%
oxygen. If these readings are displayed then zeroing is not required. If
any sign of drift away from these readings is noted then the channels
should be zeroed in accordance with the manual for the machine (as
below):

•
•
•

•

•
•

For the GA2000:
Allow the pump to run for approximately two minutes or until reading
stabilises; this purges the unit of gas.
Switch off the pump.
Zero All Channels as follows:
From the ‘Check Calibration’ screen:
Press to select ‘Calibration Menu’.
Press to select ‘Zero Channels’.
Press to select ‘Zero ALL’.
‘USER ZERO COMPLETE’ should be displayed.
(Alternatively, the option ‘ZERO CH4’ is available from the ‘ZERO
CHANNELS’ menu. Selecting this option will zero all of the channels
except CO2 and O2. Repeat for other channels if required except
oxygen.
For the GA5000:
Press START Switch on the instrument and complete the instrument
warm up. From the Main Gas Read Screen select the ‘Menu’ key then
Select key 2 ‘Gas Check’ followed by key 1 ‘Gas check’. Disconnect
all tubing. Select ‘Fresh Air’ by using the enter key Let the pump run for
90 seconds and select soft key ‘check’
Wait for the readings to stabilise. Wait for the analyser to zero for
approx. 1 min. (Message will display ‘Please wait for timer to reach
zero’) When complete a message will display ‘Check complete’
Read status field on the right hand side of the screen. If the calibration
check is okay select soft-key ‘Calibrate’ and the calibration is
complete. If the check isn’t okay select ‘retry’ and if it still fails contact
the equipment facilitator.

If you experience problems ring the equipment facilitator for assistance.
3.2

Spanning the analyser
Initially a gas check of the analyser is carried out. This check is used to
determine whether the analyser reads within specific set limits of
variation when calibration gas is passed through the unit. If the
analyser is found to be within limits, no further action is required. This
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should be carried out in accordance with the analyser’s
manual as summarised below:
Connect the regulator to the Spancan (or similar), ensuring that it is
connected correctly.
Turn the gas analyser on, and allow it to go through its start up purge
cycle.
Connect the pipework, using the white connection clip, to the inlet
port of the gas machine (the top right hand port). Ensure that the
pipework is securely connected to the regulator, and to the gas
machine forming a gas-tight seal. It is vital that atmospheric gases
CANNOT be drawn through the analyser whilst checking/calibration is
in progress.
Open the regulator valve slowly, until the correct flow is reached
(where the ‘flow ball’ is seen to be between the two bars indicated on
the regulator display pipe) and allow gas to flow through the analyser.
DO NOT TURN THE ANALYSER PUMP ON. Turning the pump on will have
the effect of doubling the gas flow, invalidating any check readings.
Compare the gas readings displayed by the analyser with the
specified levels printed on the side of the can. These should fall within
±10% of the value stated on the can.
For example:

Gas

Gas
concentration
on Spancan

Methane (CH4)
Carbon Dioxide
(CO2)

5.00%

Oxygen (O2)

6.02%

5.01%

Acceptable
readings
(to
1dp only)%
4.5-5.5%
(+/0.5%)
4.5-5.5%
(+/0.5%)
4.4-6.6%
(+/0.6%)

If the value displayed falls within the specified tolerances note the
values obtained in your logbook/PDA. Close the regulator valve to stop
gas flow and disconnect the pipework from the analyser. The gas
machine is now ready to use.
However if the analyser readings fall outside of the specified
tolerances, a field calibration will be required. In this case, continue to
allow the calibration gas to flow through the analyser, and follow the
field calibration steps outlined below:
For the GA2000:
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With the calibration gas still flowing through the system
(as outlined above), enter the ‘field calibration’ function on the main
menu of the analyser.
Edit the target concentration gases, by selecting the ‘edit target
concentrations’ function, and then manually entering into the analyser
the values stated on the Spancan (or similar) for each individual gas.
The gas values of the calibration gas passing through the analyser will
be seen in the top line of the table of calibration, the edited target
values will be seen in the bottom line of the table.
Once this is done, the ‘calibration menu’ should be entered again,
and the ‘span channels’ function selected.
If the ‘span multi-gas’ option is available then this should be selected. If
this is not, select each individual gas separately to ‘span’.
Once you have ‘spanned’ the gases, confirm them and exit the
function.
Close the gas valve on the regulator and remove the piping from the
analyser.
The analyser is now calibrated and ready for the prescribed monitoring
activity.
For the GA5000:
From the main gas read screen select the ‘Menu’ key and select
operation settings then key 2 Gas Check (twice). Select correct gas
mixture or add user-selectable gas mixture and press enter to confirm.
Wait for the readings to stabilise. Wait for the analyser to check spans
for approx. 1 minute and select soft key ‘check’. Message will display
‘Please wait for timer to reach zero’
When complete a message will display ‘Check complete’. Read status
field in the right hand corner of the screen. If the status is correct select
soft key ‘Calibration’. If not select ‘retry’. If still not correct contact the
equipment facilitator.
All regular check readings (and field calibration readings when they are
carried out) should be recorded and reported with your data. Both the
Spancan gas concentrations and the readings reported by the analyser
should be recorded in order to confirm the validity of monitoring results
obtained.
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Method Statement – Landfill Gas Monitoring and Balancing of Landfill Gas
Extraction Systems
1. Introduction
This method statement has been prepared to cover the activity of on-site
landfill gas monitoring and balancing of landfill gas extraction systems. It
should be read in conjunction with the risk assessment for Landfill Gas
Monitoring and Balancing of Landfill Gas Extraction Systems.
enitial’s Method Statements have evolved over recent years and are
based on industry best practice, together with legislation and guidance
from various sources. Feedback gathered from our customers and the
Environment Agency via Waste Management Licence and Permit audits
has also been incorporated.
The Dangerous Substances and Explosive Atmosphere Regulations
(DSEAR) 2002 require operators to have systems in place to reduce or
mitigate the risk of an explosive atmosphere forming and where it does to
eliminate or reduce the risk of personal injury or harm to an acceptable
level. The ESA Industry Codes of Practice (ICoPs) have been reviewed
during the writing of this method statement and relevant information has
been incorporated where appropriate.
Before work can take place, the DSEAR site zoning plan must be
consulted. Be aware of any operational changes that may alter the
zoning rating of the working area e.g. contractors on site, changes in the
gas well system or if the work being undertaken alters the zoning.
Whilst most landfill gas extraction systems require little day-to-day
maintenance, there is a requirement to routinely monitor a system to
ensure it is operating at optimum performance.
Routine and regular visits should be made to monitor and balance the gas
extraction system. The intensity of gas extraction at any given extraction
well will need to be adjusted due to the variability of gas production at a
given location, along with a number of environmental and site-specific
factors, while maintaining a sustainable yield of gas. These factors include:
•
•
•
•
•

Atmospheric pressure.
Temperature.
Leachate levels within the waste.
Capping material saturation.
Waste settlement.

Other operational aspects that require specific attention by fine tuning the
balance of landfill gas extraction system include:
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•
Gas migration - Increased extraction may be required to control
landfill gas migration around the site perimeter.
•
Active tipping area - On operational sites the gas generated in
the active tipping area can vent to atmosphere. In this instance
extraction on wells in the vicinity of the tipping area is usually ceased.
•
Ongoing site works - Wells may be disconnected from the gas
extraction system in order to carry out a range of remedial and
maintenance works and is done to prevent oxygen from entering the
gas extraction system.
Safety Considerations
Methane – Flammability
Methane is a flammable gas in concentrations between the limits of
4.4%v/v and 16.5%v/v at 200C with a minimum oxygen concentration of
14%v/v. These limits are known as the lower explosive limit (LEL) and the
upper explosive limit (UEL) of methane.
Asphyxiation
Landfill gas can accumulate in enclosed spaces or topographical
depressions and especially in sheltered areas where there is little wind. The
principle asphyxiation risk is associated with depleted oxygen and/or
accumulations of carbon dioxide.
Asphyxiation can occur in enclosed spaces if the breathing zones air
mixture contains <18%v/v oxygen. Carbon dioxide gas has a density
greater than atmospheric air and therefore can pond in hollows,
depressions and confined spaces where conditions allow. Whilst the task is
being undertaken consideration must be given to if and when confined
space is a risk – it may be something as simple as climbing down into a
manifold in a depression. If in doubt contact your line manager or
account manager for advice and/or don’t take any risks.
2. Description
Gas extraction system balancing is undertaken on a regular basis to
determine the status and performance of the gas extraction system. A gas
extraction system comprises a combination of gas extraction wells and
well heads, connecting horizontal pipework, condensate KOPs, manifolds,
in-line valves, and a gas control system comprising either an engine, flare
or vent unit. The objective in ’balancing’ a gas extraction system is to
ensure that the rate of extraction that is applied to in-waste extraction
points is proportional to the volume of gas that is being generated in the
waste mass at that time. The correct balance of extraction should be
constant and sustainable.
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3.0 Monitoring Procedures
3.1 Pre-site visit Preparation
Check to ensure that all the correct personal protective equipment
(PPE) is available and is worn at the appropriate time. The PPE must be
in good order.
• A multi-gas personal alarm that includes detection of CO, H2S, CH4 and
O2 should be worn as part of the PPE.
• Ensure that your vehicle is in good and safe working condition and
suitably clean and organised to minimise the risk of sample
contamination in accordance with the Procedure for prevention of
cross contamination. Fuel cans must not be stored next to
monitoring/sampling equipment.
• Check for any site/company specific documentation that may be
required for work to begin, such as site inductions and permit to work
documents. If this in not in place, contact the client prior to the site
monitoring/sampling visit in order to bring this information up to date, if
necessary.
• Make sure that the results of any risk or CoSHH assessments applicable
to this activity have been taken into account.
• To conduct landfill gas monitoring and balancing you must have
completed the appropriate training and competency criteria prior to
being permitted to conduct works unescorted. Do not conduct these
works until your manager can confirm you are competent to do so.
• Obtain all site-specific information from the relevant job file including
the location of the site, access keys, a list of all gas wells/manifolds to
be visited, site plans, DSEAR site zoning plan, the previous set of data as
a minimum and any site-specific monitoring/balancing protocols that
must be adhered to. If client specific instructions exist for infrastructure
repairs e.g. the replacement of tubing then these should be followed.
•

•

•

•

•

Ensure the monitoring equipment required is in correct safe working
order and is compliant with the manufacturer’s calibration and
servicing recommendations. Do not use any equipment that is beyond
its calibration date or showing erroneous readings.
The equipment required must comprise of the following:
- GA or GEM 2000+ (fully charged) or GA5000 – See manufacturer’s
operator manual. A GA2000 is NOT suitable for this work due to the
possible interference of H2S and CO, causing false positive CO
readings.
- A water/dust filter plus a spare (both clean). N.B Dirty and/or wet
filters can interfere with relative pressure readings and air flow through
the instrument, impacting on the validity of the results obtained.
- A hydrogen sulphide filter (non-exhausted media) where required –
(See manufacturer’s operator manual.)
Ensure that all gas reading channels on the gas analyser are zeroed to
limit calibration drift and maximise the accuracy of the equipment –
(See manufacturer’s operator manual and gas analyser calibration
check method statement).
Gas analysers can be field calibrated if it is believed that the field
calibration has drifted significantly (see manufacturer’s operating
instructions and gas analyser calibration check method statement).
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•
•

Ensure that a spare set of gas analyser consumables such as
water/dust filters, hose adapters and tubing are carried at all times.
Where possible, prepare and cut any tubing that may be required
during the monitoring prior to starting work on site.

3.2 Pre-Start Checks (on arrival)






















Put on the appropriate personal protective equipment and familiarise
with any relevant site specific risk assessments.
Landfill gas is potentially toxic due to the potential presence of a
number of substances including carbon monoxide and hydrogen
sulphide, consequently a multi gas alarm should be worn (as close to
the wearer’s mouth as possible). Refer to enitial’s landfill gas and
personal gas alarms document for further information.
Anti-static clothing (particularly footwear, which is enitial standard
issue) should be worn when undertaking the monitoring.
Check the DSEAR site zoning plan to ensure all equipment (including
battery powered tools) is suitable for the designated zone. Also note
that non-ATEX approved items should not be used in any DSEAR zoned
area of a site e.g. cameras, MP3 players etc. (for further information
see ESA ICoP 5, Section 5.7).
Sign in at the site office or weighbridge/ log in to the lone worker
system in line with enitial’s Lone Worker Policy.
Check for additional hazards that may be present – on an open site
this involves communication with site staff to establish any hazardous
waste tipping for example asbestos tipping (refer to enitial’s premonitoring communication memo for details).
Ensure that all the tools and equipment necessary to carry out the task
are available and in good working order. Take necessary keys and
equipment to enter the site safely and locate the monitoring facilities.
Ensure that all equipment is carried around the site without causing
damage to it.
Make sure that a mobile phone is readily available, however a phone
should ideally not be used within any DSEAR zone except in an
emergency – move outside the zone e.g. further than 2.2m away from
a gas well in all other situations. ESA ICoP5 (August 2007) states that
mobile phones may be used in zone 2 but not in zone 1 or 0.
Identify any changes from the norm that may alter the zoning rating of
the working area e.g. contractors on site, changes in the gas well
system or if the work being undertaken alters the zoning.
Complete routine site arrival procedures in line with the Landfill Gas
Monitoring and Balancing of Landfill Gas Extraction System Risk
Assessment.
Plan work to minimise excessive carrying of equipment and/or
sampling bottles – liaising with colleagues if work is spread over a
month, use of a colleague to help if on site or working near-by or
allowing enough time to make more than one journey to minimise the
weight being carried.
Vehicles must remain on the designated roadways whilst being driven
on site. Vehicles may only deviate from this when permission is given
from the site supervisor/manager.
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•

Record the following information:
- Site Name.
- Date.
- Operator Name.
- Equipment Type & Serial Number.
- Calibration Due Date.
- Weather Conditions.
- Atmospheric Temperature.
- Atmospheric Pressure (mb).
- Wind Direction if possible.
- Wind Speed if possible.
- Ground Conditions.

3.3 Gas Field Monitoring
The following instructional steps cover the generic approach to balancing
a landfill gas extraction system. There are two approaches, depending on
the status of the field. One, to set up the field for the first time and two, to
make adjustments to a field that is already set up. Certain sites may have
site-specific requirements (as explained in the Introduction above) that
necessitate minor deviation from the method described below.
Alternative approaches should only be accommodated if the method has
been deemed permissible by your manager.
3.3.1 Monitoring Landfill Gas
Monitoring of landfill gas should be conducted in accordance with the
Method Statement for landfill gas monitoring.
3.3.2 Balancing a gas extraction system for the first time (for new
installations or set-up overhaul)
•
•
•

•
•
•

Set all valve positions to 30%.
Switch on the extraction system at the environmental compound.
After no less than 1 hour, conduct gas monitoring at each of the
monitoring points, ensuring that the order of monitoring starts at the
environmental compound, then manifolds or main lines where
available, then each individual extraction well (unless controlled at a
manifold).
Review all of the results generated and determine which wells should
be subjected to a reduced or increased suction pressure using the
protocol explained in 3.3.3 below.
Make the required changes to the suction pressure by adjusting the
regulating valves at each point necessary and record another full set
of readings following each adjustment.
Within a time period no greater than 48 hours, repeat bullet point 3, 4
and 5 above.
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•

Repeat bullet point 6 until it is confirmed that only minor changes to
the balance is required i.e. small adjustments (no greater than -10
mbar) to individual wells.
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3.3.3 Balancing a gas extraction system (for pre-balanced systems)



















Conduct gas monitoring at each of the monitoring points. The order of
monitoring starts at the environmental compound, then manifolds or
main lines where available, then each individual extraction well (unless
controlled at a manifold).
Gas monitoring must include the gas concentrations of methane,
carbon dioxide, oxygen and balance, atmospheric pressure, relative
pressure, carbon monoxide, hydrogen sulphide and the position of the
extraction-regulating valve for each monitoring point.
The position of the valve must be recorded to a scale consistent with
the historic data sets so that any changes made can be clearly
understood by a 3rd party review of the data.
Review the gas results, paying particular attention to concentrations of
methane, oxygen, balance, H2S and CO.
The desired gas concentrations should be set to a sustainable rate at
which methane is optimised, and oxygen and balance are minimised
as far as is practicably possible.
As an ideal, oxygen and balance should be maintained below 2% and
20% respectively. Should oxygen be recorded in excess of 2% the
extraction applied to the well should be reduced by closing the
regulating valve in an attempt to bring oxygen levels below 2%. Should
oxygen be recorded in excess of 5% the extraction to the well should
be stopped unless required for migration control at the perimeter. If in
doubt speak to the relevant enitial Account Manager who shall
provide instruction.
Should CO be recorded in the initial reading above 20ppm, an
additional reading should be taken using an in-line H2S filter. If CO is still
recorded at concentrations over 50ppm this should be reported
immediately to your Manager and the extraction valve should be
closed, unless otherwise agreed with your Manager. For some sites, it is
the protocol to then take a sample of the gas, the relevant Account
Manager shall inform you in such instances.
Should H2S be recorded in the initial reading at concentrations above
50ppm, it should be treated with caution and highlighted on the
monitoring data submission.
Depending on the stage of landfill gas generation or specific
requirement that may require a deviation from the guideline in bullet
point 6 above, for example gas migration control in wells at the edges
of a site, the concentrations may not be practicably achievable. Any
deviation from the guideline above should only be taken following
discussion with your manager and the client as such actions can result
in sub-surface in-waste fires if not conducted with great caution and
adequate resourcing to monitor the performance.
Following the monitoring of an extraction point, any proposed
changes to the rate of extraction should only be undertaken once the
reading has been reviewed against the previously recorded data set
as an absolute minimum. If possible, the previous 4 data sets should be
available to briefly review. The previous data set(s) may help
determine whether the extraction point in question should be adjusted.
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Changes to valve settings on individual wells should be minor
increments no greater than +/5mbar unless the valve is being closed.
A review of the valve positions and relative pressures will also help to
identify if there has been any tampering with the gas system since the
last visit by a 3rd party. Should it be determined that an unauthorised
alteration has been made, this should be documented on the data
record and the valve should be set to the position and/or relative
pressure applied prior to the change identified. This should be reported
to your manager before leaving site.
Once all extraction points have been visited, a reading should be
recorded at the manifolds or main lines where available then at the
environmental compound. The results at the environmental compound
should be reviewed to ensure that the overall concentrations of landfill
gas are as desired. If oxygen levels have increased, it may be
necessary to check all monitoring points have been correctly closed
prior to leaving site.
On completion, the full data set should be reviewed to compare the
readings recorded and the valve adjustments made with the previous
dataset. This is necessary to determine whether the incremental
changes to individual wells are being effective. It may be possible that
the extraction on individual wells is affecting nearby wells so the data
sets of neighbouring wells should be reviewed together. It may also be
the case that the overall pressure in the main legs is too great or too
little, thus requiring an adjustment of main valves at the environmental
compound or the manifold (where present). Should such, changes be
made, a repeat monitoring exercise to each of the wells is required to
re-adjust the individual wells back to the required pressure.

3.4 Reporting procedures
•
•

All monitoring data and any related comments must be recorded on a
dedicated pro-forma and within the GA or PDA if available.
All data is verified for accuracy by a competent data assessor before
being forwarded to the client.

4.0 Site Exit
•

Before signing out of the lone worker system or weighbridge/site office
as applicable, the operative must ensure that the site is left in a tidy
condition. All materials used during the working day (where not
specifically meant to be left on site) must be removed prior to leaving.
This will include picking up any litter/debris/packing materials arising
from the technicians work or associated activities. All H&S related issues
noted on site must be reported to the site operator/representative and
passed on to the relevant person responsible for H&S within enitial.
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Method Statement – Hydrogen Sulphide Ambient Air Surveys
1.

Introduction

This method statement has been prepared to cover the activity of ambient
Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S) surveying on landfill sites using a Jerome 631-X
analyser. The Jerome analyser measures H2S to 0.001ppm (1ppb).
The Jerome H2S analyser can be used to conduct on-site point source
emission investigations over areas of landfill capping and/or in-waste
infrastructure for Environmental or Health and Safety reasons. However, these
methods are not covered in this method statement.
This method statement should be read in conjunction with the risk assessment
for undertaking Hydrogen Sulphide surveys.
enitial’s Method Statements have evolved over recent years and are based
on industry best practice, together with legislation and guidance from various
sources. Feedback gathered from our customers and the Environment
Agency via waste management licence and permit audits has also been
incorporated.
The Dangerous Substances and Explosive Atmosphere Regulations (DSEAR)
2002 require operators to have systems in place to reduce or mitigate the risk
of an explosive atmosphere forming and where it does to eliminate or reduce
the risk of personal injury or harm to an acceptable level. The ESA Industry
Codes of Practice (ICoPs) have been reviewed during the writing of this
method statement and relevant information has been incorporated where
appropriate.
Before work can take place, the DSEAR site zoning plan must be consulted.
Be aware of any operational changes that may alter the zoning rating of the
working area e.g. contractors on site, changes in the gas well system or if the
work being undertaken alters the zoning.
2.

How Hydrogen Sulphide Detection Works

The instrument used for this monitoring is the Jerome 631-X, which analyses air
drawn over a thin gold film sensor for a precise period of time. In the presence
of H2S, the thin gold film undergoes an increase in electrical resistance
proportional to the mass of H2S in the sample. The concentration is displayed
within one of four individual ranges; 0.001 to 0.099ppm, 0.10 to 0.99ppm, 1.0 to
9.9ppm and 10 to 50ppm. The Jerome 631-X automatically shifts the range of
measurement depending upon the concentrations present.
The instrument must be routinely checked to ensure it is in good working order
and maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s guidance. All
external calibration must be carried out by an appropriate vendor on a
frequency specified by the supplier. All certificates of calibration are filed and
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stored centrally by enitial. They are available to any party wishing to verify
them.
3.

Planning the Survey

A Jerome H2S survey must be undertaken in line with any site-specific permit
conditions. This method covers the assessment of ambient fugitive emissions
at the site boundary.
Perimeter Ambient Monitoring Survey
The precise nature of the survey is usually dictated by permit conditions. This
method provides general guidance but always consult the sites job file for
more specific information before carrying out a survey.
There are two common approaches to conducting H2S surveys.
1) The first approach is to monitor a spread of established sample points
around the entire boundary of the site.
2) The second commonly encountered method is to monitor the upwind
and downwind perimeter boundaries of a site. This method does not
rely on predetermined sample points and the sample point locations
will vary from survey to survey based upon the prevailing wind direction
at the time of monitoring.
The method for planning an upwind/downwind perimeter H2S survey is
outlined below.
• Identify the wind direction (i.e. the direction from which the wind is
blowing) using the most reliable method (on-site meteorological station
on operational sites, direct assessment using site plan on closed sites).
• Using a site plan, identify the upwind boundary of the site and sample
for hydrogen sulphide at three regularly spaced intervals along this
boundary. Mark all sample locations and results on the site plan and in
your notebook/PDA.
• Identify the downwind boundary of the site. Walk the entire downwind
boundary of the site, sampling for hydrogen sulphide at regular
intervals. The spacing should be sufficient to allow for a representative
assessment to be made of the landfill’s contribution to ambient
hydrogen sulphide downwind of the site.
4

Monitoring Procedures

4.1

Pre site Visit Preparation

•
•

Check to ensure that all the correct personal protective equipment
(PPE) is available and is worn at the appropriate time. The PPE must be
in good order.
Undertake a desk study.
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•
•

•
•
•
•

Make sure that the results of any Risk or CoSHH assessments applicable
to this activity have been taken into account.
Check for any site/company specific documentation that may be
required for work to begin, such as site inductions and permit to work
documents. If this in not in place, contact the client prior to the site
monitoring/sampling visit in order to bring this information up to date, if
necessary.
Ensure that your vehicle is in good and safe working condition and
suitably clean and organised.
Check the calibration date of the instrument (Jerome 631-X) and
battery charge. Use only a fully charged instrument.
Review any site-specific documentation relevant to the survey, such as
job files or a copy of the sites permit. Identify any compliance trigger
levels that have been set with respect to ambient hydrogen sulphide.
Verify proper instrument operation* by:
1.
Pressing the power on button. The digital meter should
display 000.
2.
Recharge/replace the batteries if LO BAT is displayed.
3.
Allow the unit to warm up for 1 minute.
4.
Perform a sensor regeneration.
5.
Wherever possible, after a period of 30 minutes
following the completion of a sensor regeneration, zero
the instrument. This is done using the screwdriver
provided and the zeroing screw on the top of the unit.
6.
If the unit does not correctly zero the zero air filter may
need to be attached to the sample inlet port. A series
of clean samples can be drawn through the unit. This
procedure may be necessary where H2S has been
detected by the instrument.
• Take any necessary keys to enter the site if it is closed.

*Please refer to manufacturer’s manual for more detailed information on
equipment set up and best practice.
4.2

On-Site Pre-Monitoring Checks
• Put on the appropriate personal protective equipment and familiarise
with any relevant site-specific risk assessment.
• Landfill gas is potentially toxic due to the potential presence of a
number of substances including carbon monoxide and hydrogen
sulphide, consequently a multi gas alarm should be worn (as close to
the wearer’s mouth as possible). Refer to enitial’s landfill gas and
personal gas alarms document for further information.
• Anti-static clothing (particularly footwear, which is enitial standard
issue) should be worn when undertaking the monitoring.
• Check the DSEAR site zoning plan to ensure all equipment (including
battery powered tools) is suitable for the designated zone. Also note
that non-ATEX approved items should not be used in any DSEAR zoned
area of a site e.g. cameras, MP3 players etc. (for further information
see ESA ICoP 5, Section 5.7).
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• Sign in at the site office or weighbridge/ log in to the lone worker
system in line with enitial’s Lone Worker Policy.
• Check for additional hazards that may be present – on an open site
this involves communication with site staff to establish any hazardous
waste tipping; for example asbestos tipping.
• Make sure that the results of any risk assessments applicable to this
activity have been taken into account.
• Ensure that all the tools and equipment necessary to carry out the task
are available and in good working order. Take any necessary keys and
equipment to enter the site safely and locate the monitoring facilities.
• Ensure that all equipment is carried around the site without causing
damage to it.
• Make sure that a mobile phone is readily available.
• Vehicles must remain on the designated roadways whilst being driven
on site. Vehicles may only deviate from this when permission is given
from the site supervisor/manager.
• Switch on the instrument and record the following information:
- Site Name,
- Date,
- Operator Name,
- Equipment Type & Serial Number,
- Calibration Due Date,
- Weather Conditions,
- Atmospheric Temperature,
- Atmospheric Pressure (mb),
- Wind Direction if possible,
- Wind Speed if possible,
- Ground Conditions.
4.3

Equipment List
Any necessary keys.
Monitoring location map/Site map (as required).
Jerome 631-X.
PDA, Logbook or template sheet and pencil/pen.

4.4

Ambient Hydrogen Sulphide Survey
• Plan the sampling route in line with one of the two principle methods as
outlined in Section 3 above.
• The Jerome 631-X cannot be used in wet weather, any moisture
(including mist/fog) drawn into the units inlet port could severely
damage the sensor.
• The Jerome 631-X should also not be used in dusty conditions.
• Allow a 1-minute warm up of the instrument.
• Ensure that the instrument is set to range 0 (the lowest range).
• For sampling at individual points around a site the probe should be
held in front of the user and the user should stand still during the sample
cycle (approximately 30 seconds at range 0). At the end of the
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•
•
•

•
•
4.5

sampling cycle, read the LCD screen – this is the H2S concentration in
ppm. The sampler must remain stationary during the sampling interval.
If elevated readings are detected, confirm the reading by taking
another. If it is still elevated, install the zero air filter and verify that
readings are zero (or very close). Remove the filter and sample again.
Proceed to next point and press sample again.
For sampling using the continuous ‘surveying’ mode for identifying
point sources or ‘hot spots’: Lock the instrument in survey mode. The
instrument will then continuously sample at intervals dictated by the
concentrations of hydrogen sulphide present. The unit will remain in
survey mode until one of the following occurs: The sensor is saturated,
the LO BAT indicator is displayed, the HL indicator is displayed or the
instrument is turned off.
Once the site has been surveyed, record the atmospheric pressure and
compare this with the initial reading.
Sign out at the site office or weighbridge and inform the Site Manager
briefly on your findings.
Reporting Procedures

• H2S survey data obtained from site may be entered into enitials MP-5
database or an Excel spreadsheet and also marked on a survey plan if
appropriate.
• Any areas of elevated hydrogen sulphide should then be clearly
identified.
• Data should be compared against any relevant control/trigger levels
and any breaches must be reported to the operator at the earliest
opportunity.
• It may be necessary to take further action depending upon the data
gathered.
• All data is verified for accuracy by a competent person before being
forwarded to the client.
5.0

Site Exit
•

Before signing out of the lone worker system or weighbridge/site office
as applicable, the operative must ensure that the site is left in a tidy
condition. All materials used during the working day (where not
specifically meant to be left on site) must be removed prior to leaving.
This will include picking up any litter/debris/packing materials arising
from the technicians work or associated activities. All H&S related issues
noted on site must be reported to the site operator/representative and
passed on to the relevant person responsible for H&S within enitial.
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Method Statement - Monitoring of Landfill Gas
1.0

Introduction

This method statement has been prepared to cover the activity of landfill gas
monitoring. It should be read in conjunction with the risk assessment for landfill
gas monitoring.
The potential hazards associated with landfill gas include flammability,
explosivity and its potential to be an asphyxiant. Therefore regular monitoring
to detect its presence is of great importance.
enitial’s Method Statements have evolved over recent years and are based
on industry best practice, together with legislation and guidance from various
sources. Feedback gathered from our customers and the Environment
Agency via waste management licence and permit audits has also been
incorporated.
The Dangerous Substances and Explosive Atmosphere Regulations (DSEAR)
2002 require operators to have systems in place to reduce or mitigate the risk
of an explosive atmosphere forming and where it does to eliminate or reduce
the risk of personal injury or harm to an acceptable level. The ESA Industry
Codes of Practice (ICoPs) have been reviewed during the writing of this
method statement and relevant information has been incorporated where
appropriate.
Before work can take place, the DSEAR site zoning plan must be consulted.
Be aware of any operational changes that may have taken place since the
last visit that may have altered the zoning rating of the working area e.g.
contractors on site, changes in the gas well system or if the work being
undertaken alters the zoning.
Methane – Flammability and Explosivity
Methane is a flammable gas which forms explosive mixtures with air when
present between the concentration limits of 4.4%v/v and 16.5%v/v at 20 Deg
C.
These limits are known as the lower explosive limit (LEL) and the upper
explosive limit (UEL) of methane.
In order for a methane/air mixture to be explosive, methane must be present
in the explosive range (4.4%v/v and 16.5%v/v) along with a minimum oxygen
concentration of 14%v/v.
Asphyxiation
Landfill gas can accumulate in enclosed spaces or topographical
depressions, especially in sheltered areas where there is little wind. The
principle asphyxia risks are associated with depleted oxygen by displacement
by a landfill gas mixture and accumulations of carbon dioxide.
Asphyxiation could result if the breathing zones air mixture contains <10%v/v
oxygen as a result of admixture with landfill gas. Carbon dioxide gas has a
density greater than atmospheric air and therefore can pond in hollows,
depressions and confined spaces where conditions allow. Evidence has been
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collected to suggest that carbon dioxide concentrations exceeding 5%v/v
can accumulate in depressions and gullies where there is little wind.
2.0

Description

Landfill gas monitoring is routinely undertaken in order to comply with the
relevant PPC/Environment Permit conditions using portable infra-red gas
analysers. The readings obtained are verified for accuracy by a competent
person before being sent to the client. Verification of results obtained by
portable infra-red gas analysers is often undertaken using gas
chromatography. This involves the collection of gas samples from individual
monitoring wells using Gresham Tubes and/or Tedlar gas sample bags (see
Section 4 below).
3.0

Monitoring Procedures

3.1

Pre-site Visit Preparation
•

Check to ensure that all the correct personal protective equipment
(PPE) is available and is worn as appropriate, also that the PPE is clean
and in good order.

•

Make sure that the results of any Risk or CoSHH assessments applicable
to this activity have been taken into account.

•

Ensure that your vehicle is in good and safe working condition and
suitably clean and organised to minimise the risk of sample
contamination in accordance with the Procedure for prevention of
cross contamination. Fuel cans must not be stored next to
monitoring/sampling equipment

•

Obtain all site specific information from the relevant job file including
the location of the site, site inductions and permit to work documents,
a list of all gas monitoring points to be visited, site plans and any site
specific monitoring protocols that must be adhered to. Refer to
previous information on the site relating to best routes for navigating
between points, previous readings, and any relevant safety risk
assessments.

•

Take any necessary keys and equipment to enter the site safely and
access all monitoring facilities.

• Ensure that the portable infra-red gas analyser is compliant with the
manufacturer’s
calibration
and
servicing
recommendations.
Quarantine any instrument that is beyond its calibration date, faulty or
showing erroneous readings. The infra-red gas analyser can only be
returned to service when appropriate remedial measures have been
undertaken.
• The gas analyser should be fully charged and water/dust filters should
be checked for visible signs of moisture/dirt and replaced if necessary.
Dirty and/or wet filters can interfere with relative pressure readings and
air flow through the instrument, impacting on the validity of the results
obtained. Ensure correct site specific GAMS information is contained
on the analyser where appropriate.
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•

•

3.2

It is recommended that all channels are zeroed on a daily basis to limit
calibration drift and maximise the accuracy of the equipment (see gas
gas analyser calibration check method statement for details).
Gas analysers can be field calibrated if it is believed that the field
calibration has drifted significantly (see gas analyser calibration check
method statement).

•

Ensure that a spare set of gas analyser consumables such as filters
inline filters, water trap filters, valve adapters and tubing are carried at
all times.

•

Where possible, prepare and cut any tubing that may be required
during the monitoring prior to starting work on site.

•

On-Site Pre-Monitoring Checks

• Put on the appropriate personal protective equipment, wearing
disposable gloves at all times whilst monitoring/sampling.
• Landfill gas is potentially toxic due to the potential presence of a
number of substances including carbon monoxide and hydrogen
sulphide, consequently a multi gas alarm should be worn (as close to
the wearer’s mouth as possible). Refer to enitial’s landfill gas and
personal gas alarms document for further information.
• Anti-static clothing (particularly footwear, which is enitial standard
issue) should be worn when undertaking the monitoring.
• Check the DSEAR site zoning plan to ensure all equipment (including
battery powered tools) is suitable for the designated zone. Also note
that non-ATEX approved items should not be used in any DSEAR zoned
area of a site e.g. cameras, MP3 players etc. (for further information
see ESA ICoP 5, Section 5.7).
• Sign in at the site office or weighbridge (operational sites)/inform
enitial’s point of contact in line with enitial’s Lone Worker Policy.
• Check for additional hazards that may be present – on an open site
this involves communication with site staff to establish any hazardous
waste tipping for example asbestos tipping (refer to enitial’s premonitoring communication memo for details).
• Take any necessary keys and equipment to enter the site safely and
locate the monitoring facilities.
• Familiarise with any site-specific risk assessments including the closed
site risk assessment if applicable.
• Ensure that all equipment is carried around the site without causing
damage to it.
• Make sure that a mobile phone is readily available, however a phone
should ideally not be used within any DSEAR zone except in an
emergency – move outside the zone e.g. further than 2.2m away from
a gas well in all other situations. ESA ICoP5 (August 2007) states that
mobile phones may be used in zone 2 but not in zone 1 or 0.
• Check the field record sheet(s) from previous sampling exercises, and
site observation records, for any relevant information that may relate to
safe working.
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• Plan work to minimise excessive carrying of equipment and/or
sampling bottles – liaising with colleagues if work is spread over a
month, use of a colleague to help if on site or working near-by or
allowing enough time to make more than one journey to minimise the
weight being carried.
• Vehicles must remain on the designated roadways whilst being driven
on site. Vehicles may only deviate from this when permission is given
from the site supervisor/manager.
• Switch on instrument and record the following information.
- Site Name,
- Date,
- Operator Name,
- Equipment Type & Serial Number,
- Calibration Due Date,
- Weather Conditions,
- Atmospheric Temperature,
- Atmospheric Pressure (mb),
- Wind Direction if possible,
- Wind Speed if possible,
- Ground Conditions.
3.3

Equipment List
• Gas analyser (with appropriate site specific GAMS information
downloaded if appropriate),
• Associated sample tubing,
• Water trap filter,
• Tefen valve connectors,
• H2S filter (if appropriate for the monitoring to be undertaken)
• Calibration gas canister,
• Gas canister regulator and associated pipework,
• PDA, Logbook/data template
• External flow pod and associated sample tubing (if required).

3.4

Monitoring Landfill Gas
• See flow chart below for guidance regarding preliminary GA checks.
• Locate the monitoring points.
• Assess the condition of the monitoring point; this should include an
assessment of the integrity of the security cover, padlocks, caps and
valves and labelling as well as general access to the monitoring point.
Any defects should be reported in sufficient detail to enable repairs to
be planned. If any monitoring points cannot be monitored due to the
condition of the infrastructure or surrounding area this should be
reported in your data against the relevant monitoring point ID. To
ensure valid data is collected as a minimum each gas monitoring point
should include an airtight lid or bung complete with a gas monitoring
valve to ensure borehole gas monitored has not been diluted with
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atmospheric air. Check that the gas valve’s hose tail is not blocked by
dirt/debris. If client specific instructions exist for infrastructure repairs e.g.
the replacement of tubing then these should be followed.
• Turn on the infra-red gas analyser and complete a clean air purge for a
minimum of 30 seconds to ensure any gas left in the machine from
previous use has been removed from the unit. The methane and
carbon dioxide readings should read zero after this purge – if they are
showing a slight drift away from this then a field calibration is required
(see gas analyser calibration checks method statement for details).
Note that this clean-air purge has taken place within the data if the
client requires this.
Preliminary GA Checks:
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• If flow readings are required take these in advance of relative pressure
and gas readings (see section 5 below). Ensure that all kit for this is
available e.g. flow pod if using a GA2000, inlet/outlet push valve
connectors, hose etc.
• Where required select the appropriate GAM ID for the sample point
being monitored.
• Ensure that the pressure transducer reads zero in order to obtain a valid
relative pressure reading. The pressure transducer should be zeroed if
required (see manufacturers’ instructions).
• Ensuring the sample hose is connected to the ‘inlet’ port on the infrared gas analyser (and not the exhaust port); attach the sample hose to
the gas monitoring valve installed on the borehole/probe.
• If required, record the relative pressure (it may take a few seconds for
the displayed reading to stabilise). If you are using a separate relative
pressure meter, close the tap, remove the sample hosing and repeat
the above connection procedure for the gas analyser to obtain landfill
gas readings.
• Once the relative pressure reading has been recorded, gas monitoring
can be commenced by engaging the air pump on the infra-red gas
analyser. The pump should be run for a minimum of 30 seconds in order
to allow sufficient time for gas within the borehole to be drawn through
the analyser before recording a result.
• Readings should be allowed to stabilise before recording methane (%
by volume), carbon dioxide (% by volume) and oxygen (% by volume).
N.B in some cases CO2 and O2 readings can take a number of minutes
to stabilise, it is important that all readings settle before recording any
data.
• Caution must be taken when monitoring from piezometers and other
small diameter facilities that water is not drawn into the instrument. This
may be prevented by using a section of transparent hose and
observing closely if any water is drawn into and up the sampling hose.
Water trap filters are not designed to stop water from entering the
machine, only to slow the progress of any moisture in the pipework. If
you ensure that you have a sufficient length of monitoring hose before
the water trap, you should find that this gives you enough time to stop
the pump before any water reaches the water trap. An audible strain
on the instrument pump may also be detected. If water does enter
the hose, stop the gas analyser’s air pump and record the readings if
possible. Check that the filters are not saturated. If they are, replace
them appropriately. In the event that it is not possible to obtain a valid
reading, record an appropriate comment to explain the failure to
obtain a set of readings from the sample point.
• On-site infrastructure such as vents or leachate wells may not always
have an air tight lid and/or a dedicated gas monitoring valve. In this
instance a piece of extension hose can be fitted to the analyser and
lowered into the well/vent to reduce the dilution affect of atmospheric
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air at the top of the installation. N.B Ensure that the hose is not lowered
into any leachate or water resting within the infrastructure.
• Once valid data has been recorded, remove the sample hose from
the gas monitoring valve and ensure that the valve is closed after use.
Replace the borehole lid and lock if necessary. Allow the air pump on
the infra-red gas analyser to run for at least 30 seconds after it has
been detached from the sample point in order to purge the unit of all
gas from the sample point before monitoring the next sample point
(methane and carbon dioxide concentrations should return to zero
and the oxygen to atmospheric levels at approximately 20.7%v/v 21.0%v/v.
• Repeat this procedure at each gas monitoring location.
• Record the atmospheric pressure once all the monitoring has been
completed. Compare this with the reading taken at the beginning of
the visit. This allows for the atmospheric pressure trend to be recorded
i.e. – rising, falling or steady.
Types of valve likely to be encountered during monitoring are:
Tefen Type Quick Release Valves
A red adaptor is required for the attachment of the gas analysers sampling
hose to the monitoring point. An audible click signifies satisfactory
engagement of the adapter to the Tefen valve. The valve automatically
opens upon engagement.
BSP Monitoring Valve with Hose-tail
Securely attach the sampling hose of the gas analyser to the hose-tail of the
monitoring valve (tap). There must be a tight seal between the hose-tail and
the hose in order to gain an accurate gas reading. Some hose-tails may be
too wide for the standard hose fitting, in this instance a small length of larger
diameter rubber pipe can be used as an adapter. Once the hose is securely
fitted to the hose-tail of the gas monitoring valve, the valve handle can be
manually opened.
3.5

Reporting Procedures
• Gas monitoring data obtained from the site is then entered onto the
Monitor Pro database, either manually or downloaded directly from
the instrument via GAMS where appropriate.
• Ensure data is accurate and correct and if possible, print out copies.
• All data is verified for accuracy by a competent person before being
forwarded to the client.

4.0

Sampling Landfill Gas
In order to verify gas readings obtained from portable instruments, gas
samples can be taken and subjected to laboratory analysis (gas
chromatography). The methods employed to obtain gas samples are
outlined in the section below.
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The procedures outlined above should be adhered to when undertaking
gas sampling.
Gas samples can be collected and transported to a laboratory by either
a Gresham sampling tube or a Tedlar bag.
4.1

Pre-Visit Preparation
Check the condition of the sample collection apparatus and the number
of sample tubes/bags needed (always take a few spare tubes/bags in
case any problems are encountered on site). Use the attached gauge to
ensure that the tubes are empty and ensure that the capacity of the
sample receptacles is sufficient for the required analysis. Assess the gas
bags for signs of damage/perforations.

4.2

On Site Procedures

4.2.1

Gresham Gas Sampler (for hydrogen or helium analysis)

Gresham tubes are re-usable steel cylinders approximately 15cm long, which
are designed for the containment of gas samples. Before use, they are filled
with an inert gas; this serves the purpose of flushing out the previous sample to
avoid cross contamination. Before taking a sample, the inert gas must be
removed and flushed out with air.
Application
Gresham Gas Sampling Tubes are not suitable for general GCMS analysis of
trace components. It has been proven that the rubber o-seals, that are an
integral part of the tube, can hold trace contaminants, thereby having the
potential to cross contaminate future samples taken. Gresham Gas Sampling
Tubes are only to be used where hydrogen and helium are to be analysed.
Using the Gresham Gas Sampler
1. Unscrew the dust caps and check the sample cylinder is empty by
depressing the Schraeder valve at one end of the cylinder against the
pump handle retaining bolt head.
2. Plug the filling indicator into the outlet bayonet fitting of the Gresham
hand pump. Similarly, fit the sample cylinder into this, checking that
they are tightly secured. Fit the purging attachment on to the free end
of the sample cylinder.
3. For gas abstraction plant, open the sample valve on the plant wide to
clear any moisture in the sample line before a sample is taken. Once
the moisture has been cleared, slightly reduce the opening of the
valve and connect the hose from the Gresham pump nozzle to the
gas-sampling valve.
4. For off-waste monitoring probes and boreholes, first ensure that they
have been bunged and capped for 24 hours prior to the sampling
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event. Connect the hose from the Gresham pump nozzle and attach
to the gas-sampling valve.
5. Connect the pump to the foot stirrup and then draw the gas through
the apparatus by using a pump action. Check the gas being expelled
from the outlet part of the purging attachment. Ten double strokes
should ensure that the sample cylinder has been purged sufficiently
with the current gas to be sampled, or until the pressure gauge
indicates the tube is full.
6. Remove the Gresham pump hose from the valve or probe. Unplug the
sample cylinder from the Gresham pump and screw on the retaining
caps to prevent accidental pressure loss.
7. Mark the vessel with the time, date, initials and place of sampling.
8. Record a final gas reading with the portable monitoring instrument.
9. Make out a chain of custody form for all samples to ensure that all the
tubes are correctly labelled and the correct analysis is to be
undertaken. Package the tubes in an appropriate container for
delivery to the laboratory.
4.2.2

Tedlar bags

Application
Tedlar bags are square polythene bags, suitable for the collection of gas
samples requiring GCMS analysis. New or used Tedlar bags can be used
depending on how critical the results are. The bags come in volume sizes 0.5,
1, 2, 3, 5 and 10 litres. A two litre volume is suitable for GCMS analysis. A 10 litre
bag is required for Carbon 14 analysis (at 15% methane conc.)
Tedlar bags should not be used for hydrogen and helium analysis unless
analysis is guaranteed to commence on the day of sampling. This is critical
because the hydrogen and helium molecules are small enough to pass
through the bag membrane over time.
Using a Tedlar bag
When taking a sample from an in-waste gas well, the gas suction should be
tapped off for a period of time before sampling to allow a suitable volume of
gas to build up. This is to be done in strict accordance with the site gas
technician/responsible person, and should not be done alone.
1. For off-waste monitoring probes and boreholes, first ensure that they
have been bunged and capped for 24 hours prior to the sampling
exercise taking place.
2. A pumped sample can be obtained using an electric pump or the
internal pump in the GA/2000 instrument, which is both a quick and
easy method. Make sure all pipes and seals are airtight and let the
instrument purge through with the gas for one minute before attaching
and filling the Tedlar bag.
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3. It is important to note that instruments, pumps and tubing can hold
contaminants, especially after use on gas/leachate wells where
condensate can enter the equipment. This can potentially
contaminate a sample and therefore care must be taken in using
these methods. Tubing should be replaced after use on in-waste
sampling. Ideally, on and off-waste instruments should be kept
separate.
4. Mark the bag with the time and date of sampling, site name, sample
point name, sampler initials and name of person to receive laboratory
analysis results (client or enitial).
5.0

Flow Readings
Gas flow measurements are sometimes required in addition to the
routine capture of relative pressure and landfill gas concentrations
within a monitoring point. Flow is typically recorded in litres per hour.
Infra-red gas analysers can measure gas flows when fitted with an
external flow pod or an internal flow monitoring device. Irrespective of
the method of flow measurement it is essential to ensure an air tight
seal is maintained from the gas analyser, through the sample hosing to
the monitoring points air tight cap and valve assembly. It is not possible
to obtain valid flow readings where a cap and valve assembly is
absent or poorly fitted. It is also important to measure flow before
taking relative pressure and gas readings.
The following information is relevant when using a Geotech GA2000 or
GA5000 infra-red gas analyser.

5.1

GA2000 Flow Monitoring (external flow pod)
•

•
•
•

•

Insert the flow pod into the correct communications port on the gas
analyser ensuring it is connected the right way round – bear in mind
there is an inlet and an outlet port. The analyser will register the flow
pod as soon as it is inserted. It is possible to test that the flow pod is
working by gently blowing into the hose.
If flow monitoring has been set up on the gas analyser’s GAM ID file
you will enter the flow reading screen once landfill gas concentrations
have been recorded on the instrument.
Once at the flow reading screen disconnect the gas sample hose
(connected to the inlet port on the gas analyser) from the monitoring
point.
Ensure that the flow display is reading zero before connecting the flow
pod’s sample hose to the monitoring point. If flow is not reading zero
ensure that flow is zeroed before proceeding. As the site is monitored it
is important to check that the flow pod remains firmly connected to
the GA as it can work loose.
The flow pod’s sample hose should be connected to the inlet port on
the flow pod and the monitoring point’s gas valve. Once connected
open the gas valve.
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•
•
•
•
•
5.2

Gas flow will be displayed on the analyser’s flow reading screen in realtime. Important - wait for the flow readings to stabilise so that a
representative flow reading is obtained.
When flow readings stabilise activate the ‘snapshot’ flow recording
option to store the flow data.
After recording flow, reconnect the gas sample hose and record
relative pressure and landfill gas concentrations as outlined in section
3.4.
Close the gas valve, disconnect the flow pod sample hose.
Repeat this procedure where flow data is required.
GA5000 Flow Monitoring (internal flow device)

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

6.0

Select the GAM ID for the monitoring point being monitored as normal
and conduct a clean air purge.
Select the ‘Relative Pressure’ button to begin reading the relative
pressure.
Enter the ‘Special Action’ menu using the middle soft key.
Select ‘flow’ using option 4 (number 4 key).
Zero the flow transducer (before each monitoring point).
Attach the gas analyser’s gas sample hose to the monitoring point’s
gas monitoring valve and open the valve. Check the sample hose is
connected to the gas analyser via the Blue port and not the exhaust
port. At this point it is possible to test that the internal flow pod is
working by gently blowing into the hose.
Gas flow will be displayed on the analyser’s flow reading screen in realtime. Important - wait for the flow readings to stabilise so that a
representative flow reading is obtained.
When flow readings stabilise activate the ‘snapshot’ flow recording
option to store the flow data.
If required continue through the on screen options to record relative
pressure and landfill gas concentrations as normal.
Reporting procedures

•
•
•
•
7.0

Leave a copy of field data with the Site Manager and highlight any
anomalous results. Sign out at the office.
Comply with the enitial Lone Worker Policy at time of departure from
site.
All field and laboratory data are then entered onto the
database/Excel for reference.
Results obtained are verified for accuracy by a competent person
before being sent to the client.
Site Exit

•

Before signing out of the lone worker system or weighbridge/site office
as applicable, the operative must ensure that the site is left in a tidy
condition. All materials used during the working day (where not
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specifically meant to be left on site) must be removed prior to leaving.
This will include picking up any litter/debris/packing materials arising
from the technicians work or associated activities. All H&S related issues
noted on site must be reported to the site operator/representative and
passed on to the relevant person responsible for H&S within enitial.
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Method Statement - Nitrogen Purging
1.

Introduction

This method statement has been prepared to cover the activity of nitrogen
purging. It should be read in conjunction with the risk assessment for nitrogen
purging.
Identifying fugitive gas in a borehole from the monitoring point at the top with
a gas analyser only represents a cumulative sample from the entire depth of
the borehole. It does not identify at what depth the gas is entering the
borehole.
The principle behind nitrogen purging of a borehole is to replace the
atmosphere within the borehole with inert nitrogen. Any ingress of gas into the
borehole will displace the nitrogen, initially close to the point of ingress and
then the incoming gas will diffuse within the borehole.
By taking measurements within the borehole at different depths, it is possible
to identify the areas where the nitrogen is being displaced i.e. where another
gas concentration is found to be greater than the nitrogen. This is the point at
which ingress can be assumed to be taking place.
This method provides useful information as to where there are high
concentrations of methane and reasonable flow rates. Interpretation is best
achieved by comparing a plot of gas concentrations and depth against
time, with a detailed borehole log annotated with depth below ground level
and strata.
enitial’s Method Statements have evolved over recent years and are based
on industry best practice, together with legislation and guidance from various
sources. Feedback gathered from our customers and the Environment
Agency via waste management licence and permit audits has also been
incorporated.
2.0

Monitoring Procedures

2.1

Pre-site Visit Preparation

The following equipment is required
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

At least 2 gas analysers (fully charged)
Sampling pipework of varying lengths to reach the top, middle and base
of the borehole.
Dip meter (use with the probe end taped to the bottom end of the
sample line)
Pumping equipment if it is necessary to purge water from the borehole
Stop watch/ phone with stop watch facility
Paper, pen etc
Source of nitrogen e.g. large cylinder N or P size with regulator
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•
•

Connection tubing
Black tape

•

Check to ensure that all the correct personal protective equipment (PPE)
is available and is worn at the appropriate time. The PPE must be in good
order.
Check the site location from available plans, status (closed/operational).
Refer to previous information on the site relating to best routes adopted,
previous readings, and any relevant safety risk assessments and CoSHH
assessments.
Ensure that your vehicle is in good and safe working condition and suitably
clean and organised to minimise the risk of sample contamination in
accordance with the Procedure for prevention of cross contamination.
Fuel cans must not be stored next to monitoring/sampling equipment
Check for any site/company specific documentation that may be
required for work to begin, such as site inductions and permit to work
documents. If this in not in place, contact the client prior to the site
monitoring/sampling visit in order to bring this information up to date, if
necessary
Obtain any necessary keys and equipment to enter site safely and to gain
safe entry to all the monitoring facilities being purged.
Take spare equipment if possible, such as inline-filters, valve adapters and
tubing.
A gas analyser’s calibration must be checked in line with enitial’s
calibration check procedure before any monitoring is undertaken.
Any slight drift in the instrument’s detection should be corrected (using the
equipment calibration menu facility). Zero the methane reading in air if
necessary.
Quarantine any instrument that is beyond its calibration date or showing
erroneous readings.
It is preferable to arrange delivery of Nitrogen cylinders direct to site as it is
only acceptable to carry a single Nitrogen cylinder (as long as it under
30kg) in particular vehicles.
Use an open vehicle (ideally) or one that has good ventilation and a
separate cab.
Cylinders must be properly secured so they do not shift during transport,
and should not project from the sides or ends of the vehicle.
Check the gas cylinders before loading:
1. cylinder valves must be closed and not leaking whilst in transit, and any
equipment disconnected
2. make sure the cylinders are in good condition and properly labelled
If a leak is suspected during transport park the vehicle in a safe place and
contact the gas supplier. The area should be kept clear until assistance
arrives.
If you are involved in an accident advise the emergency services:
1. what cylinders are being carried, their capacity and how many

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
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2.2
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

On-Site Pre-Monitoring Checks
Put on the appropriate personal protective equipment, wearing
disposable gloves at all times whilst sampling/monitoring.
Landfill gas is potentially toxic due to the potential presence of a number
of substances including carbon monoxide and hydrogen sulphide,
consequently a multi gas alarm should be worn (as close to the wearer’s
mouth as possible). A personal gas alarm should also be worn at all times
when working with nitrogen gas. Refer to enitial’s landfill gas and personal
gas alarms document for further information.
Anti-static clothing (particularly footwear, which is enitial standard issue)
should be worn when undertaking the monitoring.
Check the DSEAR site zoning plan to ensure all equipment (including
battery powered tools) is suitable for the designated zone. Also note that
non-ATEX approved items should not be used in any DSEAR zoned area of
a site e.g. cameras, MP3 players etc. (for further information see ESA ICoP
5, Section 5.7).
Sign in at the site office or weighbridge/ log in to the lone worker system
in line with enitial’s Lone Worker Policy (see attached).
Check for additional hazards that may be present – on an open site this
involves communication with site staff to establish any hazardous waste
tipping for example asbestos tipping (refer to enitial’s pre-monitoring
communication memo for details).
Make sure that the results of any Risk or CoSHH assessments applicable to
this activity have been taken into account.
Take any necessary keys and equipment to enter the site safely and
locate the monitoring facilities.
Familiarise with any site-specific risk assessments including the closed site
risk assessment if applicable.
Ensure that all equipment is carried around the site without causing
damage to it.
Make sure that a mobile phone is readily available, however a phone
should ideally not be used within any DSEAR zone except in an
emergency – move outside the zone e.g. further than 2.2m away from a
gas well in all other situations. ESA ICoP5 (August 2007) states that mobile
phones may be used in zone 2 but not in zone 1 or 0.
Check the field record sheet(s) from previous sampling exercises and site
observation records for any relevant information that may relate to safe
working.
Plan work to minimise excessive carrying of equipment and/or sampling
bottles – liaising with colleagues if work is spread over a month, use of a
colleague to help if on site or working near-by or allowing enough time to
make more than one journey to minimise the weight being carried.
Vehicles must remain on the designated roadways whilst being driven on
site. Vehicles may only deviate from this when permission is given from the
site supervisor/manager.
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2.3

Nitrogen Purging Procedure

1. Take a gas reading from the normal sampling point in the borehole to be
purged. At the same time, also take a standing liquid level measurement.
If working in a zoned area, only dip meters with an ATEX rating appropriate
to the zone being worked in should be used e.g. Geotechnical ‘ATEX’
dipmeter for use in zone 1 & 2.
2. Pump out any standing water within the borehole if required by the
customer, the relevant Account Manager shall inform you if this is required.
If there is significant re-charge, continue pumping to maintain the water
level as low as possible, preferably at the base of the well. Record the
level at which the liquid level is being maintained.
3. Set up gas machines at required levels and note depths e.g. 1m, 5m and
10m and start logging gas readings at the required intervals as set out by
the Account Manager and/or Customer.
4. Using a sampling line and a source of pure nitrogen e.g. a nitrogen
cylinder, introduce nitrogen to the bottom of the well. Monitor the gas
concentration at the each level to ensure gas (methane) within the
borehole is displaced. Do not introduce the nitrogen too quickly; use a
gentle flow.
5. Continue logging the recharge values of methane until the original
methane concentration is reached at the top of the borehole or until a
predefined period as defined by the Customer or Account Manager
6. It should be possible to notice methane appearing at different levels at
different intervals within the borehole, thereby pinpointing the level at
which gas enters the borehole.
2.4
•
•
•
3.0
•

Reporting Procedures
Nitrogen purging data obtained from the site is written up into a report for
the client.
Ensure data is accurate and correct, then print out copies.
All data is verified for accuracy by a competent person before being
forwarded to the client.
Site Exit
Before signing out of the lone worker system or weighbridge/site office as
applicable, the operative must ensure that the site is left in a tidy
condition. All materials used during the working day (where not
specifically meant to be left on site) must be removed prior to leaving.
This will include picking up any litter/debris/packing materials arising from
the technicians work or associated activities. All H&S related issues noted
on site must be reported to the site operator/representative and passed
on to the relevant person responsible for H&S within enitial.
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PURPOSE
•

To ensure that Schedule 2, 3.3 of the Service Level Agreement (SLA) relating to Gas
Activities on FCC Environment (UK) Limited (FCC) sites is complied with.

•

To ensure that suitable Gas Operating Parameters (GOPs) (as detailed in Schedule 2, 3.3
of the SLA for FCC sites) in relation to each FCC landfill are:
-

set and agreed with site operator if required

-

documented and recorded centrally

-

reviewed in partnership with Site operator , if required, at suitable frequencies

SCOPE
•

This procedure defines the steps which are required to agree, record, and manage GOPs

ASSOCIATED DOCUMENTS
•

SLA - Gas Activities

•

Joint Operators Guide (JOG)

•

Environmental Permit (‘Permit’)

RESPONSIBILITIES
•

The Manager responsible will be accountable for ensuring this procedure is followed.

•

The Technician responsible must ensure the gas analysis and reporting database
(GARD) is updated following any amendments to the GOPs.

INTRODUCTION
Schedule 2, 3.3 of the SLA, requires Infinis to agree suitable GOPs for levels of oxygen, nitrogen
(balance), methane and suction with FCC for each active gas extraction well located at each
landfill.
In the event that parameters are not / cannot be agreed with FCC, it is entitled, under the SLA to
(and acting reasonably) set the parameters which Infinis is obliged to operate to.
In relation to non FCC sites GOP will be decided by Infinis and discussed with the Site Operator if
required
1. Agreeing Gas Operating Parameters
1.1. It is the responsibility of each Manager responsible to agree suitable GOPs for each
landfill.
1.2. When setting and agreeing the GOPs the standard / steady state operating parameters
must first be identified.
1.2.1. As an absolute minimum, the agreed GOPs must reflect or improve upon any
emission limit values contained within the site Environmental Permit.
1.3. GOPs may be set and agreed for groups of gas wells which are required to be operated
outside of the agreed “standard” parameters (exceptions) e.g. wells in an area of
migration, a hotspot, flanks, uncapped areas etc.
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1.3.1. The well identification (‘ID’s’) and the reasons why the well is required to operate
outside of the standard parameters must also be recorded.
2. Gas Operating Parameter Breaches
2.1. During any monitoring exercise, operating parameters may be identified which fall outside
of the agreed GOPs. These wells will be said to have “breached” their GOP.
2.2. All breaches will be reported to FCC via an automated 24 hour exceptions report. This
report will be automatically generated and distributed within 24 hours of the data being
uploaded into the GARD database, to the relevant FCC & Infinis staff. A report will be
provided on a monthly basis with further details
2.3. All identified gas well breaches will be addressed in line with the EC: 3.1 Operating
Parameter Breach Process
2.4. For Non FCC sites details of any breaches will be discussed at a site level on a site by site
basis
2.5. If any further investigations or work are identified when reviewing the breaches a Maximo
work order will be raised for follow on work
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PURPOSE

•
•

To ensure the effective collection and storage of accurate gas well dip (‘dip’) records for the
purpose of meeting Infinis plc (‘Infinis’) commercial and environmental objectives.
To ensure the effective collection and storage of accurate dip records for the purpose of
meeting Infinis obligations to its external stakeholders.

SCOPE

•

This procedure and its method statements define the steps required to accurately collect and
manage dip records in adherence with the company’s and stakeholder requirements.

ASSOCIATED DOCUMENTS

•
•

Service Level Agreement (SLA) for all FCC Environment (UK) Limited (FCC) sites
EC 5.2.1 Gas well dips method statement

RESPONSIBILITIES

•
•

The Manager responsible will be accountable for ensuring this procedure is followed.
The Manager responsible or Technician responsible will ensure dip records are uploaded to
GARD and supplied to the relevant operator if required
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INTRODUCTION
Dipping of LFG extraction wells allows for data to be gathered on the internal condition of the well
(including liquid levels). The amount of plain, perforated casing and liquid levels within the well can all
be deduced from analysing the results of the dipping exercise in conjunction with the drill logs for the
wells dipped.
Dip records are to include (but are not limited to) depth to liquid and base of the well, a suitable
comment to reflect the condition of the well at the time of dipping and temperatures at the required
depth(s) if appropriate.
PROCEDURE
1. The individual undertaking the work will ensure that the steps set out in the method statement
EC 5.2 are followed and the results are recorded on paper or using the Geotechnical analyser.
2. The individual undertaking the work will ensure that the dip points or well heads are removed
and replaced immediately before and immediately after dipping has been carried out.

3. The individual completing the work will ensure all dip points or well heads are replaced and
made gas tight once the dips have been completed.
4. The individual completing the work will ensure all health & safety requirements and controls are
understood and complied with.
5. Once all dip work is complete the data will be uploaded into GARD And reviewed and a work
order raised in Maximo for any follow on works that are identified
6. In the event that the dips are being collected by a contractor, the results must be provided to
Infinis and will then be uploaded into GARD and reviewed.
7. If from reviewing previous data elevated levels of H2S are identified as present at site a
minimum of two people must complete the dips
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Health and Safety

Risk assessments for the task include (see HSQE1.1b Master Risk Assessments spreadsheet)
•

general access to gas field,

•

flammable and poisonous gases,

•

stretching and

•

condensate

Before starting this task, personnel should be wearing appropriate PPE to complete the task which
should include hard-hat, hi-viz vest or jacket, safety boots (incorporating midsole & toe protection), eye
protection, nitrile gloves and personal multi-gas alarm.

Work instructions for gas well dipping
It may not be possible to dip wells on some sites with engines in operation and all gas extraction may
need to be diverted to the flare. Follow and complete instructions from the management system to allow
for the changeover to flare operation and return of generation on the site after the task is complete.
1.0

2.0

Dipping requirements prior to completing any dips, the following tasks must be completed:
1.1

The person completing the dips must be familiar with the operation of the dip meter
being used by consulting the manual

1.2

To verify the dip meter functionality beforehand the operative must ensure:
• that the battery does not need replacing;
• that the liquid sensor in the probe is clean (remove the threaded shroud and
clean if necessary);
• the sensitivity is set to a suitable level;
• the dip meter is fully functional (touch the probe to the test point on the back of
the dip tape The liquid sensor should sound if there are no problems with the dip
meter);
• there are no exposed wires or other obvious faults with the dip meter.

1.3

Should the dip meter be faulty, the above tasks should be repeated for the replacement
equipment.

GAS WELL DIPPING
2.1

Before removing the dip cap, record the well identification (ID) and gas well valve
position on arrival. Either in the gas analyser or in a notebook.

2.2

Select the ID of the well to be dipped if using the analyser (if recording temperature
dips, store the depth interval at which the readings are to be taken in the analyser).

2.3

Ensure that the probe sensor is clean from previous use (remove the shroud and clean
the probe if necessary).

2.4

Close the valve to the well point and remove the dip cap

2.5

If the area around the well is prone to odour, it may be necessary to prevent exposure
and venting by leaving the valve open slightly to remove the positive pressure

2.6

If there is no dip point on the well, it may be necessary to remove the well head to
complete the gas well dip

2.7

Slowly lower the dip tape into the gas well listening for a clear constant audible alarm.
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3.0

2.8

Intermittent sounding alarm may indicate foam receding down the well casing as the
probe slowly descends downwards, continue until constant audible sound occurs
ensuring the tape is under tension.

2.9

Check the depth to liquid by raising the sensor slightly so the audible alarm stops and
then descend back down to verify the liquid level is correct with audible alarm is
constant again.

2.10

Where temperature readings are also required, pause the descent of the sensor to
record the temperature(s) at the required depth intervals on the analyser, or in a
notebook, for the relevant well ID and depth interval.

2.11

Record the depth of the liquid level

2.12

Continue lowering the probe slowly down to the base of the well to the point where the
tension in the dip meter tape slackens or the weight on the tape reduces.

2.13

It is likely that the tape has reached the bottom of the well; to confirm this lift the tape
slightly and re-lower. At the point at which the tension or weight reduces again record
the depth of the well base on the analyser.

2.14

To complete the task remove the dip tape from the well (dry and clean the probe if
necessary) replacing the dip cap (or well head) and ensuring all seals are air-tight.

2.15

If any faults with the well are identified, record the details on the analyser comments, or
in a notebook

2.16

Re-open the valve to the original position and record the depart valve position as
confirmation that the well was re-opened after being dipped.

FOLLOWING COMPLETION OF GAS WELL DIPPING
3.1

On completion of the dips the dip meter must be cleaned and checked in readiness for
its next use by completing the steps outlined in point 1.

3.2

All dip data recorded on the analyser must be downloaded and the CSV file checked for
errors.

3.3

All dip data recorded in a notebook must be reviewed and uploaded into GARD

3.4

The Manager responsible will verify the data on GARD.

3.5

If any follow on works are identified a work order will be raised in Maximo.
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PURPOSE
•

To ensure the effective balancing and inspection of the gas collection system for the purpose of
meeting Infinis Plc (‘Infinis’) environmental and contractual obligations.

SCOPE
•

This procedure defines the steps required to effectively balance the gas collection system in
adherence with the company’s and all stakeholders’ requirements.

ASSOCIATED DOCUMENTS
• EC 5.4 - Bag sampling procedure
• EC 5.6 – Gas field flows procedure
• EC 5.7 – H2S Gas field monitoring
• EC 5.8 - Hydrogen gas field monitoring guidance note
RESPONSIBILITIES

•
•

The Manager responsible will be accountable for ensuring this procedure is followed and all
associated documents are available.
The Technician responsible, or contractor is responsible for ensuring that this procedure is
followed at all times.

INTRODUCTION
Balancing and inspection of the gas extraction system as part of routine monitoring is necessary to
ensure the field is operated and optimised in line with all business and stakeholder requirements by
giving consideration to the following:
• Any site GOP, trigger and control levels for CH 4 , O 2 , balance gases and vacuum (prior to and
following any adjustment(s) made)
• Any gas trigger levels for bag sampling stipulated in the permission, agreed with the landfill
operator or deemed appropriate by the Regional Manager.
• Any current compliance issues at the site e.g. migration, odour, presence of hot-spots etc
• Site conditions e.g. site engineering, leachate levels
• Inspecting KOP’s, pipework falls and any damage to infrastructure
PROCEDURE
1. Prior to going out on the field, the current site GOPs / PPC permit / permission levels set for CH 4 , O 2 ,
balance gases and vacuum, and trace gas trigger levels must be checked, and the last file of
monitoring data for the site loaded onto the analyser for reference once up on the field if required.
2. When breaches of any trigger of control levels are identified, appropriate adjustments must be made
with the aim of returning breaching parameters to within acceptable levels. When adjustments have
been made before and after readings must be stored
3. Where a breach of CO and / or H 2 S trigger levels are identified, a Maximo work order must be raised
for the extraction point to be bag sampled as detailed in EC 5.4 ‘Bag sampling’.
4. On completion of the balancing, the analyser must be downloaded and the readings stored in GARD
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5. In the event that the balancing is being performed by a contractor, all data must be provided to Infinis
in the downloaded and un-edited CSV format, along with the results of the calibration check and any
gas report or summary produced.
5. If any issues are identified such as, but not limited to, damaged infrastructure, odours or signs of
subsidence on the gas field a work order must be raised in Maximo for follow on works and
investigations to be completed
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1. PREPARING FOR LFG MONITORING & BALANCING
Prior to any monitoring / balancing exercise, the following tasks must be completed:
1.1 The current Infinis site specific identification (ID) file must be loaded onto the gas analyser
1.2 The current Infinis comments cards must be available for reference when storing comments
1.3 If required, the last file of balancing data for the site should be loaded onto the analyser for
reference on the field
1.4 The accuracy of the analyser must be checked by performing a calibration check against a gas of a
known concentration and the results recorded. Where a significant variance is identified (i.e. > + / 2%), the following steps must be taken:
1.4.1

The Technician will arrange for the analyser to be repaired and inform the Compliance team

1.4.2

The analyser sent away for repair

1.4.3

A suitable replacement analyser sourced for completion of the exercise

1.5 Any list of wells closed due to high levels of CO, H 2 S or H2 should be checked.
1.6 The person completing the balancing must be familiar with the operation of the portable gas
analyser being used, consulting the manual as necessary
2

MONITORING & BALANCING REQUIREMENTS

The monitoring and balancing at each location is to include:
2.1 Methane (CH 4 ), Oxygen (O 2 ), Carbon Dioxide (CO 2 ) and balance gases (upon arrival and following
any adjustment(s) made).
2.2 Vacuum at the monitoring point (upon arrival and following any adjustment(s) made).
2.3 A suitable comment from the current Infinis standard comments list must be stored to reflect the
condition of the well at the time of balancing.
2.4 Any trace gas components or other parameters (e.g. temperature) stipulated in the site permit or
agreed with the landfill operator.
3. COMPLETING GAS BALANCING
Whilst balancing any monitoring point, the following tasks must be completed:
3.1 Before completing the balancing , a ‘site gas and flow’ reading must be recorded from the incoming
line at the compound showing the CH 4 , O 2 ,CO 2 , balance gas, vacuum, flow (where available) and
engine output (if applicable).
3.2 Before taking a gas reading, the analyser pump must be run until the last reading has been purged;
typically this will require a minimum purge time of 20 seconds (longer if the Hydrogen sulphide
(H 2 S) filter pack is being used or high levels of Hydrogen (H) or Carbon monoxide (CO) have been
detected).
3.3 After selecting the relevant monitoring point ID, the analyser pump must be run for the time
recommended in the user manual for the model of analyser used (longer if a stable reading has not
been obtained after the recommended pump run time). Where H 2 S filter packs are being used, or
high levels of H or CO are detected, the analyser pump must be run for a minimum of 120 seconds
to obtain a stable gas reading; It will take longer for the gas reading to stabilise when a H 2 S filter
pack is being used with the analyser, or where high levels of H or CO are detected.
3.4 If the well is closed on arrival, you must check whether there are any specific requirements for the
well before recording the gas level.
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If the well is to be purged first, store the suction reading and then open the well to a low
vacuum (<5 mbar) and run the analyser pump for at least three minutes or until the gas
levels stabilise unless the well has been closed due to high levels of H 2 S. Store the gas
reading indicating the adjusted valve position before closing the well and storing a second
reading indicating the valve arrive position and valve depart position as 0.
If the well is not to be purged, take the reading in the normal way.

3.5 Where off-site gas monitoring points are monitored (such as in-rock extraction points or monitoring
boreholes), the pump run time minimum can be 30 seconds where no CH 4 is detected within the 30
second period.
3.6 Upon storing readings the valve positions must be recorded as a percentage, ranging from 0%
(indicating that the valve is fully closed) through to 100% (indicating that the valve is fully open).
3.7 A suitable comment must be selected from the comments file provided with the site ID file to reflect
the condition of the well at the time of balancing.
3.8 In the event that a suitable comment does not exist in the comments file, an appropriate comment
must be recorded against the well ID in a field note book and the comment uploaded into GARD
3.9 Where the valve on a monitoring point is adjusted, another reading must be stored for the well to
illustrate the changes made to both the gas composition, vacuum and valve position.
3.10 For multiple adjustments; a reading for each adjustment must be stored to reflect this.
3.11 Where levels of CO and / or H 2 S are recorded in excess of any trigger level, a bag sample must be
taken for laboratory analysis (EC 5.4 Bag sampling procedure). If this is to be competed on a later
visit to site a Maximo work order must be raised.
4. GAS FIELD INSPECTION
Whilst balancing the monitoring points the following inspections must also be completed:
4.1 The pipework will be visually inspected for damage, settlement, condensate build up or any other
issues
4.2 Each knock out pot (KOP) will be inspected and a record made of a counter reading and any issues
identified
4.3 Where possible minor issues with gas wells, KOP and pipework can be repaired during the
balancing process. Where this is not possible a follow on work order should be raised in Maximo for
the works to be completed as soon as practicable
5. FOLLOWING GAS FIELD BALANCING
4.1 A ‘site gas and flow (where available) reading must be recorded from the incoming line at the
compound showing the CH 4 , O 2 ,CO 2 , balance gas, vacuum, flow and engine output (if applicable).
4.2 Upon completion of the balancing the calibration of the analyser must be checked to ascertain
whether the accuracy of the unit has drifted during the monitoring tasks as per 1.4
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PURPOSE
•

To ensure the effective collection of bag samples, and storage of the results for the purpose of
meeting Infinis environmental and contractual obligations.

SCOPE
•

This procedure defines the steps required to effectively collect bag samples and store the results in
adherence with Infinis and stakeholder requirements.

ASSOCIATED DOCUMENTS
•
•
•
•

EC 5.4.1 - Bag sampling method statement
EC 5.4.2 - Gas bag sampling agreement form
EC 5.3 - Gas field balancing and inspection
EC 5.8 - Hydrogen gas field monitoring guidance note

RESPONSIBILITIES
•
•

The Manager responsible will be accountable for ensuring this procedure is followed and all relevant
documentation is available.
The Technician responsible or contractor must ensure that this procedure is followed at all times
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INTRODUCTION
It has been widely recognised that LFG field analysers can sometimes display inaccurate levels of certain
components e.g. carbon monoxide (CO) or hydrogen sulphide (H 2 S). Gas analysis performed by an external
laboratory provides additional measure of certainty.
Bag sample collection from any extraction point is necessary when routine gas monitoring results using a
field instrument identifies a possible breach of gas trigger levels
PROCEDURE
1. Transportation of bag samples needs to be arranged with Infinis head office for delivery to the approved
laboratory in sufficient time to allow completion of testing with 48hrs. Bag samples need to be completed
early in the week to allow testing to be completed before the weekend
2. Assets showing breached monitoring data will require monitoring again at the extraction points using the
field instrument immediately before collecting the bag sample, in order to provide collaborative data.
3. To ensure the bag sample collected is representative, gas collected from any closed extraction point
needs to be purged for a minimum of 3 minutes prior to the sample being taken.
4. To collect the bag sample(s) the steps outlined in the bag sampling method statement must be followed.
5. To complete the bag sampling, the following must be completed:
-

The agreement form must be completed to provide the approved laboratory with all necessary
information

-

All samples must be packed up in a suitable way, ready for dispatch to the lab for analysis.

-

The parcel must include the completed agreement request form.

-

The parcel must be clearly labelled with the senders name and address, and the delivery address.

-

Samples must be delivered to the lab within 48 hours of collection in the field.

6. On receipt of the lab analysis results, a copy must be stored centrally. Each month a spreadsheet of the
results received is uploaded to the Infinis database GARD.
7. In the event that the bag sampling is being performed by a contractor, all samples must be collected as
described above, and the results supplied in a suitable format (e.g. Microsoft Excel, PDF) to email
address; lab.results@infinis.com.
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Bag Sampling Method
Statement
•

Prior to undertaking any bag sampling, the following tasks must be completed.
1. The trigger breach level must be noted down for checking once in the field prior to collecting the
sample.
2. Ensure sufficient sample bags of the correct specification are available (3 litre bag volume for
testing LFG, CO & H 2 S).
• All sample bags must be checked to ensure they are totally empty. If there is gas in a sample
bag or it shows any evidence of damage, it must not be used. Any such bags must be returned to
the lab.
• Wherever possible arrangements should be made with Infinis head office for a courier collection
of the bag samples (24hrs notice required) prior to sampling.

3. The operation of the collection pump (either a dedicated bag sampling pump or a portable gas
analyser) must be checked for the following
• The pump battery is sufficiently charged for the planned sampling.
• Any external and internal filters are clean and dry (spares to be carried)
• For analysers with the H 2 S in-line filter media, this should not be used in bag sample collection,
.
• Ensure all tubing connections are air tight and there are no splits or holes in the tubing.
• An analysis agreement form should be completed with the Manager responsible or Technicians
authorisation, bag sample references, email address for reporting and LFG constituent testing
requirements. This form should travel with the sample bags to the external testing laboratory (or
be emailed across to the laboratory).
• The unit is fully purged of residual gas prior to sampling.
4. Where a non ATEX approved sampling pump is being used, a full DSEAR risk assessment
must be put into place.
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Bag Sampling Method
Statement
•

Collection of bag samples
1. Prior to the collection of any bag samples, the following tasks must be completed:
• The sample bags must be clearly labelled with the following: site, date, time, extraction point ID.
• For extraction points where GARD has highlighted a trigger breach in CO or H 2 S and a
subsequent bag sample is required, the relevant assets need to be monitored again using a
suitable portable field analyser to provide collaborative data with the laboratory results.
2. Where extraction points have been valved off following identification of trigger breaches, the
valves to the relevant extraction points should be opened to allow a low flow of gas to purge the
extraction point. The extraction points should be left open for at least 3 minutes before collecting the
bag samples. Upon completion of the task the valves should be returned to the closed position. To
collect the bag sample the following tasks must be completed.
• The collection pump must be connected to the extraction point and run for approximately two
minutes to ensure there is no residual air in the collection pump.
• The sample bag must be connected to the collection pump. The valve on the sample bag must
be opened immediately after it is connected to the collection pump. It must not be opened prior to
connection to the collection pump as this would contaminate the sample being collected.
• Once the sample bag is filled to approximately 80% capacity, the sample bag valve point must
be closed and the sample bag immediately disconnected from the collection pump. Overfilling the
sample bag may cause the seams to fail and loss of the sample.
• Note: the extraction point opened specifically for collection of the bag sample must be
closed again.
• The collection pump must be purged fully before starting to collect the next bag sample.
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Analyses Required

Sample Details

Other (as per quotation)

Siloxanes ONLY

Site Name:

Trace Components by ATD-GC-MS
(includes total VOCs & siloxanes)

Email results to:

Trace Components by GC-MS
(includes total VOCs, siloxanes & H2S)

Purchase Order Number:
N/A

Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S)

Contact Name:

Carbon Monoxide (CO)
Requires at least 1ltr of sample gas

Contract Tel number:

Helium

Infinis Energy Services Limited
500 Pavilion Drive
Northampton Business Park
Northampton
NN4 7YZ

Hydrogen

Address:

Major Components
(Oxygen, Nitrogen, Methane & Carbon
Dioxide)

Customer: Infinis

If other, please specify

Date sampled

Customer Declaration - I confirm the analysis & prices detailed above are correct. I confirm I have read & understood the terms & conditions that accompanied the quotation.
Name:

Date:

Signed:

ESG Specialist Chemistry Sample Receipt, Goods In, Bretby Business Park, Burton-upon-Trent, DE15 0YZ
Tel: + 44 (0) 1283 554383, Email: asc-admin@esg.co.uk

Form Template Version 4, Jan 2015
reserved.
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PURPOSE
•

To ensure the effective compilation and storage of internal gas well condition and liquid level data.

SCOPE
•

This procedure covers all aspects of collecting, recording and storage of gas well data when using
CCTV equipment.

ASSOCIATED DOCUMENTS
•

Dangerous substances and explosive atmosphere regulations (DSEAR)

RESPONSIBILITIES
•
•

The Manager responsible will be accountable for ensuring this procedure is followed.
The Manager responsible or technician must ensure the data is stored centrally and provided to the
site operator if required

INTRODUCTION
Camera surveying of LFG extraction wells allows for accurate data to be gathered on the internal condition.
The structural integrity of the well, the amount of plain, perforated casing and liquid levels within the well can
all be deduced from analysing the results of CCTV survey.
PROCEDURE
1. The Manager responsible will identify a suitably competent employee or contractor to carry out the
CCTV survey.
2. A list of wells that are to be surveyed will be identified and provide the individual carrying out these
works.
3. The individual undertaking the work will ensure that the well heads are removed and replaced
immediately before and immediately after camera surveying is carried out.
4. If the wells being surveyed have previously shown elevated H2S two people must complete the
CCTV survey
5. The individual completing the work will ensure that the camera records each well number and well
location prior to carrying out the actual camera survey.
6. During the survey as a minimum the amount of slotted well casing, solid casing and amount of
casing above ground will be identified
7. The individual completing the work will ensure all health & safety requirements and controls are
identified and adhered to.
8. During completion of the camera survey personnel will stand up wind of the gas well being surveyed.
9. Once all camera surveying works are complete the individual completing the work will store the files
electronically and they will then be upload to a central location
10. The data recorded will be analysed and used to identify any wells that may require further works or
investigation. If any further works are required a follow on work order will be raised in Maximo
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Gas field flow monitoring
method statement
1. PREPARING FOR RECORDING FLOW READINGS
Prior to taking flow readings the following tasks must be completed.

1.1 The current Infinis site specific identification (ID) file must be loaded onto the gas analyser
1.2 The current Infinis comments cards must be taken into the field for reference if using an analyser
with an anemometer when storing comments
1.3 If required, the last file of monitoring data for the site should be loaded onto the analyser for
reference on the field
1.4 The site gas and flow’ reading must be recorded from the incoming line at the compound showing
the CH 4 , O 2 ,CO 2 , balance gas, vacuum, flow (if available) and engine output (if applicable).
1.5 The operation of the flow device must be checked to ensure sufficient battery power for the duration
of the data collection work. The person completing the monitoring must be familiar with the
operation of the portable gas analyser and the flow device being used by consulting the manuals as
necessary
2. FLOW MONITORING REQUIREMENTS
The monitoring at each identified point is to include the parameters detailed in the method statement for
Gas field balancing and inspection (EC 5.3), plus flow readings obtained by the steps below:
2.1 Identify a suitable point of entry into the gas stream, usually a strategic point. This must be suitable
for taking a flow reading with uninterrupted pipework each side of the location, a stable flow rate and
free of any other potential flow interference
3. COMPLETING FLOW MONITORING
Whilst recording the flow at any monitoring point, the following tasks must be completed:
3.1 Remove the plug at that point and insert the anemometer into the centre of the gas flow
3.2 Record the steady flow at this point
3.3 Repeat several times recording the average flow reading each time
3.4 Securely replace the plug, ensuring there is no audible air ingress into the gas collection system
4. FOLLOWING FLOW MONITORING
4.1 A ‘site gas and flow’ reading must be recorded from the incoming line at the compound showing the
CH 4 , O 2 ,CO 2 , balance gas, vacuum, flow (if available) and engine output (if applicable).
4.2 Calculate the mean (average) flow reading for each point checked and convert the flow to M3/h
4.3 Ensure all results are recorded in GARD
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1. PREPARING FOR GAS MONITORING
Prior to monitoring any monitoring point, the following tasks must be completed:
1.1 The current Infinis site specific identification (ID) file must be loaded onto the gas analyser
1.2 The accuracy of the analyser must be checked and recorded against the calibration check ID for the
analyser being used by performing a calibration check against gas of a known concentration. Where
a significant drift is recorded (i.e. a deviation greater than the accepted + / - 2% variation from the
certificated values of the calibration gas) the following steps must be taken:
1.2.1 The technician responsible must arrange for the analyser to be repaired and the CAS team
informed
1.2.2 The analyser sent away for repair
1.2.3 A suitable replacement analyser sourced for use in the monitoring exercise
1.3 Any list of wells closed due to high levels of trace gases (CO, H2S etc.) should be checked
1.4 The person completing the monitoring must be familiar with the operation of the portable gas
analyser being used by consulting the manual as necessary
2. MONITORING REQUIREMENTS
The monitoring at each monitoring point is to include:
2.1. Hydrogen Sulphide (H 2 S) reading to be taken by removing the inline H 2 S filter media from the
sampling tube assembly.
2.2. A suitable comment from the current Infinis standard comments list must be stored to reflect the
condition of the well at the time of monitoring.
3. COMPLETING H 2 S MONITORING
The following tasks must be completed for all monitoring exercises:
3.1
Before completing the monitoring, a ‘site gas and flow’ reading must be recorded from the
incoming line at the compound showing the CH 4 , O 2 , CO 2 , balance gas, vacuum, flow and engine
output (if applicable).
3.2 Before taking a gas reading, the analyser pump must be run until the last reading has been purged;
typically this will require a minimum purge time of 20 seconds or for as long as required for H2S to
return to zero.
3.3 After selecting the relevant monitoring point ID, the analyser pump must be ran for the time
recommended in the user manual for the model of analyser used, with the inline H 2 S filter pack
removed (pumping should continue for longer if a stable reading has not been obtained after the
recommended pump run time)
3.4 If the well is closed on arrival, you must check whether there are any specific requirements for the
well before recording the gas level.
3.4.1

3.4.2

If the well is to be purged first, open the well to a low vacuum (less than 5 mbar) and run the
analyser pump for at least three minutes or until the gas levels stabilise, unless the well has
been closed due to high levels of H 2 S. Store the gas reading indicating the adjusted valve
position before closing the well and storing a second reading indicating the valve arrive
position and valve depart position as 0.
If the well is not to be purged, take the reading in the normal way

3.5 Upon storing readings the valve positions must be recorded as a percentage, ranging from 0%
(indicating that the valve is fully closed) through to 100% (indicating that the valve is fully open).
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3.6 comment 500 must be selected from the comments file for each well to demonstrate that this
reading is for H2S monitoring only
3.7 Excessively high H 2 S in the analyser poisons the CO/H 2 S sensors within the analyser over time
leading to low sensitivity to these trace gases.
4. FOLLOWING GAS MONITORING
4.1 A ‘site gas and flow’ ( if available) reading must be recorded from the incoming line at the
compound showing the CH 4 , O 2 ,CO 2 , balance gas, vacuum, flow and engine output (if applicable).
4.2 Upon completion of the monitoring the calibration of the analyser must be checked to ascertain
whether the accuracy of the unit has drifted during the monitoring tasks as per 1.4
4.3 Where a significant drift has been recorded (i.e. a deviation greater than the accepted + / - 2%
variation from the certificated values of the calibration gas), the analyser must be sent away for repair
and the Compliance team informed
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Hydrogen – gas field
monitoring guidance note
INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen (H 2 ) is not normally present where steady state landfill gas (LFG) production already exists.
It is generally only ever present in the early stages of waste degradation at levels of up to 20%
(200,000ppm) and this generally subsides ahead of steady state LFG production. H 2 production also
occurs where thermal events (hot spots) exist within the waste mass.
Neither of the above H 2 production scenarios would pose significant issues with regards to LFG
management, as LFG extraction does not generally occur in fresh waste until CH 4 and CO 2 are present
at sustainable levels and any H 2 production associated with thermal events usually subsides once
suitable controls are implemented.
It has become apparent, especially in recent years, that H 2 production can also occur where neither of
the above scenarios exists (see Industry guidance note: Guidance for the management of landfill gas
containing elevated levels of hydrogen) and when this is the case certain additional control measures
may require implementation.
Current industry guidance demonstrates that whilst H 2 production levels of up to 10% (100,000ppm)
pose no increased risk to site personnel when compared to LFG not containing H 2 , it can still pose an
elevated risk of damage to both instrumentation and machinery and as such the following control
measures are designed primarily for minimising risk to instrumentation and machinery (e.g. Gen-set or
process plant).
1. LFG CONTAINING 0 TO 5000PPM H 2 (LOW)
Any gas wells or strategic points containing H 2 levels of between 0 to 5000ppm may be adjusted and
operated in line with standard Infinis gas field balancing procedures.
2. LFG CONTAINING 5001 TO 10,000PPM H 2 (MEDIUM)
These wells or strategic points are at a higher risk of contributing to instrument or machinery damage.
The technician will need to pay particular attention when balancing these wells as spurious readings
may be present on the analyser (see Geotechnical Instrument note ‘CO Monitoring best practice’),
additional purging will be required between sampling and the chemical cell may need replacing more
regularly.

These wells or strategic points will require laboratory analysis to confirm the levels of H 2 and will
therefore require bag sampling on a regular basis (a representative or ‘strategic’ sample from each area
will be sufficient). A maximo work order should be set up for this
The laboratory analysis results will require reviewing on a regular basis.
3. LFG CONTAINING 10,000+PPM H 2 (HIGH)
These wells or strategic points are highly likely to cause damage to instrumentation and will generate
an increased risk of damaging machinery, the technician will need to know these wells exist ahead of
monitoring and should only monitor them when suitable filters are in place. Additional purging of up to
24 hours may be required between sampling at these locations.
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Hydrogen – gas field
monitoring guidance note

These wells or strategic points will require laboratory analysis to confirm the levels of H 2 and will
therefore require bag sampling on a regular basis (a ‘strategic’ or representative sample from each area
will suffice). A Maximo work order will be raised to allow these works to be scheduled in
Providing environmental conditions allow, LFG extraction at these wells or strategic points will need to
be restricted in order to prevent excessive quantities of H 2 entering the Gas Utilisation Plant (GUP).
Where possible the wells should not be fully closed but merely trimmed back.
If gas wells on site are found to contain >10,000ppm H 2 then the inlet manifold at the GUP will also
require regular laboratory analysis carrying out.

These laboratory analysis results will also require reviewing on a regular basis. If >20,000ppm H 2 is
detected within the GUP inlet manifold, then attempts should be made, via the balancing of the gas
system, to reduce this figure. Engine “knocking” and or damaged cylinder heads become a real
possibility at these levels.
4. LFG CONTAINING >100,000PPM H 2
The landfill operator must be notified of any wells that contain H 2 levels in excess of 100,000ppm
(>10%). H 2 production at these levels is not conducive to steady state LFG production. Providing
environmental conditions allow, LFG extraction will have to be severely curtailed at these wells and
additional site specific control or access measures will need to be implemented.

These wells will require laboratory analysis to confirm and trend the levels of H 2 present and will
therefore require bag sampling on a regular basis (a ‘strategic’ or representative sample from each area
will suffice). A Maximo work order will be raised to ensure this is completed
Footnote
Geotechnical Instruments has released a “CO monitoring best practice” document that make reference
to portable analysers and there use / limitations when H 2 is present.
The Landfill Industry has issued a “Guidance for the management of landfill gas containing elevated
levels of hydrogen” document that highlights the issues and risks associated with LFG extraction when
H 2 is present.
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PURPOSE
•

To help identify and ensure the effective control of all sub-surface thermal events (hot spots) within
the waste mass, in order to minimise risk to human health, prevent unnecessary spread and to
safely return the waste mass to normal conditions.

SCOPE
•

This procedure describes the methods to be followed to minimise the risks posed by hot spots to
human health, to prevent unnecessary spread and to safely return the waste mass to normal
conditions.

•

A hot spot can be caused by discrete air ingress into the waste mass resulting in a build-up of
aerobic conditions. This leads to exothermic reactions from excessive fermentation, resulting in
production of Carbon Dioxide (CO 2 ). Over time the solid waste mass becomes hot enough to ignite
in the presence of Oxygen; once ignition occurs then Carbon Monoxide (CO) is produced.

INTRODUCTION
There are three categories of hot-spot:
•

Surface heating – commonly caused by air ingress from atmosphere on uncapped flanks or asset
infrastructure leaks (e.g. well seal failure). These type of hot spots are usually short term issues with
small areas affected.

•

Deep seated – caused by long term air ingress deep into the waste. These types of hot spot have
long term affects and require larger areas of the gas collection system to be controlled with specific
consideration to the hot spot.

•

Inactive heating – long term prognosis often a mixture of the above examples; remediation of the
assets concerned are the reason the hot spot area has not been returned to normal status (e.g.
ineffectively sealed infrastructure). Often the CO lingers due to lack of extraction in the pocket of
waste below where the old hot spot has long since abated.

ASSOCIATED DOCUMENTS
• EC 5.3 - Gas field balancing and inspection
• EC 5.4 - Bag sampling procedure
• EC 5.9.1 - Monitoring of hot spots method statement
• EC 5.9.2 - Extinguishing of hot spots method statement
RESPONSIBILITIES
• The Manager responsible will be accountable for ensuring this procedure is followed and that the
landfill operator is satisfied with the outcome.
• The Manager responsible will ensure that all of the above relevant, associated documents are
available to the landfill operator, the Infinis employee or third party contractor undertaking the
monitoring
• The Technician responsible (or contractor) is responsible for ensuring that this procedure is followed
should a hot-spot scenario occur.

1. MONITORING REQUIREMENTS
1.1. It is the responsibility of the relevant LFG team to ensure that increased monitoring of each
monitoring point nominated is undertaken at a frequency specified for the purpose of controlling the
hot spot on the landfill operator’s behalf.
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2. COMPLETING CARBON MONOXIDE MONITORING
2.1. Assuming it is safe to do so; initial monitoring will be completed using the multi gas LFG field
analyser (GA2000+ or equivalent). If carbon monoxide (CO) levels >100ppm are recorded by the
LFG field analyser, then gas bag sampling for laboratory analysis must be undertaken.
2.2. If CO levels >100ppm are recorded from gas bag sampling by a laboratory test house, the landfill
operator (LFO) and Regulator (Environment Agency (EA) / Natural Resources Wales (NRW) /
Scottish Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA)) will need to be informed; it is the responsibility
of the LFO to notify the appropriate Regulatory body.

Table 1: Hierarchy of actions

Monitoring technique

Trigger limit

Action if limit exceeded

Hand held LFG analyser (e.g.
GA2000+)

>100ppm

Verify CO level via laboratory analysis

Laboratory analysis

>100ppm

Supply laboratory results to the site
operator and advise of appropriate
actions to be taken

3. Procedure
3.1. The area / wells where elevated CO has been detected should be brought into balance with
atmospheric pressure to prevent further air ingress. This should be achieved by reducing / removing
gas extraction to wells in the immediate vicinity.
3.2. A monitoring strategy or action plan (additional monitoring, balancing and laboratory analysis of
effected wells) should be agreed with the LFO. Maintaining the neutral balance with atmospheric
pressure will help expedite the extinguishing of the hot spot, the additional monitoring and balancing
of the effected wells will help achieve this goal.
3.3. Gas bag sampling point(s), for the areas where elevated CO has been observed need to be agreed
and should include bulk gas constituents, CO and Hydrogen as a minimum
3.4. Along with additional LFG monitoring, temperature profiling may be initiated to further ascertain the
extent of the hot spot. A site specific risk assessment and method statement would have to be
carried out before this work is undertaken.
3.5. All sources of air ingress in the affected area will have to be identified and remediated;
extinguishing of the hot spot will not occur until air ingress has ceased.
3.6. If the source of air ingress is identified as being from the LFG management infrastructure (e.g. a
failed well seal) then, if deemed safe to do so, it should be repaired as soon as practicable. If the
source of air ingress is identified as being from the landfill infrastructure (e.g. leachate chamber,
damaged cap etc.), then the LFO should be consulted to ensure appropriate remedial action is
progressed.
3.7. All portable gas analyser monitoring data will have been reviewed as it is collected and conclusions
forwarded to the LFO. The LFO will update the Regulatory body as and when necessary.
3.8. When no elevated CO has been identified in the gas bag samples for 6 consecutive weeks, it can
be assumed the hot spot is no longer active.
3.9. Providing no further evidence of the hot spot occurs, extraction may be resumed at minimal levels.
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Extraction may be returned to optimal levels once all infrastructure remediation is complete.

3.11.
Laboratory analysis of the effected wells should continue to be undertaken whilst extraction
is reintroduced

4. SUPPLY OF DATA BY CONTRACTORS
4.1. In the event that the monitoring is being performed by a contractor, all monitoring data must be
provided to Infinis in the downloaded and secure un-edited CSV format, along with the results of the
calibration check and any gas report or summary produced.

5. RECORDS
5.1. All relevant data will be archived by Infinis and communicated to the landfill operator
5.2. The raw data file will be stored electronically for a period of at least 3 years
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Monitoring of Hotspots

Method Statement

Test Equipment checks
 Check temperature probe against a known temperature i.e. normal air temperature or with a bucket of
boiling water if required


Any slight drift in the gas instrument’s detection should be corrected (using the equipment calibration
menu facility). Zero methane in air if necessary.



Quarantine any instrument that is beyond its calibration date or showing erroneous readings.

Obtaining gas readings


Each branch of the system will end at an extraction well.



All wells should have monitoring points to allow gas quality and suction to be assessed; often dipping
ports will also be provided for assessing leachate levels in the well, together with regulating valves.



Prior to any dipping the following determinants should be checked and recorded within the well: Suction,
methane, carbon dioxide, oxygen, hydrogen sulphide and carbon monoxide.



Locate the monitoring points (and note if any are damaged or cannot be monitored stating reason where
appropriate).



Attach instrument identified above to gas well with the use of a quick-release tefen valve or open gas tap
if a ball valve is fitted, if required record gas differential pressure when reading has stabilised.



Ensure when obtaining a gas reading that the hose connection from the monitoring equipment is
attached to the gas tap before it is opened so preventing any air ingress to the gas system.



If the gas readings have not reached a steady value after 120 seconds, then allow more time for
stabilization.



Caution must be taken when monitoring from piezometers and other small diameter facilities that water
is not drawn into the instrument. This may be prevented by using a section of transparent hose and
observing closely if any water is extracted. An audible strain on the instrument pump may also be
detected. If this occurs, stop purging the gas well, record the readings if possible. Check filters are not
saturated. If they are, replace appropriately.



On-site facilities such as vents or leachate wells may not be sealed or have a monitoring valve. If this is
the case use an extension piece of hose and lower this into the well to minimise any effect of
atmospheric air on the sample taken. Ensure that the hose is not lowered into any leachate or water
within the facility.



Once data is recorded, close the gas tap and/or cover and remove the instrument. Purge the instrument
in fresh air until levels return to normal



Repeat this procedure for all pertinent wells.
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Obtaining temperature dip readings from a well
After the gas quality has been recorded from the well the temperature dip survey can take place.
Temperature dip meters work by way of a probe sensing the temperature of a gas or liquid.


Turn temperature dip meter on ready for the task.



Close the isolation valve to remove any direct extraction from the well if not already isolated.



Remove the dip cap carefully to ensure there is no gas pressure within the well, if there is, slightly open
the isolation valve to remove the risk of emissions to atmosphere. This won’t affect the dip survey.



Insert temperature dip probe slowly, standing up wind of the well, and watch the temperature
measurement for the reading to become consistent.



Allow the temperature reading to become constant and lower the temperature dip tape further down the
well recording temperatures every two to three metres until either the base of the well is reached or the
o
temperature has risen above the site temperature set point i.e. 60 C.



Record the readings and depths below ground level in a notebook or on an appropriate gas analyser



Once the survey has been completed the dip cap is to be replaced and the valve is to be re-opened to
the original position slowly if required.

Reporting Procedures


Gas monitoring data obtained from the site is entered onto the Infinis gas data database by downloading
from the instrument within 24hrs or as soon as is reasonably practicable.



Ensure data is accurate and correct.



All data is verified for accuracy by a competent person before being forwarded to the client.



Report findings to the Manager responsible



The Manager responsible is to raise a corrective work order in maximo to investigate/ remediate any
issues.
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Extinguishing of Hotspots
Any attempts employed to actively extinguish a hot spot, as described below, must be discussed and agreed
with the landfill operator before works commence. Agreement may also be required from the local Regulatory
body (EA, NRW, SEPA) before works commence, it is the landfill operators responsibility to gain such
agreement.
Equipment to be used
Tractor and water bowser, other supply of large amount of water or leachate
PPE
COSHH
Method
Due to the nature of landfill engineering and waste all hotspots can have different properties, can contain
high temperatures, cause cavities within the waste and emit noxious or toxic gases and therefore should be
individually risk assessed prior to and continuously during the work.
If in doubt do not approach the affected area, inform senior management, the emergency services may be
required.
Subject to size, depth and location the hotspot could take a considerable amount of time to extinguish. Prior
to agreeing on a course of action ensure that all equipment required is available for the duration of the
operation.


Prior to commencing work try to ascertain the size of the hotspot and affected area this could be done
using gas bag samples, gas analysers or temperature probes to detect elevated CO or temperature
levels within landfill infrastructure, visual signs such as settlement or subsidence or fresh cracks
radiating out from a point. These could all indicate that a cavity has been created underground by
combustion of waste. See method statement EC 5.9.1 for method of monitoring hotspots.



Ensure all personnel who will be working in the vicinity of the hotspot are fully aware of location of
hotspot and its potential size,, are able to contact the emergency services, have access to first aid
equipment and are aware of the landfill sites emergency procedures.



If not already restrict access to other site visitors not directly involved with work in the vicinity of the
hotspot. Ensure the area likely to be affected is cordoned off or determine access restrictions ensure
that access to the area is restricted before, during and after the works are complete.



Ensure surrounding gas wells are isolated so air ingress into the affected area is reduced as far as
possible.



Ensure sufficient liquid is available to completely flood the hotspot for the duration of the work.
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Ensure sufficient soil, clay or bentonite is available to seal any points of potential air ingress after the
works are complete.



Whether via a tractor and water bowser or via pump hose water needs to be injected into the hotspot in
sufficient quantities to be able to rapidly cool the affected area.



To limit the amount of access required close to the hotspot, position the hose as far from the hotspot as
possible but still within injection distance, i.e if the hotspot is a hole on a flank or flat area flush the water
towards the hole using the force of the water or contours of the site to direct the water into the hole.



If injecting water into landfill infrastructure that is still intact i.e a gas or leachate well use existing pipe
work if available. If none available prepare equipment away from the point for immediate connection and
ensure it is robust enough so further contact with the point is not required until injection works are
complete and the area has stabilised. Treat the local area with extreme caution; do not spend more time
than is required attaching liquid hoses. If in doubt do not approach the well as there is a risk of high
temperature steam being emitted.



Aim to fill the point, hole or area with liquid to a level above where the highest temperatures are recorded
or likely to be to ensure full saturation of the structure or waste mass in the affected area.



Once sufficient quantities of liquid have been injected and the area is no longer emitting smoke, heat or
settlement has stabilised fill the area in with inert material capable of sealing the area to air ingress or
gas egress.



Ensure the area remains restricted to unauthorised people until you are sure, using gas bag samples,
gas analysers or temperature probes to detect elevated CO or temperature levels within landfill
infrastructure that no further combustion is taking place. Also check the area for any renewed visual
signs such as settlement or subsidence or fresh cracks radiating out from a point on a regular basis.

Alternativehotspot management.
If the hotspot cannot be extinguished totally then control of the area must be maintained. An action plan
needs to be agreed with the landowner. This may consist of one or all of the following; increased monitoring
of the affected area, isolating gas wells or reducing extraction to allow landfill gas to build up to eradicate any
oxygen still trapped within the waste or inhibiting further air ingress in the affected area, Controlled injection
of liquid into existing gas infrastructure or installing infrastructure (Spike wells) to allow injection of liquid into
the affected area to cool the waste mass. Other alternative methods may be used if agreed by all parties.
The ICOP for the Management and Prevention of Sub-Surface fires lists other methods of control.
Reporting Procedures


Gas monitoring data obtained from the site is entered onto the Infinis gas data database by downloading
from the instrument within 24hrs or as soon as is reasonably practicable.



Ensure data is accurate and correct.
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All data is verified for accuracy by a competent person before being forwarded to the client.



Report outcome of works to landowner, The Manager responsible, must ensure the hotspot is recorded
on the hotspot tracker through the compliance team.



The manager responsible must raise corrective work orders in Maximo to investigate/ remediate any
further issues.
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PURPOSE
To ensure the effective recording and storage of accurate gas well installation information (including
alterations made after initial installation) for the purpose of meeting Infinis Plc (Infinis) environmental
and contractual obligations.
SCOPE
This procedure defines the steps required to accurately record and store gas well installation
information (including alterations made after initial installation) in adherence with the company’s and all
stakeholders’ requirements.
ASSOCIATED DOCUMENTS
• EC 5.13 - Installation of in waste gas wells
• EC 5.11 - Asset History Template
RESPONSIBILITIES

•

The Manager responsible will be accountable for ensuring this procedure is followed.

•

The Technician responsible, or contractor is responsible for ensuring that this procedure is
followed at all times.

INTRODUCTION
In order to fulfil all business and stakeholder requirements reporting requirements, it is necessary to
keep the log up to date with the current installation details.
PROCEDURE
1. ‘As built’ and ‘well alteration’ information must be recorded in GARD for every gas well on site.
1.1. For all new gas wells this must include the following details:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Well identification (ID)
Base level – metres above ordinance datum (m AOD)
Installed depth – metre (m)
Basal stand-off (m)
Plain casing installed (m)
Perforated casing installed (m)
Bentonite installed (m)
Surface level (m AOD)
Easting’s
Northing’s
Any relevant general comments

2. ‘Well alteration’ information must be added as changes are made to the well casing. This must
include the following:
•
•

Full date of alteration (DD/MM/YYYY)
Plain casing added / removed (m)
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•

•
•
•

Where the gas well has been extended, the length added must be shown as a
positive number
• Where the gas well has been cut down, the length of plain casing removed must be
shown as a negative number
Revised well depth (m)
Revised plain casing (m)
Any relevant general comments

3. When the Asset history template is completed retrospectively, as much ‘as built’ and ‘adjustment’
information as possible must be included and e-mailed to gasfielddata@infinis.com.
4. Details of any changes will be uploaded to GARD by the Compliance team
5. In the event that gas well installations and / or adjustments are being completed by a contractor, all
records provided by the contractor must include the appropriate details (as described in steps one
and two) for entry into GARD in a suitable format (e.g. Microsoft Excel spread sheet, PDF file).
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PURPOSE
•

To provide guidance in the planning and installation of in-waste gas wells in order to ensure
prescribed construction and environmental standards are achieved and that drilling is
undertaken in a manner that protects the integrity of the landfill containment.

SCOPE
•

This procedure specifies the minimum standards required to plan and install in-waste gas
collection wells.
If additional measures or controls are dictated by the landfill operators (LFO), then these
may either supersede or compliment this procedure.

ASSOCIATED DOCUMENTS
•

HSQE: 6.0
Contractors (including 6.1 ‘Safety Plan for Contract Works’ and 6.2
‘Contractors Pre-Start Checklist’)

•

HSQE: 13.0
of Drilling’)

PUWER (including HSQE: 13.1 ‘Plant Acceptance’ and HSQE: 13.2 ‘Control

•

HSQE: 27

Construction Design Management (CDM)

•

Site infrastructure & services plan

•

Construction Quality Assurance (CQA) plan

•

Construction Quality Assurance (CQA) report

RESPONSIBILITIES
•

The Manager responsible will be accountable for ensuring this procedure is followed

•

The Technician responsible will be responsible for ensuring this procedure is followed

•

The appointed CQA Engineer is responsible for ensuring that this procedure is followed

•

The appointed Drilling Contractor is responsible for ensuring that this procedure is
followed

INTRODUCTION
To ensure the effective installation of in-waste gas wells in accordance with an approved
specification, this procedure should be followed. This will help to ensure that installations are
undertaken to a high standard and with minimum risk to the environment and other landfill
infrastructure (e.g. engineered containment, buried infrastructure etc.)
PROCEDURE
1. PRE-DRILLING
1.1 Communication of Intent to Drill
Any intention to drill should be communicated to the LFO at the earliest opportunity. This will
provide the LFO with maximum opportunity to undertake any associated preparatory work to assist
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the project (e.g. preparation of ground, provision of improved access etc.) and to communicate any
plans to the relevant regulatory authority (and local residents as appropriate).
1.2 Request for Information
Latest, up to date, information must be requested from the LFO which should include (as a
minimum):
• the latest topographical survey of the relevant area showing current ground levels (mAOD)
• construction details of the cell, including basal levels, engineering type and construction
details, presence of any specific sub-surface engineering features (e.g. piggy-back lining
systems) or infrastructure (e.g. leachate systems)
• any known site specific risks (e.g. special wastes)
This may be by means of confirmation that existing information is considered reliable (e.g. for a
closed site).
1.3 Identification of Preferred Drill Locations
Preferred drill locations should be identified on a topographical plan of the site and general
agreement of the positions sought from the LFO.
1.4 Calculation and Approval of Drill Depths
Drill depths should be calculated using the latest information as identified in section 1.2. Final drill
depths should be either provided or approved by the LFO and should include the following as a
minimum:
• Well ID
• Coordinates (eastings and northings)
• Ground level (mAOD)
• Base depth (mAOD)
• Targeted drill depth (mAOD)
1.5 Preparation of Pre-Works Information
A CQA plan should be prepared and submitted to the LFO for approval and subsequent
submission to the relevant regulating authority. Amendments, as requested by the LFO, may be
required before this submission is made. Sufficient time should be allowed for all stakeholders to
review and comment on the plans.
The CQA plan should contain the following information (as a minimum):
• Identification of parties and responsibilities
• A description of the work to be undertaken
• Supervision (CQA) arrangements
• Health & Safety arrangements
• Details of approved locations and drill depths
• Details of gas well specifications and installation details
• Drawing with agreed locations
• Details of procedures for over-drills and abandoned wells
• Provisions for waste
• Additional monitoring requirements
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Written approval of the plans must be obtained from the LFO before any on-site drilling work is
commenced, although preparations (e.g. access) may be made at risk.
The approved CQA plan should be provided to the appointed CQA Engineer and Drilling
Contractor.
The start date should then be agreed with the LFO, who may wish to communicate it to the
relevant regulating authority.
The Infinis representative should ensures that HSQE 6.1 ‘Safety Plan for Contract Work’ is
completed and that it is issued to the drilling contractor and any other contractors associated with
the project (e.g. pipe-welders).
2. COMMENCEMENT OF ON-SITE ACTIVITY
2.1 Inductions
Inductions should be completed for all parties associated with the project, in line with both
landowner and Infinis requirements. These inductions should familiarise all parties with the
hazards, risks, controls and emergency arrangements particular to the site. If convenient, this
requirement may be combined with section 2.2.
2.2 Pre-Start Meeting
A pre-start meeting should be attended by all parties involved in the project including:
• The appointed LFO representative
• The responsible Infinis representative
• The CQA Engineer supervising the work
• The lead driller (full crew if deemed appropriate)
• Any other contractors associated with the project (e.g. pipe-welders)
The purpose of this meeting is to review the CQA plan and associated Health, safety and control
documentation (e.g. Risk Assessment, Method Statements, Safety Plan etc.), and reconfirm
responsibilities for the defined aspects of the project (Note: all documents from external sources
should be approved by Infinis ahead of this meeting).
The Infinis representative should complete HSQE 6.2 ‘Contractors Pre-Start Checklist’ and the
landowner should provide authorisation (Permit) if required, to drill in accordance with its internal
procedures.
2.3 Re-Survey and Marking of Locations
Approved drilling coordinates should be identified by the appointed surveyor. Locations should be
identified using wooden stakes with the gas well reference clearly identified. Additionally, the
location should be marked on the ground with marker spray so that any unapproved movement of
the peg can be readily identified.
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If ground levels have changed since the original drill depths were approved, any new drill depths
must be provided or approved by the landfill operator.
If a drill location needs to be moved to accommodate for on-site conditions or restrictions, new drill
depths must be provided or approved by the landfill operator.
Resurveying of the drill locations must take place if:
• there is any suspicion that the locations markers have been tampered with (e.g. there is a
mismatch between the location of the wooden peg and the marker paint)
• there is unreasonable delay between the marking of the locations and drilling commencing
or as agreed with the local Regulating Officer
2.4 Plant, Tool and Equipment Inspection
All plant, tools and equipment associated with the project (e.g. drill rig, dumpers etc.) must be
inspected in line with Infinis requirements.
It is the responsibility of the responsible Infinis representative, in conjunction with the plant
operator, to undertake an initial plant acceptance inspection (HSQE 13.1) prior to commencement
of work and weekly thereafter and to ensure that any plant, tools and equipment is properly
inspected and/or tested. All plant, tools and equipment must be suitable for the task as identified in
the risk assessment.
It is the responsibility of the drilling contractor to complete daily plant inspections.
For personal tools and equipment such as spanners, gas detectors (a copy of the calibration
certificate should be present prior to work commencing), it is the responsibility of the individual
using the tools or equipment to ensure it is fit for purpose and it has been inspected and/or tested.

3. COMMENCEMENT OF DRILLING ACTIVITIES
Drilling should not commence until it has been confirmed that all materials are available on site.
Drilling activities must be supervised at all times by a competent appointed person.
All work must be undertaken in accordance with the CQA plan. Any deviation from the plan must
only take place following approval by the responsible Infinis representative. Any deviation may
require additional approval from the LFO and relevant regulating authority and must comply with
the approval processes as defined by this procedure.
If levels of odour, heat, dust or excessive vacuum are identified over those anticipated under
normal landfill drilling activities, then work must be suspended until such time suitable monitoring /
assessment can be undertaken and conditions are either returned to normal or deemed under
control by the responsible Infinis representative.
Drilling arising’s must be disposed of in the agreed manner and should not be left uncovered whilst
drilling activity is not taking place (e.g. out of normal working hours).
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Unless otherwise approved by the responsible Infinis representative, no drilling of a well should be
commenced unless it is reasonably expected that the well can be completed by the end of the
working day and no wells shall be left unsealed or open overnight.
4. COMPLETION OF DRILLING ACTIVITIES
Only the responsible Infinis representative can deem the project complete.
Following completion of the project all relevant project information will be included in CQA report
(as defined in the CQA plan) and provided to the LFO.

All drilling records and CQA plans / reports must be stored electronically in a central location and in
a logical manor. Details of the well ID, location, depth etc will be stored in GARD
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